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FOREWORD

T,
,

Many recent "st dies cite condition of higher education in the Nation
t'have complained of the paucity or, untimeliness of.the.clite available fip-

. analysis. Statisticts are aggregated 'Usually only in terms Pf the public and
private sectors, and analysis of gioups of institutions Within these two
broad ,categoiies is difficult, if not impossible. Further, differences from
year to year IrLdefinitions and data collection practices compOund the
problem of rheasuring. and 'defining trends for institutional groupings.

'Thus, the select* of a particular set of institutions for study over a pre-
. determined period of time is by circurnstance limited erms of specificity

and completeness.
With frank acknowledgrrient of these distinct mitations, this study

examines the trends tbat are discernible in the a gregate data available
from private liberal arts colleges. The study does not propose to describe
institutional conditions at a particular. moment in history. Rather, rat:
tempts to construCt a profile of private liberal arts colleges as a. group, a
profile in the Pro6ess of change through time and the force of flew Condi-
Voris and circumstances. The universe to be studied is the approximately
00 pKivate liberal `arts colleges in the Nation and the important cdritribu-
tion they make by increasing the educational options available to students.

Much has been written in recent years relative to the value of and need
for diversity among higher education institutions. In this context, the term
"diversity" usually is intended Jo embrace not differences between
institutions in terms of the method by which they obtain financial support,
bit differences in total institutional enrollments,.differences in class size,

. diff9rences in curriculums offered, and differences in social and moral
values taught. As the cost of college attendance has risen, and as enroll-
ment levels have stabilized or declined, institutional differences have
become accentuated. in the minds of prospectivestudents and their
parents. Private liberal arts colleges and their distinctive characteristics
contribute significantly to tile diversity of our higher education system and
merit special study.

It isanticipatdd that this publication will provide educatOrs, legislators,
and concerned citizens-with a convenient, yet thorough, corhpiLation of the
extant information regarding. these i portant institutions. The major
source of data is the Higher Educatio General Information Survey; how-
ever, the study also makes use, ta. from numerous, -private organize-
bons and-independent scholars.

.

It is hoped that this effort will, help to establiSh a foundation for fuither
research and study of this segment of higher education.

December 1977

' C,. Gespheider,
W Chief, Planning Staff,

Bureau of Higher and Continuing Education.

.1
I , iii.
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PREFACE

--Much consternation exists in education circl6s and elsewhere about
the status of private liberal arts colleges. Almost daily, it seems, an article
-or,a book.appears that .either decries the imminent Collapse of these Col-
leges or heatedly4states contraiy. A purpose of this study is toear the
air and help to take the edge off this debate.

This study is based on aggregate, data'fodusing bn last
decade. It has six chapters, including an introduction which presents a
cursory view of some major,aspectt of the condition of higher educ tion
in general; thalls, it establishes a confext in which to view the conditio of-
Ovate liberal 'arts collages. The second chapter begins:the discuss' n
proOdr by examining trends in institutional and enrolltnent growth. The

. third chapter focuses on changes in students and the impact of those
changes upon curriculum. Chapter four examines tifestatus of faculty and
staff. The fifth chapter deals with finances and, in doing so, attempts to
avoid pejorative terms suchas "financial exigency" and "fiscal crisis.",
These terms would be inappropriate for this study because they have been
construed in an apparently infinite variety of ways and consequently have
little descriptive function. The4inal chapter, the conclusion, serves mainly
-to recapitulate the major trends discussed in the preceding chapters.

this study is concerned with a universe that-varies in size from year to
year but consists of toughly 690 colleges. It relies heavily u0ork the Higher
Education General Information Survey (HEGIS) for statistical infognation.
It also uses data from other sources, both public and private, such as the
Ainerican Association of University Professors, the Assbciation of Ameri-
can Colleges, and-the American Council on Education. One conclusion of
this study is that there is a great need for more thorough data gathering:
there is a lack, of data fdr private liberal arts colleges and insufficient
information on faculty, staff, and student characteristics.

The data are presented, wherever possible, according to the system of
classifying institutions used by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Educa-
tion. Under this system, there are-five classes: Doctoral-Granting institti-
tions; Comprehehsive Universities and Colleges; Liberal Arts Colleges,'
Twd-Xear Colleges and Institutes; and Professional Schools and Other
Specialized I nstitutionselhus, the study focuses on the private institutions
in Class 3,, Liberal Arts I and II colleges.' Unless otherwise specified; the
terms Liberal Arts I and Liberal Arts lirefer to private institutions.

. The.data are empirical and cons*ently tell Only as much about the.
condition of private liberal arts colleges as a physical examination tells
about te condition ,of a human being. Both are incomplete to extent
that they 'neglect subjective matters or equate 'them with objective meas-
ures. Any final assessmenf of the condition of private lib4al arts colleges

. must deal with such intangibles as quality; intellectual curiosity,. and
vitality, and academic freedom and integrity. It is hoped that this study

go, (



VI

fulfills that obligation betterihan many others do; and from timeto time it
reminds the reader of the need for taking these intangibles into account.
It Is hoped that ale result of this study will be to alert the public.to the

. importance of these matters.
Many people have prbvided invaluable assistance in various phas'es of

this study. Special thanks should be given to Sharon G. Yates of the Bureau
of Higher and Continuing Education .(0E) for her diligtnt competence' in
gathering and preparing the data. James W. Wore, also of the Bureau,
gave valuable support in.the early phases of the project. In additioh,
Dr. Joseph P. Miller of John Carroll, University contributed substantially
to the deveL mopmentbf these materials during his stay in Washington as a
participant in the Presidential Ekecutive Interchange Program. Jean
Sclater and Mary Brown, of the Bureau, and Cathy Henderson and.Elaine
El-Khawas, of the American Council on Education, also provided assistance
in data collection. W. Vince Grant and C. George ,Lind of the National
Center forEducation Statistics Orovided much help in reviewing the data.
and parts of text. William A:Shoemaker of the Council for the Advance-
ment of &pall Colleges perused various portions of.the text and provided
many useful suggestions. A particuletiebt is owed Margaret Duell of this
Bureau for taborihg arduously over the task of typing the text and charts.

There are others, too numerous to name, whose suggestions, patience,
and sympathy have helped throughout the study. To them, too, a special
thanks. , .

NOTE :.

1. The Carnegie Commission defines Liberal Arts I colleges as publie
and private institutions which "scored 5 or above on Astin's selectivity in-
dex [based on NMSQT scores for 1964] or- . . : were included among the

° 200 leading baccalaureate granting institutions in terns of numbers
of ,their graduates receiving Ph. D.'s at 40 leading doctoral-granting
institutions, from 1920 to '1966.. Arts ,II colleges "include
all the liberal arts colleges that did riot ;meet our criteria for includion
in the first group.. ..." A Classification of institutions of Higher Education.
Berkeley: The Carnegie Co-mmiion on Higher Education, 1973. Pp. 3-4.

.
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Introduction; Past Expansiqn and Future Limitation
in the prOvitii of 'Higher Education

A

CHAPTER U.

1

The history of American higher educe-
.. lion is largely a record f continuous, rapid.

growth in the numb land size of institutions,
the number of stu a fs who &tend them, the
numberOfPeop e o work.intKein, and,The
size of their'budgels. Morgiecently, though,
the expans ion rate has begun to slovitn some
sectors, and Some trends suggest that,the
futu.re way be characteriZed.by declining en-
rollments and "their unfortunate con,
sequences. But throkhout most 61 this
century,.higher education has grown -virtu-
ally without restraint. It has becothe big
'businesi.' For examPle,; between 1965-66
and 1975-76, total current fund revenues at
public and private institutions combined
(including 2-year colleges) losejrom $12.8
billion to $39.6 billion, and expenditured
rose ccincomitantly from $12.6 billion to
$38.9 billion. At the same time, yearend
market values of endowments at public anti
private institutions combined rose to $15.4

' billion:-
This enormous expansion in the enter

prise has been accompanied, of course, by
increasing numbers of staff. In 1959-60,
for example, institutions of higher education

. employed 383,000 faculty, and other *pro-
fessioni,Istaff, 54.8'percent of whom worked
in public, institutions. By 1972 -73, there

.were roughly 887,009-total faculty and, other
professionals employed in all institutions.
By this time, the, proportion employed in the
public sector had jumped to '7Q percent of
the total? By 1975-7§, there we more than
377:000 full-tirrie insthk,nal fTculty alone
in higher education?

-As higher education became a large fi-
nancial enterprise, it alsci became, more ex-:
pensive, In 1965-66, for example, total
charges. to students at public universities
averaged $1,105, while at other public 4-
year colleges, they were $902 in 1976 -77,

,

4

these charges had jumped to an estimated
$2,063 at public universities and $1,843 at
other- public 4-year colleges. In the private
sector, the increases are even more startling.
Tota' charges to students at private universi-
ties averaged $2,316 in 1965-66 and soared
to $4,573 in ;1976-77. hi other pkivate 4-
year colleges; the charges rose Irom $1,897
to $3,723? Such increases arid the price
differentials between.the public and private
s ,ectors obvioasly grve the public sector a
Competitive edge.

'DUring -about the list years,the
growth of higher education has been remark-

,ablyrnd consistently dynamic. In terms of
the total number of institutions, for example,
the higher education community (including
2-year poileges) has more.than doubled (see
fable 1). During this peOiodi the number of
institutions greiN by an average of 36 each
year Since 1973-74, thoughthis rate has
-fallen off sharply, so that lately the number:
of schools haYincreased by an averagq of
only 19 annually. This decline in the growth
rate is even more striking when one realizes
that during- the 'depression the number 'of
institutions increased by 26 per year.

The most spectacular growth in the num-.
be rs of institutions has *occurred in the
.public sector. Since 1931-32; the number,
of public institutions,has increased by an
average of 21 each year, but lately that
growth rate has slowed somewhat. During

,the depression the publipsector 'grew by an
'average of 7 new schools each year.-.(A part
of this growth is caused by the practice of
counting branch campuses .as
institutions after 1964-65. Notwithstanding,
this praCtice, the groWth .exceptional)

s'ihe growth of the priVate sector .has
been .only slightly Jess spectacular. Since

1 u
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TABLE 1.-Number of Institutions of Higher Education,

by Control: Hiked States and Outlybfg Areas, 1931-3?
-to 1976-77 r

(
.

;

Academic
year

---t-

Contrbi of institution

Total Public Pthfite. ,
T. Ittumber--Perceni.--tfuntber Per2cept

1931-32 1,460 544 $ 31.3' 916 62.7
0 1935236 1,628 575 35,4 1,b51 64.6

1941-42 4,720 616. 35.8 1;104 64.2
11945-46 1,768 624; 35.3 1,144 64.1
19 1,858 640 434.4 1,21.8 65.5
195-55 1,855 652 35.1 1;203 64.9

_1.959-60 2,028 703 34.7 1,325 65.3
11364-62. 2,207 790 35.8 1,417 64.
1969-701 2,836 # 46.3 1,524 53.7
1970-71J 2,855

.1,312
4.33 46.8 1,520 53.2

. 1971-721 2,902 1,381* 47.6 1,521. 52.4
1972-73r 2,951 1,414 47.9 1,537 52-.1

1973-741 3,018 1,445 47.8 -1:573- 52.2-
, 1974-751 3,03e 1,453 47.8 .1,585 52.2

1975-76' 3,055 1,454 47.6 1,601 52.4
1975;771 3,075 1,467 47.7 1,608 52.3

l Number of institution, of higher education include bfaneh
campuses.

NOTE: Due toroynding, percentages may not add to 100.0%. ,

SOURCES: U.S. Department of Health, Education/ and Wel..
fare, National Center for. Education Stabs-tics, Higher Educe
Von. Education Directory, 197O -7A- 1976 -77. U.S. Department
of Health, Educations and Welfare, Office of Education,
Biennial Survey of Education, ;St4&'

193k-32, the number Of private institutions
has increased by an average of 15-a- year.
The.data show, though, that this growth has
been erratic, especially since the beginning
of this decade, and has begun to slow; Thus,
between 1969-70"and 1976-77,y-the growth

- fate had declined to 12 per year, while during
,the depresSion it Was.19 per year. In other

words, as measur d by numbersof ir\stitu-
. tions, the growth =of the public sector has

been more striking thari that of the private.
, A more dramatic indicatiOn.:of the rela-

tively greater growth of the public sector is f,
revealed in the proportions of public to
private institutions; in 19492-B0, Private
schools outnumbered public schools by, .

*almost 2:1; since 1969-70, this. propoition
has shrunk to nearly 1:1. In terms of relative
growth, 'the public sector -has .expanded by

2

170 Percent_ in the last 45 years, while the
priv,at9 sector 'has grown by only 76 percent..,'

The dreatdr growth,of ttrespublic sector

- 1 .`

vis:6-4is the private is in suable measure--
due to turd emergence of 2-yeat
,tions.Since 1, the number of pqblic
2:year.institutiont as more than 51ougled,
while_the.humller of Private 2:year institu-
tions has actually declined. by' one-fourth
'(see table 2). The peak 'growth :period for
publio.2-year institutions was between 1965
and 1970; when the number of schobls. in:
cre'ased 'by an average, of 70 per year, or
-better than 1 ,pecwedk. But the number of
prude 2year institutions was declining"dur-
ing the 1960's by an average'Of 3 par gear..
Thus, as. of 1976-77, public 2,-year institw-
tions outnumbered private ones by more
than 5 to 1 and rtprOsented 84 percent of
the entire sector.

The expansion of this sector was stimu
lated by a number of causes.' or example,
there has been diving the last '15 years

'increasing demand for vocational education,
and man'y.2-year institutions specialize in
such technical and caiver-oriented training.
Moreover, numerous tworkert desire to
sharpen 'skills !Berried earlier or to acquire
new. ones and look to 2-year institutions to
help them fplfill these needs. iddition,
the growing emphasis on increasing accessi-
bility ..to postsecondary education has
prompted numerous governmental autAori-
ties to make such education more geoaaphi-
catty available, especially to commuter

TABLE 2.-Number of 2-Year Institutions of Higher
Education, by 'Controls United States, '1960461 to
1976-77 -4.

.

Academic
year ,Total

Control ;

public. ,' Private

196061 "6'78 . - 405 ;'273
1965-66 771 -503 268*
1q70-71.....,. 091 . 847 244

1,230 1, 014 2164

1976 -77. '1,233 1, 030 "" 203

. .1

SOURCE: American Association of Junior Colleges Annu,al
Directory, 1976, 1977.



stuttants. Thus, 2year institutions' have
sprung up all over the Nation to help elimi-

, nat4;extredie .distance and travel time as
$ frripediments to getting some fortii of ROI-

setondarieducatioit 4

The glowing` dominance. of the public-
.

'sector, is highlighted by' the' enrollment
growth in 2-year public institutions. Between
196041 and ,1976,-77, enrollments grew

.almost-600 percent "to better than- 3.9

TABLE 4.--Degree-Credit Enrelirneat in Institulions
of Higher Education, by -Control: United' States, Fall,
1950 to Fall 1975

"

Fall

'or Contrtl'of Institution

Public Private

Nciinper Per;
, cent

Numb& Per-
-

-:srlillion 'students (see table 3). .
1950 . i,281,298` 1,139,699 50.0 1,141,599 50:0
1955 ,,2t653,034 1,476,282 55.6 1,176,752 44.4 .

Notwithstanding these Unequal patterns 1960.. 3,582,726 .2,115,8-93 '59.1 1,466,839 40.9
ortrowth', though, total private institutibns 1965 , 5,526:325 3,624,442 65.6 1,901,883 34.4
in1)1976L177_etia outnumberedetotal public 1970 7,92,0449 5,800,089 73.2 2,121,060 26.8

' institutions. on the other hand, enrollment 191,1 8,716,103 .6,013,934 74.1, 2,102,169 25.9
- 1972 8,265,057, 6,1.58,929 74.4 2,106,128..25.5in the public septo.r was more than three 1973 8,518,150' 6,388,619' 75.0 2,129,531 25.0

timed greater than in the Private sector in 1974.. 9,023,446 6,838,324 75.8 2,185,122 .24.2
that year: EnrolInsienfin all institutions (in -' 1975. 9,731,431 7,425,772 76.3 -2,305,659 23.7,

,

'cluding' 2-year insiitutiont) has grown id the
last 4uarter century by more, than 4 times tq
a total of 9.7 million 4u-dents in 1975 (see'
table 4).1n-1950, this enrollment w,as:evenly
divided 'between pubric`and,pcivate institu
tidns. Thus, since there were only half as
many 'public schools as there'were private
Ones,- Public'schoolswere generally. twice as
large 'as private ones. By 1975, public insti-
thbons enrolled three-fourths of :all -of the
students in college and were roughly &times
as large as private schools. The disparities
in enrollment growth rates in the public and
private 'sectors underscore these observa-
tions. enrollment in the public sector has,

grown during the last quarter century by 552
percent, -while in the priv. ate sector it has
grown3byOnly 102 pergent. Thud, in terms of .

enrollment, as in terms of numbers of ,

Table 3. Enrollment lo 2-Tear Public institutions of
Higher Education. United states, 1960-61 to 1976-774

Mademic year' Enrollment

1960-61
" 1965-66'

1970-71
1975-76

-. '3976-77. -."

566,224
1,152,086
2,366,028
3,92%,5
3,939,173

S0UFICE: American Association ,pf. Junior Colleges Annual
,Dfrocitry, 1,97611977 4*

NOTE. Beginning in 1960,,data are for '50 States and .the
District of Columbia, data for ea.Hier years are fof 48 States
and the District of'Colurnbia. Erdginning in 1954, enrotiment
figurps iriciude extension students.

SOUftCE. U,.S.pel)artinent of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, National Center foriEducati.on StatistiCs, Digest of Educa-
tion Statistics, 1975. .
institutions, both sectors expanded -sig-
nificantly, but the public grew by .3
times as many students as did the private.
The rate of growth of the public sector Was
5;1 times greater than that of the private.

In addition to large increases in the
number.of Institutions and inlhe number,of
students going to college, there isa parallel .

' trend, inferred above, in both the public and.
, private sectors- 'toward- larger individual

Table 5 (below) shows,- for -
example that in the Public sector the num
ber of,,very, colleges decreased be-
tween 1'967 and 197those with fewertha'n
500 students declined by 46 peitent. In the
500-2,499 enrollment range (the range into
whiCh most Ovate liberatarts colleges fall),

e number of .Public institutions ros9 'by
n arty 45 percent. Within both .,ttie 1,000-
2 499'enrollment rarigetnd the 2,500-9;999

rige, the increases were even greater,
about 72 percent each, Within .the 10,060-,
29,999 range, there Was a 94 peiceritin-

6),
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creaser and iwithin the range above 30,d00,
there was a 13 percent increase between
1968 and 1975. The greatest growth occurred
in the 10,000-19,999 range level,iwnere the .
number of ingtitutiOns rose by 123 percent
(see table 5).

In the private sectort.the same phenome-
. non occurred, with one or two. exceptions.
The number of very small private institutions
(those enrolling. fewer than 500 students)
increased by 9 percent, while their counter-
parts in the public sector declined dramat-
ically, Withig the 500-2,4499 range (where
most private liberal arts colleges fall), the
number of private institutions rose by 6
percent. Within the 2,50.9 -9,999
number of institutions rose Ty_ 36 percent,
not far from the rate of incrs.e within that

. rangein the public sector.Within the 10,000.
29,999 range, the number stayed almost
unchanged between 1968 and 1975, while
the. number ot vgry large private institutions,
that is, those with more than 30,000 stu-

. dents, declined from 2 to 1. The number of
private institutions with between 10,000,and.
19,959 students alsb remained essentially
unchanged, though that was the fastest
growing levekid the public sector.

Three_-.important caveats, are in. order.
here. First, .11.. Ovid be remembered_ that
these calculatifmkooncernind the number of
institutions bLertrollment level are not to

,,be taken as indicating that there .Wa& a de-
cline in .the total number of institutions,:
Rather, the figures suggest that' smaller

institutions were growing and migrating to
the net range, upward, not closing. .

6 Second, it is specious to equate growth
with, prosperity, Thus, it does not follow that,
because-the public sector has expanded

much-Mate-rapidly, than the private,,itli'
therefore the helthier sector.

Third,. and 'related to the previous
the rates oCgrowth of the*, two sectors
indicate much- more than 'the leVel of the
demand tijete is for these schools. They also
reflect .tie decisions of, numerous bodies of
governante. The expansion ,of the public
sector reflects to a gteat degree the notions.

. ..of State. legislatures about satisfying the
.perce(ved needs of their expanding, papule-

4
4 ei

tiorts. Mor4iver, since it is commonly be-
thatthe larger the institution, within

limits at least, the mote efficiently it Takes
use of its resources, State legislatures might
very well oppose the preservatiori of very
small colleges, feeling instead that they
sheuld.either expand or close.

In the private sector, though, the situa-
tion is different. Here governing boards may
just as likely decide, in order to preserve the
identity of theinstitution and its mission, not
to tricrease enrollment, 'or to 'permit it to
increase at only a relatively slew rate. More-
over, a private institution has'considerablY *
Ingrevoice indecisions abou
than doei -a public Institut'
.often treateaby legislatures a
a group, rather than an,entirely au ,onornous
entity.

A final important trend in assessing the
broad context in which to view the condition
of private liberal ads col leges'is the increase
in the proportion of people in the traditional
college -age segment ,of the population who
actually go to college. Between 1950 and
1970, the propodionrgrew dramatically from
14.5 to32.1ipercent ortnat segment, Since
then, the rate of rowth of this proportion has
fluctuate tho sbp1975,_35.2 percent of
the tradi al collegelage population went
to college The period of mosfrapid increase
in this pr portion was during'-the 1960's,
wherfthe `hista_r.babiesh attained college age
and when the Vietnam `War prom y-pted,man
'to seek college defermenth:

From a number of PerspectiA, this .

increasing proportion isobviously desirable
and encouraging. On the "Other hand, certain
of ts' ether implications 4.r e alarming,'
,portending an end to the previous golden
years'of,easy expansion in higher education.
'One -frtliSt'wOnder, for exarrinle.,___lust hoW
long the proportion 'going to. college,Cari
continue-to grow. Moreover, the growth of
enrollments in-the private, sector has' Ifot
.kept pace With the growth of enrollmerith in
the public: the percentage of college.age
population going to private ihstitutiPsn's in
1-950 was the same as ttiat of students going
to pdblic institutions, hilt after attaining
a high of 9.4 percent in 1960, it debreased

Of
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TA131.E 5.Nymier of rnstfiltilhL. f Higher. Eduebtfon, by Control and Size of Enrollment: United States, Fa111967 to Rr OI 1975 , -

/. -

Enrollment-stiff
Pub- Pri-

t' - 'tic vate

1969 1970 t 1971 1972 1973 - 1974 1976.
Pri -. Pub- Pri-
vate tic vate

Pri Pub-
vate tic

--Under 200
8270 26 276 20 253 17 250200 -4914 79 266 70 271 -' 73 296. 55- 289 61500-993 148 283 149 408 159. 411 155 '403.ik 1531;1090-2,499 230 360 274 -363 .278 A340 -293. 3554. 3052,50O-4,999... ......... 184 85 1W8 88 195 9f 201 92 2215,000=9,999 ' 147 46 365 46 180 49 4' 187 50 19110;000 - 19,999..' 79 21 97 g 22 97 , 17 ' 122 . 20 . 13120,000'ar more.. ....... : < . , 46 ' - ' 9 52 8 57 8 59 8 6720,00049;999

f (9) - (6) (33) (6) (31) (6) (38)30;0OQ or more,. % ,... (23) (2) (24) (2) (28) (2) (29)

Pri- Pub-
vate

Pri-
vate

Pub-. Pri-
lic vate

.
5.

247 - 10
.

f52 12 2
292, 60 307 58 3
385 159 383 157 384
371 314 366 326 368
95 233 95 236 100
51 206 53.- 208 554
19 129 20 137. 22
9 71 7 76 8
(8)` - (39) (5) (40) . ,(7)
(1) (32) (2) .(36) (1),4

Pub-' Pri- 'Pub- Pri*
.11c vate tic vate

t 3 276 6' 21
46 313 48 31

134 391 152 4C
, 334 366 397 33

234 '104 286 12
232 ,x51. 83 5
'146 22 1,76 2

86 -10 94 ,
(49) (9) (68)' (i
(36) (1) (26) (!. -

Total institutions... . 934,1,440 -1,5011 1,472 1,060 1,465 1,08914467 1,137 1,469 1,182 1,48* ,210,528 L214 1453 1,442. 1,58
'\` - 4, ,

NOTE: In the above tabulation a branch earnPusis not counted as a separate institution but is considered,tObe a part of the parent institution.
of Health, Education, and Welfre, hationai Cenarior Education Statistics, Digest of Education Statistics, 1969 -1976.:,- .4
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to 8,1 percent by.1972.'(It increased sligtitly,
once 'again in 1975.) Meanwhile, the per-
centage of the college-age population going
to public institutions increased virtually
without interruption and accounts for. nearly
-the entire growth of this figure since 1971.r BetWeen

'
1970 and 1975 the college-age

population grew by; 11.9 percent, but enroll-4
ment in priVate inAtitutions grew by only
8.7 percent, while in public institutions, it
'grew by 22.9.percent (see table 8). .

Another cause .for concern is the future
contraction in size of the traditional college-
age ptpulation. The great expansion in the
imimbets and proportion of students going fo
college occurred during a time when the
collegeage population" itself was steadily
increasing (by 75 percent) and thus provid-
ing-an expanding source of students. But by
the year 1990, that source of students will

shave declined from the 1976 level by 10.7
per,Cent; by the year 2000, there will be a
slight increase in the number of 18.24-year;
oldsbut that figure will' still be 4.7 percent
below the 1976 figure. (These calculations
can be made with ,certainty since what will.
be the traditional college age segment of t4
population in the late 1990's was just bor:h.)
Indeed, as the previous table indicates, thee .

Slowdown in the rate of growth of the tradi.

tional group of students hasealready begun.
For the private sector, these trends may be
particularly significant, though, as was
pointed out above; the enrollment growth' in
the private sector is not so dramatic as that
in the public, in pail because many private
institutions chooseThot to grow so much' as
their public counterparts. .

While projections of any kind are.diffi;
cult to make, especially in higher education .
enrollments, the trends noted 'above are
concurred in by a number of prominent
scholars. For example, Allan M, Cartter and
Lewis G. "Solmonbave argued that "under-
graduate enrollments . . . will continue to
increase modestly through the early 198ps;
declining about 10 percent over the follow-
ing_ dozen years, then turning up again
..mpdei,tty in the mid1990s.,No more under-
graduates are likely to be enrolled in degree
programs in 1995 than in 1975. Although the
phrasesteady state' implies little change in
enrollments over thiext two decades, the
up4 and downs within that 20-year period
will be anything but steady." The apparent
implicatiofl of these figures is ,that, as the
traditional college-age population deolines,
both public and private institutions may en,
counter increasing difficulty in attracting the
number of students they want and may have

' .. .
TABLE 6.-Degre,e-Cradit

.
Enrollment in Institutions of Higher Education, by Control, Compared With Population

Ages 18724: United States, Fall 1950 to Fall1975

) Year,
Population Enrollment
18-24 years total "

of age 1 §

Number
enrollpd per
100 'Arsons
18-24 years

-of age

Enrollment
public

Number
enrolled per
109 persons
18-24 years

of age

Enrollment
private

Number
enrolled per
100 persons
18-24 years.

of age

1950.... 15,779,000 2,281,298 14.5 14,139,669 7.2 1,14.1)599 7.2
1960, .15,578,000 Z582,726 23.0 '2,115,893 13.6 1,466,833,
1970_, . 24,68,000 7,920,149 , 5,800,089 23.5 2,121,060 8.6
1971.'... 25,778;000 8,116,103 31.5 6,013,934 '23.3 2,10?,1690,_ 8.2
1972, .. , 25;915,000 8,265,057 31.9 6,158,929 23.8 < 2,106,128 8.1
f§73. 26,398,000 f8, 518,150 32.3 6,388,61,9 , 24.2 2,129,53r `1, 8.1
1974.... 26,915,000- 9,023,446 33.5 . 6,838,$24 25.4 2,185 122 8:1
1975, 27,623,000 9,431,431 4 35.2 7,425,772 26.9 2,305,659 8.3

t These Bureau Of the Census ostimatet include Armed Forces overseas.=
NOTE.,Beginning in 1960, data are for SO States aitilthe D(strictof Columbia, data for earlier years are for all States

Distriet of Columbia. Beginning in 1953, eVollment figures Include extension attfdents.
SOURCES:U.S. Department of Health:Education, ajigi Welfare, National Center for Education Statistics, Digest of Education

Statistics, 1975, p. 79. U.S. Bureau of the Censlris, Census of.tho Popkilation. 1970, Vol. 1, Characteristics of the Population,- Part 1,
United States Summary -Section 1. Pp. 1-268. U.S. Bgreau of the Census, Current Populabott Reports. Series p-25, No. 614, '-Esti-
mates of the Population of the.United States, by Age, Sex, and Race: 1970 to 1075." Ppa-
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to.';attractlmore students from unconIttn, , Business-oriented fields will probably
tional population segments, such as .older suffer the least,. while "icademic" fields,yvill
people, housewives, and the like, But in all litkalihood suffer the most. (It wilLbe
Richard Freeman and J. Herbert Hollornan, seen in chapter II that studepts are begin-
in "The Declining Value Of College. Gging," ning to flee these "acadgfnjom majors.)
state that "an enormous movement otadults Thus, a college education rrioy cease being
into higher education would be needed to - the guarantor of social and economic ad-
save the college and university system from "vancement that it once A.8 As a conse

, the expected fall in. student population:" quence, one may infer, a number of schools j
They find this vent "unlikely." 6 And, as (such as many private liberal arts colleges),
Robert Dorfman and, Donald C..Cell plaint 4 which had these goals as their primary but
out, the .proporficfikof college age petiPliii unofficial raisorprretre, may find themselves
deciding to enter cvllege depends upon what in, decreasing demand for increasing num-
proportion graduAs from high school (this \ers of students. On the ether hand,, value-

,' proportion has been increasing) and,. ,oriented institutions may not be so adversely
second, what proportion is able and "willing affected by economic trends.
to.go to c011ege (but this proportion has , In short, there will be a declining pool' of
begun to decrease).6 13aditional- iollege-age peaple, -many of

The impact of demographics on higher ---whpmmayslecide that it is simply riot worth
education enrollments is'-apparently being . it to go to college. And all sectors and seg-
cOmplemented by an economic one.. Obvi.: ments of the higher education community,

11

ously, inflation haShad a serious effect on not jUst the private sector, will probably be
many schools and on'those who must payfor shard pressed to maintain their enrollment
the consequent tuition increases (more of ol:eVeip to prevent their sharp decline.,
this in chapter V)4 In addition, many cortege Thus, while higher educatiOn has expanded
graduates appear to be having, increasing rapidly in- almost every" sense, it appears
diffiCully in ,finding work. Freeman writes that expansion cannot continue at the pres-
that the gap between the starting salaries of. ent level for. much longer, unless colleges
high school graduates and colle,je graduates find additional and substantial sources of

. has declined from the boom years of the potential new students and then are able to
1960's and probably will not return to the enroll Ahern. appears that budgets will
previous high, at least for the foreseeable continue to.grow effortlessly. As have other
futur,e: There are, of course, cycliCal fluctu . enterprises in our society, higher education
atiqns in the demand for graduates. Recent, .in general i§ beginning to confront the prob
information, suggests that there is a re- lems of grOwth lirhitations: Indeed, these
surgence in the demand for engineers, ...Pr9blerns have already beset some sectors
biologist's, and mathematicians.' . of the higher education community.

-
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At his point/ the analsisis narrows to

consider in as _much- detail, as possible
one of the smaller segments of the higher
education community, the private liberal
arts collegeswtich 'appear to be the in-
situtions most', severely affected by the
problems of declinidg enrollments and in-
creasing costs. Though theSet schools con
stitute about 20 percent of.all institutions Of
higher eduCation, they enroll only, about 7
percent of all the students who go to college.
But the smallness of enrollment in this sec,
tar must not be.allowed to detract from Its
Importance.After all, private jiberal bets
college's arirriPortant role iv
the lives of a great number.of people and in
the ,academic community. But because this
'universe has relatively small enrollments, it

often extremely harnosstudy. The avail-
able data all too cifteh cannot be manipu-
lated to yield information on these schools,
requiring grpupinunin larger aggregates.

J In genergl, iff", patterns of development
of these schOols parallel those of the entire
higher -education, community: ,`for many
years, private liberal arts colleges expanded
in number and in enrollments. But since
theme schools,,are in several ways more vur
nerable than -Others to the forces.of demo-

.

CHAPTER H
-:-Cirowth and Decline' in Private Liberal Arts Colleges

: ,

graphics, inflation/ the declining job market
for college graduates, aid changes in the
attitudes and aspirations of students, for
the last half-dozen years, growth has turned "
into decline. This vulnerability is alio mani-
fest in the decline in singlesex and yeligi-
ously affiliated institutions. (Many of these
institutions: were Roman Catholic semi- ,

naries.) In addition, there are trends toward
fewer but 'larger institutions and leveling
total enrollments, Of thk.two types of private
liberal arts colleges, the less -selective, or ,
Liberal ArtS II, are by far the more seriously 4,
affected by these trends.

The period-between-the mid-'50's and ,

the beginning of the '70's was, a time of -

rapid growth for private liberal arts colleges
in terms of numbers of institutions (see -

table 7). Particularly rapid.expansn, it will
be noted, occurred during the laft half *of .

the '60'sH:rut since then -the number of
schools has been steadily declining. Most
of the growth and decline has occurred
among Liberal Arts II ,colleges, while the
number of Liberal Arts I colleges has re-
mained niore'crrksTs constant. In more
cific terms,. therrtis been a 20 percent'
increase in the .number of private liberal
arts colleges, but since 1970-71gthe num-

),
t-,

'' a

. / '''''''t . i

liberal Arts't and II Colleges; United Statos and Outlying Areas,,1955-56 to 1976-77

Total

Table 7. -Number of
-. fi

1950- '1955-7 1970- 1971- 1972- 1973- 4'1974- 1975- 1976-§1 - 66 71 72 73 . 74 75' 76 77

' , 4 .
524 571 621 '',688 ,675 669 652_ 642 631 -`'629

Liberal art s reolles"ge; 136 137 141 143" 141 140 r 140 140 1 ', -. 138
Liberal arts Itcolleges,.. .s. ., 388 434 480 545 534 529 -512 , 502 493 , 491

Y -r . ., , .

,

NOTE. The number of instautiops in each category was deterrnined by tabulating classified institutions listed an the Higher o*.
Education. Education Diractdry, for each year. Note that in 1370 then? were Iwo institutions classified by Carnegie twat were not
listed in the Directicx for that year. , . .

SOURCE: The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, A Classiticatton of InstitUtionsof litgilor Education.
z .
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ber of Liberal, Arts II colleges has declined
by 16 percent and Liberal Arts I by apep.
cent. At the same time:however, the.0.4yatie
sector in- general grew by 5.8 perce t and J
the public sector' 61,9.9 percent. ', s ..

Beween. 19B6' arid 1970, 119 private
'institutions owlet white only 19 Closed,
merged, became pUblic, or otherwise

. changed status. But during' the next half
decade; from 1971 to 1975, 103 private in-

itutions, opened and 60 closed, merged,
"came public, or,otherwise changed Status.

Of thtse 60, 50 were private liberal arts col -
lege; of the 103 institutions hat opened,
GOY 15 were private liberal its colleges.
But? recent detailed case et dyby Virginia
PolytechniOnstitute of 10 institutions that
in some manner changed status' indigates
that only '2 actually ceased operations en
tirely,The study also indicates that not all of
the/schools that thanged status did so be-
cause of adversity. Rather, changes in mis-
sion sand' philosophy sometimes prompted
changes in status. The §alne study also
estimates that of the 891 Colleges founded
between 177Q and ,1870, 650 "died." 1
In Other .words, small colleges have histor,
ica Ely had a high rate of demise.

Enrollments haye followed a roughly
similar patternfiat they expanded, but
recently they have seen erratic. The total
number of students enrolled for d

0 / credita all private lib rag a eges rose
steadily from a bo 7 ., 00'61954 to more

tha n4677 y 148 percent) in 197 (see

_,tabte ). As with numbers of institutions, the
more dramatic clianges,odcurred in Liberal
Arts II colleges, where enrollment rose from
173,000 to 483,0001 or by 179 percent,
while at Liberal Arts I colleges it rose from
100,000 to 195,Q00, or by 94 percent. Abain,
the greatest, growth periocrwai the sixties,.
More recently-, enrollm; s have slightly
fluctuated, mainly in Lib al Arts II colleges.

it

Enrollment growth in Libefal Arts I colleges
has been more co'nstant for 20 years, ac:
cording to aggregate statistics.

Like, other ssctorsof the higher educe-
d, ton tommunity, private liberal arts colleges

may well experience declines in enrollments

,

411

TABLE 8. Degree - Credit Enrollment in Liberal Ar,ts I
and 11 Colleges,. by Classification: United States and
Outlying Areas, Fa11.1954 to Fall 1975 -*

Fall
Liberal arts

land II
colleges

Liberal arts! liberal arts lie
,'

1954 273,211 000,446 4 172,765 '
1959 373,381 124,302 :249,079
1964 504,781 . 149,519 355,2'2
1969 632,535 175,320 457,2,15

1970, 642,557 180,743 461,814
1971 , 651,313 - 1E2,455 . 4681918
1972 644,719 187,251 , 457,468
1973 642,233' 188,231 454,002

652,794 191,319 461`,475

1975 677,089 04,632- 482,557

NOTE: The total enrollment for institutions'as reported fn
the Education DinIctory may differ from those figure* Presented
in Fall Enrollment in Higher Education for the sang* aca'demtp
year. See Higher Education: Education Ellicatory, 1974;-197t for
further explanation. .

SCIURC* E: U.S. Department Of Health, Educadon, and.Wel
fare;National Center for Education Statitics, Higher Educa.

. bon: Education 'rectory, 1954-55-1976-.
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in the next cadet. Howard R. Bowen and
W. John inter, in their 1976 study of
private higher education, queried their tam-
ple_of .100 schools concerning their imrpe-
diate gnrollment-ekpectations and learned
t t ofiy-Litiral Artt rcoliens 'anticipated

repot-fed that they anticipated) that
enrollmentspould decline in the immediate
future.; Liberal Arts II colleges expected
increases of up to 10 Vercent.2 This opti-
mism maybe unwarranted, given the trends
Noted above in enrollments,' numbers of
institutions, and demographics.

A third trend, in priVetliberal arts,
colleges is toward, larger kprollments at
individual institutions. While the trend in fhe
totaj,private sector is for a relatively steady'
proportion of large and small schools, the
trend in plivate liberal arts colleges, like,
that in the-public sector, is toward a decline,
in the proportion of *smaller schools. The
number of schools with fewer than 200

'students, for examples, declined by almost
64 percent between 1s5 and 1976, while
the number with between 200 and 499,

students declinedby a bout 66 percent. There



were increases in the nuniberd ofschools at
all higher enrollment leVelS and .eipecially
great increases at enrollment levels above
750. The number of schools with between
750 and 999 students. increased by 133
percent, while the riumbe'r of. .those with,
between 1,000 and 1,499:students rose bsAt.
266 percent (though the -number of, these
has decreased recently). Even higher in- e,

creases occurred in the number of schogls .

with between 1,500 and .1,999 students -r..4
(750 percent) and iii.the number with, more
than Via students (1,175 percent) (see
table9): E '

,
. The data confirm this broad tendency

Liberal Arts I collegps, eXcepti.that among
. these institutions there was-3 72 percent 0

decline in ttie.number of schooldwith fewer
than 750 §-extents (among liberal arts col- g

lases geneFally, the dectine began at the 500 2
student or below range, as was noted above). 44'

Above the 750 student level, thegreater the
size of enrollments, the greater the increase
in-the gumber,of schools, with an increase
from 2 to 25 in the number of schools with
more -than 2,000 studenth (see appendix 72

table 1 for detailsY:. Is

The pattern in Liberal Arts II colleges,
(

,I

though less unifolth, reveals that among 65

them there have also been declines in the .g.

number of very 'smell schools. Those with . I
fewer than 200. students declined by 60 per, _V

cent, while those with between 200 and 499 a
students declined by 64 percent. increases.
'occurred inall higher enrollment categories, ,9,

with particularly large increases in the num-
bet' of schools with between 1,000 and 1,499 .1 :-
-students (from 11 to 106 institutions in this
category which has experienced 'consider-- .8

.7.,able fluctuation in humberdof institutions), , 2
ih the with between 1,500 and 1,999 stu- a>
dents (from 5 to 55), and in that with- more m

than, 2,000 students (from 2 to 27) (see
cr;

appendix table2). la '. ...,

Frompfese adata, at leasttWo concluSions. D3

follow. Firstithe trend in private-liberal arts 1-..

colleges as a whole is toward larger institu-
, tibns and away from smaller ones. This trend

prevails in both LkeratArtirand II colleges.
Sec6ncl;the remaining but shrinking number
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of very small private liberal arts colleges is
Comprised mainly of Liberal Arts- II insti-
tufions.

A fourth trend in the evolution of private
liberal arts c011edes,, and another in which
they are corning more and more to 'resemble
public schools, is that there is a detrease in
the number of schools that claim religious
\afiliation anclla concomitant decrease in the
number of students enrolled in religiously
affiliated schools. in documenting this trend
it is not always easy to go beyond broad
generalizations: to discuss precise figures
because the data regardini religious
tion are.provided by the institutions. In addi
tion, the magnitude of the decline in the
number and pioporlion of ecclesiastically.
aligned institutions may overstate reality,
for some schools terminate a formal de lure
relationship with a religious body, but pre-
serve an informal de facto one. Since there
are also varying degrees of religious affilia-
tion, what constitutes sectarian affiliation to
the administration of one school may not
constitute it to another, so that in one case
.religious affiliation might go unreported
when in another it would be reported. These
practices thus constitute an important
taticm on th,e data; the actual situation may
not be accurately reflected.

In 1954-55, almoSt 60 ,pereent of all
private schools, or 721 irklitutiOns; claimed
to have some kind of sectarian affiliation;

'222 years later, fewer than half of them, or
785, claimed sectarian a 'Nation.' Data re-
veal that the growth of the q ber of schools

..that claim.they are religio y affiliated pro:
e ceeded unabated throup 1967-68, when

913 institutions declare themselves so
aligned. In terms -of propo ion to the total

..number of private schools hough, the peak
occurred 3. years earlier. Since roUghly the
mid-60/s,then, that segment of the private
sector that claims religious affiliation has

,t1;,een steadily waning (see appendix table
3 fcir details).

This trend is particularly evident among
priVate liberal arts colleges. In 1955-56,
there were almost 3 school4- claiming they
were religiously affiliated for every schodt
that claimed it was indepindent, br1976-

77, that ratio had shrunk to lesi than 2 to 1..
The apparent watershed years here, as
above, were the mid-6Q's,'Wherr the number
of schools claiming they were religiously
affiliated reached 463, or.,7.4.6 percent of
all private liberal arts colleges. After that
date, both the number and proportion of
schools claiming religious affiliation de-
clined, though the proportion of such schools
.was still 62.6 percent by 1.976-77. Most
of the growth and decline in this chariac,
teristic occurred among Catholic institu-
tions (see table 10). .

Amorig Liberal Arts I colleges, the ratio
of schools claiming they were religiously
affilialecito schools clairnyig they were inde-,
,pendent shrankff-Tm 1:1 .to 1:2 between
1955-56 and 1976-77. The decline in re-
ligious affiliation, as reported by the insti-
tution, has been steady during those 20
years and has affected both Catholic and
Protestant institutions, though Catholic
schools declined by proportionally greater
amounts (see appendi* table 4). Among
Liberal Arts II colleges, the ratio of schooli
claiming they were religiously affiliated, to
schools claiming they . were independent
shrank from 4.6:1 in 1955-56 to 2.4:1 in.
1976-77. Though,. the number of Liberal
Arts II colleges claiming Catholic or PrOtes-
tent affiliation' was higher in 1976-77 than
20 years'. earlier, the proportion of these
schools 16 the total has decreased ,Since
:1965-66, which was also the time when
the number of Liberal Arts Il colleges claim-
ing a Catholic affiliation reached its peak.
The number of schools claiming a Protestant
affiliation reached its peak in 1971-72 (see
appendix'table 5). (It should 17,e noted that
the proportion of Liberal Arts II. colleges
claiming religious affiliation ,has increased
slightly since 1973-74.)

In sum, the trend toward decreasing re-
ligious affiliation .is particularly evident
among the more selective (i.e., Liberal Arts
I) colleges, where the number of sectarian
colleges is decreasing both in proportion to
independent schools and real numbers.
Among the less selectiva(i.e., Liberal Arts
II) colleges, the proportion of those with a .

religious affiliation has also shrunk, thouan
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10. Private Liberal Arts I and II Colleges, by Affiliation; t United States and Outlying Areas, 190-56 to

1976-771

Academic
year

Totarin-
stitutions

I

Affiliation

Religiously affiliatpd

Independent, Atal
Wee

1955-56' 524 138-
5960-61 571 152
966-66 621 : 158
1970-71.... 688 243
1971 -72 675 242
1972-73: ... .669 245
1973-74.. , 652 244
1974- 75.... . 042 so 240
19756-76 .... . 631 ,4 w237

'1926-77' 629 ' ta235

Number Percent

26.1
26.6
25.4
3513

, 35.8
36.6
V.4
37.4
37.6
37.4

*Number' Percent i Catholic Prplestani Other

k
386
419
463
445
433
424
40$
402
394
394

73.7
73.4
74.6
64.7
64.2
63.4
62.6
62.6

.5,
62.6

129 p 255
'153' . 263
184 '272
169 271
155 - -274
149
137
135

.133
, -130

271
267
264
259
260

2
.3
7
5
4
.4
4 -'-

3
2

Institutional affilidtton as listed in the Education pirectoryis reportesl by the institution.

NOTE; Percentaggs in ail cases are pdrcentages of the total Due to rounding percentages may not add to 100.0%.

SOURCE. u.S. Department of mean. Education, and *eitare.National Center for Education Sta tAstcs, Higher Education. Edu-
cation Dilectory. 1955-56-1976-77.

41ae number of religiously affiliated schools
is actually higherthan it was 20 yeart ago.

This trend is paralleled by the decRnin9
enrollment figures at religiously affiliatqcI
private liberal arts colleges. In the 21 yeart
between 1954 and 1975, the number of
students enrolled, in private liberal arts col
leges with a religious affiliation reached a
high in the mid60's of more than 7Q per
cent of the total? number of students en-
rolled in all liberal arts:schools. Within only
5 years, that proportion.dropped by more
than 10 'percent and has continued' to
decline ever sine. Still, asof 1975, 55.4
percept of the students in all private liberal
arts colleges went to institutions claiming a
religious affiliation. The number and pro
portion of students attending private liberal
arts colleges' claiming. a Roman Catholic,
affiliation werealso the highest in the mid-
1960's, but then dropped significantly by
199 and decreased without 'interruption
through 197; small increases occurred in
1974 and 1975.:The proportion of enroll-
ments in Protestant schools, on the other
hand, has been almost steadily declining in

. relation to total private liberal arts college
enrollments since 1954. The actual number
of students in Protestant schools, though,
peaked in 1970, and since then has ,been
declining (see table 11).

By far the greater number of students.
who attend religiously affiliated private lib-
eral arts colleges go to Liberal Arts II schools.
And a far greater.proportIon of the students
in Liberal Arts 11 colleges attend institutiont
claiming religious affiliation (64.5 percent
in 1975) than is the case in Liberal Ari4 I
colleges (32.9 percent in 1975), In bothrt
types of institution, the prOportion of stu-
dents enrolled in schools claiming religious
affiliation peaked in the mid or late 1960'$;
subsequently that proportion plumfneted in
Liberal Arts I colleges (from 47 to 33 per
cent) and decreasqa in Liberal Arts II insti-
tutions tfrorn 84 fo 65 percent). blotwith-
standing these decreases, the religiously
affiliated private liberal arts colleges cOn-
tinue ratittract a Significant, but apparently
diminishing, minority of students, and that
n d is being addressed by Mainly Liberal

'1.3
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TABLE 11.-Degrfe-Credit Enrollment for Liberal Arts I and II Colleges, by Affiliation.' United States and Ouily Ins Areas, Fall 1954 to rail 197S
A

Religious institution
1954 1959 1964

affiliation of
Number Percent Number Percent dumber Percent

Total 273,211 100.0 373,381 100.0 .504,781 100.0

indepprident 85,181 31.1 108,793 '4 29.1 138,147 27.4
All religious affiiiitions.. 188,030 68.9, 264,588 70 9 366,634 72.6

. Roman Catholic ..... ... 58,749 41.5 91,103 24.4 131:803 26.1
Protestant 128,594 47.1 172,071 46.1 231,406 45.8
Other 687 0.3 1,414 0.4 3,425 0.7

1969

Number

0,535..
.

245,317
387,218

129;205
254,482

3,531

19-70

Percent Number, Perce

100.0 642,557 -. 10C

38.8 -255,811 33
61.2 386,746 6C

20.4 ,122,416 19
40.2 1 281,304 4C

0.6 3,026 C

I ;

1971 . 1972 1973 .1974 1975

Number Percent Number -Percent- -Number Percent Number Percent Number Perceni

Total 651,373. 100.0 644,719 100.0 :642,233 100.0 652,794 100.0. -677,089 10C

Indepetirient,
All religious affifiations

266,720
384,653

,40.9
59.1

273,577
371,142

42.4
57.6

0282,485
34t748

. 43.9
. 56a

,irK
2818,708
3'64,086

44.2
55.9

301,989
375,100

4.1

5E

, ,

Roman Catholic...,. , .

Protestant
Other

122,095
259,522

3;03ft ,-,

18.7
39.8

-:.0.5

115,800
252,639

2,703,

18.0
39.2

. 0.4

114,087
2 ,987

,674I-

- 17:8
38.0
0.3

117,841,
245,867

378

18:1
37.6

0.1

130,624
'240,691

3,785

-

lf.
3f.

C

linstItutIonal affiliation as listed in the kfucatibn Dkaidory Is reported by the institution.

NOTE. Percentages in ail cases are percentages of the total.Due to rounding, percentages may not add to 100.0 percent:

-SOuRC.E.. u.S. topartment of tterutn,11ucation, any ruhtare, Nativna, Conter,tut EAut.ation StIttstivs, High.; Education. Education Etirectory, 1955-56 1976-77.

t. 2P



Arts II colleges (see appendix tables 6
and 7).

A fifth trend, parallel to the declinein
both the number of private liberal arts
schools claiming religious affiliation and the
number of students attending such institu-
tions, is the tendency toward a decline in
botti the number of singleex private liberal
arts colleges and the number of students
attending such -schools. For example, the
number of men's colleges declined froi-n 56
in 1955-5610 26 in 1976-77 (or by 54 per-
cent), and the number of women's colleges
declined from 156 to 79 (or by aboUt 50
percent). Meanwhile, the number .of coedu-
catiorial c011eges rose from 306 to 515 (an
increase of almost 68 percent), so that they
now comprise about 82 percent of all private
liberal arts colleges. As.before, the mid 00'5
was the period when single sex.institutions
were most numerous, Subsequently, the
number of men's colleges decreased.by 63
pereent, and the number of yvomen's col
regpsdecreased by 54 percent(see table 12).

For Liberal Arts I colleges, the statistics
are riot quite so dramatic, but the trends are
similar. The number of. coeducational
schools iricreased from 59 in 1955-56 to 96
irt 1976-77 (or by 63 percent) ansicornprised

if4
69.6 percent of all Liberal Arts I collegei,
while the number of men's colleges shrank
from 22 to 6 (or by 73 percent), and the
number of women's schools dwindled from
51 to 32 (or by 37 percent). Women's Liberal
Arts I colleges thus are preserving More
tenaciously than men's schools their single-,
sex studeWbodies. On the other hand, a,
number of single-sex private liberal arts
colleges participate in joint programs with
opposite sex and coeducational schools
while still claiming to be single-sex institu-
tions. In one sense, then, the decline in the, .

number of single-sex institutions may,ac-
tualry be greater than the figures show (see'
appendix table 8). Most commentators see
this trend continuing.

Women's Liberll Arts ll colleges appear
to be less secure than women's LibetaLArts
I colleges, though the converse seems to be
the case among rrien's schools, Between
1955-56 and 1976-77, the number of
women's collegei shrank from 105 to 47 (or
by 55. percent), while men's colleges de-
clined in number from 34 to 20 -(or by 41
percent). Meanwhile, the number of co
educational institutions increased from 247,
to 419 (or by 70 percent) and comprised 85
percent of theliberal Arts II sector, though

TABLE 12.- Private Liberal Arts I and II Colleges, by Sex of Student Enrollment. United States and Outlying Area,
'1955-56 to1976-77

Academic
year

Total liberal
arts I and 11
institutions

Coed Male Female Coordinate I

Number Percent Numbey Percent Number Percent Oumber Peycent

I.
1955 -56... 24 306 58.4 56 '10.7 156 29.8 , '6 1.2
1960- 61.... 571 338 59.2 62 10.9 166 29,1 -5 0.9
1965- 66...: 621 37O-' 59.6 70 11.3 173 27.9 a 1.3
1970-71._ 688 ' 495 72.0 ' .51 7.4 130 18.9 ... 12 1.7
1971-72: 675 512 . 75.9 43 6.4 109 16.2 11 1.6
1972 -73, 669 518 77.4 37 5.5 103 15.4 11 .1.6
1973-74- ... 652 ' 518 79.4 31 4.8 95 14.6 8 1.2

197475, .. . 642 514 80.1 31 4.8 89 13.9 8 1.3
1975-76. 631 515 81.6 .32 , 5.1 '76 12.0 8 1,3
1976-77 629 * 515 81.9 26 4.1 ,12.6 9 1.4.79

A

Institutions maintaining separate colleges for men and women.

NOTE: Due to rounding, percentages may not add to 100.0%.

SouRCE. u.S. Department of neaith, Laucation. and *Mare. National Center for Education Statistics, Hruper Education. Kdu
cation DiractolY. 1955-56-.4975-76. .1.

9)
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they too have declined slightly in number
since 1972-73 (see appendix table 9). In
any event, there are more women's private
liberal arts_,colleges than there aie men's
privateliharal arts colleges, but the trend is,
clearly toik-aid an increase in coeducational
schools. In this respect, too, then private
liberal arts colleges are aping the public

-tector.
A decision to become coeducational or

nonsectarian or both might be forced upon a
school which found itself facing financial
difficulties. Indeed, these decisions are oc-
casionally cited as circumstantial evidence
that private liberal arts colleges are in pre-
cisely those straits. It has 'doubtless been
the case that some schools have become
nonsectarian and coeducational in order to
attract more students and hence more
money, but the data do not seem to confirm

-it in general. The largest growth in the num-
ber of coeducational colleges and, corre -
spondingly, the largest decline in the num-
ber of men's and women's colleges as well
as the largest decline in religiously affiliated
schobls and enrollments, occurred not dur-
ing or, after a period of general economic
distress (the early 1970's) .but during a
period of intense student activism (the late
1960's). Hence, one conclusion from these
data may be that colleges became coeduca-
tional and nonsectarian perhaps as much in
response to student demand, or because of
philosophical, social, and political con
siderations, as anything else. It ifsimply not
true that, changes in the nature of the stu-
dent body or of religious affiliation are man-
dated only _under the. immediate threat of
bankruptcy. However, it might l?e argued

thtt some . private liberal arts colleges
Changed the natures of their student l)odies
and ecclesiastical affiliation because of their
foresight about enrollment declines and
financial difficulties.

Notwithstanding these recent. declines
In the numbers of institutions and enroll-
ment growth rates, as well as in the number
of small, religiously affiliated, and single -sex
schools, one may reasonably conclude that
private liberal ails colleges in general con-
tinue to be attractive to a significant number,
of students: after all, as.,of 1975, 7 percent
of all college students (and 29.4 percent of
all 'students in private colleges) attended
private liberal arts colleges. Still, it must be
noted' that these schools do not seem so
attractive to students as others do: though
their total enrollments increased by 5.4:per
cent between 1970 and 1975, the number of
institutions shrank by 8.3. percent; mean-
while, enrollments in the public sector grew
by 28 percent and even in the overall private
sector by 8.7 percent. It was noted abOvi
that the slow rate of growth of the private
sector vis-avis the public may very well re-
flect administrative decisions not to grol;v
and should not be taken as a sign that the
private sector' is not so prosperous as the
public. On the other hand, the decline in
the number of institutions is probably to be
seen as a sign that that sector it not so
prosperOus as it -once was. As chapter V
suggests, part of the decline is due to price
differ4ntials between the public and private
sectors, though there are other reasons too.
The next chapter suggests that part of the
decline is also dub to changes in students'
goals and ambitions.

i.

.;CHAPTER

v..
1. ,Loyd D. Andrew and Burton D. Friedman, A Study of the Causes for the Demise of Certain Small, Private, Libeca

Arts Colleges in the United States. (U.S. Office of Education Contract No. 300 -75- 0376.) College of Education, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1976, pp. I, 2-4.

2. Howard R. Bowen and W. John Minter, Private Higher Education. Second Annual Report on financial and Educa
home Trends in he Private Sector of American Higher Education. Washaigton. Association of American Colleges, 1976,
p. 12. Seapp.`3-6 for a description of their sample of private institutions.
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:/.CHApTER III
Curriculum and Changes i Student Characteilstics

TAe fOcus in this chapter .shifts. to stu-
.

dent's and centers on such matters as
Changes in the`... ages, ethnic backgrounds,
religiouS preferences, high school grades,
SAT scores, values, and aspirations. Though

'thre are no extant data regarding these
characteristics over tirne for Liberal Arts
and II college's as separate'categories, the
data tabulated for 4-year colleges contain
information gathered from numerous Lib-
eral Acts I and 11 schools, thereby permitting
trends for students in these schools to be at
lead. tentatively identified. From these data
one can conclude that entering college fresh-
men in general are becoming older, less
white, more secular, apparently less aca
demically motivated and less oriented to-
ward the humanities, end more job-oriented
in majors and professional aspirations.

Changes in student characteristics have
important effects upon ihstitutionsespe-
cially, upon their curriculums. And since pri-
vate liberal arts colleges have in a sense the
most traditional curriculums, the impact
upon their programs of changes in student
attitudes-1s at times tjuite dramatic. In What
appearsAo. be at least in part an attempt to
forestall decfining enrollments, some private
liberal arts colleges have relaxed require
menta for admission and graduation and
haveintroduced many new programs empha--

. individual needs and desires. Of
.course, since most other .kinds of schools
have adopted these or similar tactics, many
private liberal arts colleges have followed
suit in order toligurvive; though it_Would be

. inaccurate to say that survival was the only
reason. c

Because of such stimuli as the efforts of
schools to attract students from different
segments of the population,, the desire of
many workers (often supported by their em-
ployers) to increase their job skills, increas
mg unemployment and thereby increased

1

leisure, the increasing number of women
who are.deciding to pursue careers, and an .
Increasingly competitive job market, the age
of entering freshmen in higher education in
general increased sligfitlY during the 10
years between 1966 and 1976. More pre-
cisely, ,accorng to data based orr/surveys
by Alexander Astin, et al.,* ,freshmen at
nearly 400 public and private universities
and colleges, the proportion in 1976 of stu
dents who were 19 years old or older when
entering college was greater than it was in
1966 (but smaller than it .$./s in 1970)/
though by far the greater nuenber was 18

;years old. The same trait prevails in all
4 year colleges, both Public and private (sec-
tarian and nonsectarQ,(se,e table 13):

Thanks in large measure to numerous
social action programs, students fthm racial

_ minorities made steady gains during this
same period (see table 14). This table shOws
that the proportion of Black and "Other"
minority studenti 'in higher education 1n,,
general increased markedly; though the
proportion of all students who were .Black
declined slightly between 1970 and 1976,
the proportion of "Other" minority students
rose almost threefold. In 4-year colleges,
the propOrtion of Blackabas grown steadily
but the proportion of "Other" minority
students first declined by almost half and
later rose above the 1966 _level. Public
and sectarian private, 4year schools have.
experienced consistent and significant
growth in, minority student enraments. The
proportion of minority students in private
nonsectarian 4-year schools, however, haS
increased _erratically and -less strikingly,
though the overall proportion is still roughly
comparable to that in other institutions
(about 12.8 percent of total enrollments).

Another change in the characteristics of
. entering freshmen is that their average high

school grades have been steadily increasing:

17
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TABLE 13.-Age: Weighted National Norms in Percedtages for All 'list-Time, 6,1141Mo Fre shmen at Institutions of
Hjgher Education, by Control "Id Affiliation, Fall 1966, Fall1970t and Fail 1976

4-,..

I.
. ..

. .

' 4

All institutions

41year colleges

AP
Public

, ' 1966 19701- 1976' ,--...1966 . 1970 .;106 1966 1970 197, 6 '.r ...,.
-.

..
. .

Age (bYDec. 81 of year
-*- -..

shoWn); - , .

166r youngg ' s 0.1 0.1 .. .
17 ,. 3.8 '3,8 7- .....

18 , . * 73.2: 74.1
19 , -- - f. 1 19.8 14.4 '16:6- '14,9
Older than 19..... .............. ... 8.4' 5.5 -

(-

0.1 0.1
4.2 38 a

80.1 77.1 .
1.2.3 15.7
33 3.1_.

.

t . 4-year colieles

0.1 0.1 . . --

4.2 4.0
81.3 77.5 k

15.5 ' 11.2 14.7 "
..',... ' 3.1 3.8....

Private`rioniectarlair Protestant Catholic

1966 1970 1976 .1966 1970 1976 1966 1976

Age (by Dec. 31 of year . -. . '.' ...:
shown): -

.

16 or younger -, 0.2 , 0:2 0.1 a;0.1 I 0;1 . 0.2 -

17 , 5.9 .4.3 3.3 '8.1 S .1,.?.8 , 3.4 ..
_

,'
18 .. 78.1 77.4' ' - 1"-77.3 74.2 81.7 '79.7 .:.

19 14.9 12.8 15.6 .14.9 115.3 ., :49.9 13.1. 12.5 /4.5

Older than 19. 3.5 14 - - : 4.0 2.8 ' 2.9"" *0'72.4
r 4.. ' .

1 Number of studArts 19 or older. ...", , Itu ' , ,

SOURCE: Alexander Astin, of at me American Freshman. Nationalfiorms for Fall 190, 1970,1975 (3 ioublIcations).
. 4. i' ..

:- ; ..
.

- ...

...e.
TABLE 14.- Racial Background: Weighted National /germs in Percentages for elf First:Time, Full-Time Fres),Men.

at Institutions of Higher gducition°, by Centrol allitAffillition, fall 1966,1a141970, atid;Fall 1970 I
r 4 #.

I

4.yearcd88giits

All institutions., All- - PubliC

1966 1 0 .1976 1966; , 1970 926- 4966, i 1:970 19764,

Racial ba.ciground:1
White/Caucasian
Black/Negro/6o;

American."
Other ,-

.

.

96.7 68.6 86:2' -,' 88.8 090,1 . 84:8- 85,5.
5.0 9.1 *8.4 '7.7 . 81 - . '11.6 ' 10.1 9.2 c. 14.7- -

;4.3 2.2 ; 6,9 3.5 1.3. ,52 44 ='2%1 ,,, 5.9 '

81;1

4:yeartollegei

Private nonsectarian Protestant . -Catholic

* __, 1966 1970: t 1976 1966: -3.670. ?.976 1966.i,.1.970 F.0 1976, , ,

..:,

Raciallbackgroinniii.
- .

- . , . 54

,". 'White/Caucasian ...... 4., 84.7 ' 89.3 89.1 91.9 91.0 89.3 94.2 93.9 - . 89.7
.

Black/Ne.gro/Afro . -
AMerican..... : ..... : .12.9 : -9.1 . 7.6 6.0 8.0' 9.2 .11 ( . 3.5 .' .5.9 -

Other:.. ''' 2:4 1.6- -, 5.2 211 1,0 3.1 4.8 ,- 2.6 5;9

- - 4. - , ,

.
.

'. 1 Percentages will add to more than 100 If any students checked more than one categiffY.
,

,

: S9URCL: Alexander Astln, of al., Thedimericks freshman: National Norms for Farr 1966 1974 1975 (3 iii-sblIcatIone).it .
9
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TABLE 15.--Average Grade in High Sihool: Weighted National Nomis in Percentages For All First-Time, Full-Time
Freshmen id-InStitutiens of Higher Education, By Control and Affiliation, Fa111966, Fa11,1970, and, Fall 1976

All instituti.,

1966 1q70 1976
as

.

15.4 14.5 19.7
54.1, 57.9 60.4
29;7- 26..9 19.4

0.8 0.7 '0.4

4-Year'c011eges
. \

All Public,

1966 1,970 1976. 1966 1970 *. )976

17.7
58.2
23.5'

0:5

16.6 ,23.3 11.7 -12,2 19.8-
62.9 62.2 58.6 0 66.7 64.8 -
20.2 14.3 29.0 20.7 , 15.0 A

0.3 '0.3 0.7' 0.2, 0.3-

- , .
,-year- college,S

PilvAte nonsectarian Protestant Catholic

1966 1970 .1976 1966 . 1970 0 1976 1966

A÷/A/A- 21.9 .22.$ 30.2 19.7 16.8 25.0 20.7
8-14B/B-7 55.0 59.7 57.9 58.2 55,8 58.6 61.0

22.6 17.1 '11.7 21.7 15.9 19:1
D 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.4 as 0.4 -.-.4, 0.2

1970 1976

15.3 24.7
61.0 63.2

.11.8
0.2 0.2

SOURCE: Mem' rider Astin, et al., The American Freshman.

whereas in 1966, 69.5 percent of them had
average, 'grades of B- or better, in. 1976,
80,1 percent of them did (see table 15).

'This upward trend also prevailed at all 4-
rear colleges, where in 1966, 75.9 percent

of the entering' freshmen had high school
averages of B--"or above; in- 197,6, 85.5 peee-
cent did, Students in private nonsectarian 4-
year colleges showed thg largest increase in:
this trait; In 1966, 76.9 percent of the enter-
ing4reshmen had high school averaggs of
B- or better, while in 1976, 88.1 percent
of them did.

At first glance, thesb data on high school
, grades ;seem, to imply. that colleges and

universities are becoming, more selective,
but scores on' other records suggest that
students were actually less well prepared in
1976 than in 1966. For one thing, as is well
.knownt nationals average scores on both

. the SAT and the ACT have declined sigilifj-,
cantly. The, average, scores on the SAT,for
entering students at, the 100 private institu-
tions in the 1976 Bowen-Minter study have

National Norms for Fall 1966, 1970, 1976 (r3

a

i
also been declining and actually have dOne
so at a rate ilightly, ahead of the decline
among the general popylation (see table 16).-._

As SAT.scores for students at Liberal Arts,
I and II collegeg in the Bowen-Mintefsample'

class standings: ,in 969-70, 86 percent of
have declined, so tooeave their high school

the entering freshrrien at Liberal Arts I col-
leges ranked in the top two-fifths of their
high school clastes, with 65 percent of, them
in the top one-fifth; but in.1975-76, aniy 82
percent ranked in the top two- fifths, and only

. 57 percent of them in the top one-fifth (see
table-17).

Among Liberal Arts II colleges-, a parallel
trend exists toward declining high tchool
class, standing: in 1969-70, 68 percent
stood 'in the top two-fifths of their high
school classes, 39 percent of'them in the

itop one-fifth, but in.1975-76, only Bitaer
cent stood in the top two-fifths, 34 percent
of them in the top one-fifth. Thus, grade
inflation seems to ac unt for much of the

'19
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Higher Education: United States, 1969-70 to 1975-76
TABLE 160-:Averagit'ScholastIc Aptitude Test Scores of Entering Freihmen in Four Types of Private Institutions of

Comore-
Doctoral- hensive
granting universities

universities and
colleges

, Four types
Lib-Elia, arts Liberal arts:, of insti-
collegei colleges tUtions

Combined

SAT combined scores:
1969-70 autumn 1,127 1,051 .1,197 983 r 1,063

1974-75 autumn 1,071 -'1,009 1,137 924 1,010

1975-76 autumn 1,068 1,002 -. 1,114 924 1,0035

Percentage Change:
1969-70t0 1974-75 -5 4 `, z-5 6 1,

*-5

1574-75-to 1975-76 0 1 2- 0 , *->-. 1.
-

%SOURCt.: Howard R.R. Bowe and W. John Minter, Private Higher Education, p. 15.

TABLE .17.Rank in High ;'School Class of Entering
Freshmen in Figur Types of Priirate Institutions of

. Higher Education; United States, 1969 -70 to 1975-76

(In percent]

Percentage
by rank in

high school
class

Comore-
Doctoral- hensive Liberal
granting univer . arts
univet sities colleges
sities and I -.

colleges,

Liberal
arts

colleges
II

cannot or do -not wish to attract as many
abler students as formerly.

The degree-completion time for*udents
who attend private schools is shorter. than it
is. for students who attend .public schools.
This trend holds for virtually all types of
students: proportionally more men and
women, More Whites and .Blacks, snore
students of both high and low ability, and

, more of high income and low income

Top fifth:
1969:-70...
1974-75...
1975-76...

2d fifth:
1969-70...
1974-75...
1975-75...

70
67'
71

23
24
18

'45
51
48

30
264
25

65
64
57

21
21
25

_ 39-
35
34

25
26
25

' 3d fifth:
.:.

1969 -7b 5 19 10 19

1974-75... 6 -16 10 20

1974 -76.,. 6 17 - 12 20

Bottom two- ,

.

fifths: ,

1969-70.... 2 . - 6', 4 13

1974 - 75..:x- 3 . 7 5 19

1975 -76.,. 4 8 5 17

SOURCE: Howard R. Bowan and W. John Minter, Private
Higher Education. p.^15.

publicin.private institutions than in public
ones took their bachelors' degrees in the .
traditional 4 years {see table 18).

The differences between public institu-
tions and priyate liberal arts colleges -with
respect to this tendency are particularly dra-
matic, especially in Liberal Artt II colleges.
The most that can safely be concluded from
these data is that relativelSemore students in %,

private schools, especially Liberal Arts I and
li colleges,- graduate "on time" than do in
public schoOls. Why -thii should- be so- is
difficult to determine. In part, it may have to
do with the generally .somewhat higher
academic abilities of students in private

. liberal arts colleges, their often' more per-

. :

increase in the average high school grades
of students in private liberal arts colleges.
(And, as is wellknown, grade inflation has
reached almost epidemic proportions.) The

. data on ,high, school,class standing and ,SAT

scores imply that private liberal arts colleges

20

son'alized instruction and more frequent
contact with professors, and their possibly
greater freedom-froth financial worries:

Of all the changes in students having
impact upon curriculums ill private liberal '-
arts colleges, perhaps none is §o great as the
shift in their academic are career aspira-
tions. For example, the proportion of fresh-
men, nationwide who planned from the start

a
t,
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TABLE 18.-Four-Year Coinpletion of Baccalaureate by the 1968 Freshman Glass, Nationwide, by Sea, Race, Ability., and Income, and by intutior'
Type and Control

linyercentj

4 Doctoral 'Doctoral- Comprehensive Comprehensive"
Research' Research granting granting "universities universities . Liberal arts Liberal arts

universities I universities II universities I universities ll and colleges I and colleges II Atleges I colleges II
,_..._

Public ,Private

Male,..... p ... 52.8
59.8

ace:

183.3
283.0

White 56.4
Black 43.4 2 734

283..

12iljtY1
High ability..... 162.7 184.4

:Aow ability 37.8 273.8
ficome:

High Income 59.2 1 34.9
Law income 50.0 :76.2

283.2Total.... 56.0,

PUblic Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Private Public Priveit

52.6
66.3

57.9
41.3

64.5
41.4

55.4
61,3

57,5

1 71,1
1,60.8 1

173.8
280.4

175.8
26:5

276.1
67.1

174:0

50.1.
61.1

54.8
464

63.0
41.1

56.r
62.3

54.6

52.6
50.8

6.1
47.6

60.9
40.0

54%2

47.7

52.0

50.4
.64.3

56.7
24.1

67.$
36.8.

'
49.1

56.1

1 66.4
. 70.0

168.6
2 46.9

:71.3
154.3

171.2
1 59:1

168.2

47.4
62.7

56.6
45.9,

65.5
41.9

56.4
. 54.5

55.4

1 63.5
72..7.,

167.2
43.8

I

70.4
262.8

1_70.4
59.0

166.8

62.9
72.3

65A
54.9

78.6
50.9

66.3
61.9

1 7.1.9
__/71.7

71.8
1 71.7

80.1
57.4

_ 74,4
67.3

71.8

58.3
61.9

60.6
50.4

61.6
0.p

58.0
71.Q

60.2

1 75,4
176.0

I 76.0
1 70.3

179.1
263.4

77.1.
72.0

175.9

27.7
38.6

34.5
0.0

45.5
.27.8

27.3
35.8

32.1

2

2 6E

161
2 6t,

;65
252

'26C
2

2 6C

More than10% higher thin in corresponding institutions.
t More than 20% higher than In corresponding institutions.

NOTE. Abiit, ryas measured by b.gh s...huu. glade Civarasile1
ose making B or Idaset Averages. ti.uh muume students rterW
anti! Income less than 410,090,

- i},4 i
SOURCE. Eng.,. :. ricifstrorkand Pau:a 11..A.neppet. f 01;1 tea.
UnlversItill. Pp. 31;Z3. a

;,ut.,at.....ty students are &timed as muse Amami) B-4,- or better averages .in nigh sa.ntruks, towaoslity students
muse repurtmg parental. mt.onles of $.,`,,,:rciti and ammo tut i961, wwinbume students were those report

, c. ,
. - ., , * , .'

Ba.....apsureate Cumpretron Rates. A &united Comparison of Student Success Kt Private Ma Pubric. four. Yost Ceile, . It-



to pursue degrees beyond the baccalaureate
steadily increased between 1966 and 1976,
according to Astin. The' proportion of those
who planned to take medical or legal degrees
increased especially The same tendency
exists:, among entering freshmen in all
4-year 'colleges, with, again, particularly
marked. increases in the'proporlion of
students. who intended. to pursue medical,
and legal degrees., At the sametime,:the
proportion of entering freshmen who in-

. .
tended to take masters and doctoral degrees

'steadily declined. On the other hand, the
proportion of those who intended to pursue
"other" awards also increased markedly,
but these students still comprise& only
a small minority - merely 3.3 percentof the
1

TABLE 19, Highest Degree Planned. Weighted, Natrona) Norins in Peramtages for all First-time, Full-time Freshmen
at Institutlens of Higher EducationDx Control and Affiliation, Fall 1966, Fall 1970, and Fall 1976

total and even less in private liberal arts
colleges*-in 1976 (see table 19).,

This-.change in degree aspirations is
accompanied by the tendency of freshmen
who entered college in 1976 .to choose
majors different from those chosen- by
freshmeb who entered in 1966 (see 'table
20). Thus, for example, the proportion' of
students initially choosing. to major in
English,. history, and other humanities
dropped from a total of 15.9 percent in all
institutions in 1966 to 6.3 percent in 1976.
This trend prevails in both public and private
(s,ectarian and nonsectarian) institutions.
Tfie greatest increases occurred in those
majors that A tirtcollectively labels "Other

All institutions

4-year colleges

Public

1966 1970 1,6 1966 1970 1976 ' 19'66 x1970

None...-:,. . ........... 5.5 2.1 3.2 3.9 ' 2.1; 4.8 1.0
Associate (A.A. or equivalent) . 5.6 7.6 8.1 1.3 r 1.6 1.6 2.2 1.7
Bachelor's (B.A., or B.S.).. .. 38.7 38.3 " 35.6 39.0 40.4 34.4 41.2 . 44.7
Master's (M.A., or M.S.) "-131.7 31.2 28.6. 36.9 36.6 - 33.8 38.5 37.4
Ph. D. or Ed. 9.8 9.7 8.7 11.0 11.2 11.1 7.9 8.9

tw.s., or D.V.M .. 4.6 7.1 4.t 7.7 2.7 2.7
LLS, fir J.D. (law) 1.5 3.54, 4.8 1.5 ! 3.5 - 6.0 0.7 2.4
B.D. or M. Div, (divinity), 0.3 ' 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.7 02 0.2
Other. ......... 2.0 2.6 3.3 1.4 1.2 2,6 1.9 1,1

None , .... ..... ...
'Associate,(A.A. ar equi,Alent).
Bachelor's (B.A., or--B.S.)....
Master's (M.A., or M.S)

o d.AD. ...
M.D:, ., D.D.S., or D:V.M
t r J.D. (law)
B.D. or M. Div. (divinity)
Other

x

4Yearcolfeges r

Private nonsectarian Protestant- Catholic

1.966 197.0 ,1976 1966 1470 1976 1966 1970

3.1 -1.0 ,1.6 3.2,, 1.4 3. 3.5 1.1.
1.3 0.7 , 1.9 2.3 0.4 12

30.5 34.5 28.0 43.0 40.6 33.8 41.7 41.6
35.2 .33.9 32.6 35.1 -32.8 30.1 35.5 32.6
17:2 14.3 14.6 9.4 :10,4 ' 10.3 9.7 9:5
8.6 6.8 10,9 '5.3 5:6 9.2 5.2 5.8.
3.1 . '5.8 8.4 1.6 4.1 6.1 1.9 -, 5.5
0.2 , 0.6 0.8 0.5 '1.4 1.7 0.5
16 L2 , 2.1 12 1.8 3.3 1.5

1976

2.1
1.6,

37.3'
35.5

-- 10.4
5.d

Z 4.7
.0.5

00,24

196-

1.9
1.7

32.9
33.5'

9.3
10.2
7.8

, 2,3

- 22

SOURCE. Alexander Amin, t at.. The Arnim.; n Freshman. National Norms for Fall 1966, 1970, 1976 (3 pubilcailOns).,
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TABLE 20.-Probable Major Field of Study. Weighted National Hams in Percentages for All First-Time, Full.Time
Freshmen at-institutions of Higher Educatlen, By Control and Affiliation, 6111966, Fall 1970, and Fail1976,.

4.year colleges

Probable Major Field.
of Study

. All
institutions All . Public

1966 1970. 1976 1966 1970 1976 1966 1970 '1976.
M1

Agriculture (including ties. ,. 1.9 2:0 - 3.6 1.3 1.3 1.7 2.3 1.5 . ,. 1.2

try). ) , .

.Biotogical scibricds. . 3.7 3.5 6.2 4.3 4.0 7.4' 3.7 . 3 .7 6.1

Business 14.3 16.2- 20.9 11.5 '12.7 170 15.7 15.3 16.6

Education . 10.6 11.6 9.3 12.6 15.5 13.3 17.2 . 20.8 -15.8

Engineering. ' ' - 9.8 ' A.§ $.5 7.2 8.2 6.2 5.2 ' 6.1 7.2 ..

English ' 4.4 3.0 1.0 5.8 3.7 1.5. 4.6 3.6 1.2

Health Professions ..... . 5.3 7.4 6.9 3.7 5.4 6.7 3.5 5.3 6.9
History, political science.. 6.8 5.4 3.1 8.2 , 6.3 4.5 6.9 5.8 3.7

Humanities (other) 4.7 - 3.5 2.2 6.1 4.0 2.8 4.9 ."2.7 1.6

Fine Arti 8.4 9.2 6. 8.2 13.5 '6.8 7.6 8.0 6.5
Mathematics or.statistics.. 4.5 3.3 1.0,. 6.0 4.3 , 1.4 5.7 43 1.4.

. Physical sciences 3.3 2.3 2.7 3.6 2.6 °3.2' 2.7 2.3 2.9.
- Pre-professional ' 7.2 - 7,0 - 6.4 5.9 4.2 4.1

Social sciences- 8.2: 4 8.9 5.6 9.3 10.0 7.8 7.2 .8:8 8.2

'Other technicalfields 2:2 3.7 773 1.8 3.0 5.3 3.4 3.5 "5.5 -1

Other nontechnicaNields . 2.7 2.4 10.7 2.S 2.6 . . 9.3- 3.5 1.8_ 9.9
Undecided.......... 1.9 2.2 4.7, 1.6 2.1 5.2 1.5 2.3 5.3 .

4year collega,s

Private -nonSectariao . Protestant Catholic

1966 1970. 1976 ;1966 1970 1976 1966 1970 1976,

, .

,Agriculture (including fore.- -1.3 1.6 3.8 0.6 0.9 1.2 0.0 0.5 , 0.4.

try). - f . ..-
Biological sciences 6.1 , 4.8
Business 1: 10.9 7.6
Education .. 8.8.' 8.7
Erginering .. ...... , 3.1 4,5
.Englisti 6.7' 5.0
Health Professions... -,---- 2.6 4.8
History, potiticgi science 11.2- 8.5
Humanities tother) 6.7 6.9
Fine Arts .. ' .7.3 10.9

- Mathematics or statistics .... 5.9 3.9
Physical sciences 4.8 2.7
Preprofessional . 102 9.2
Social sciences " 1,1.6 13.5

44 Other technical-fields, . - .... 0.6 3.7
.Other nontechri,ital fields..:. 0.5 LS".

...... ,.....,.., 1.6 . 2.1
1- - . , ,

'10.1 '4 :6 . - 4.$ 7.9 4.2 3.8 8.0
.

16.7 8.5 11.1, 16.7 9.7 12.9 20.4
8.1 12.8 14.3 13.6 , 8.2 9.6 '9.4
7. 3.8 3.0 3.1 3.4 1.9 4.3

%.
2 . 6.4 .".. 3.6* * 1.5 8:8 4.7 1.8
4.1 3.6 '5.9 6.8 7.3 10.2 11.3,

st 6.2 -; 8.8 6.3 4.9 9.6 8.5 5.0
4.2 7. 6.3 4.6 13.2 5.5 3.0
7 .1 9.7 10,5 8.2 8.6 7.3 5.7 .
1.4 - 6.1 4.1' 1.5 6.5 4.9 . 1.5

4.1 33 '' 2.2 4. 32 3.1 2.1 2.3
7.7 ,68.1 7.5 9.5 ,

7.1 11.8 12.6 7.6 - .11.2 12.8' 7.3
4.6 0:7- 1.8.' 4.6 - 0.6 1.7 6.5
8.3 2.1 2.3- . 8.6 1.6 1.8 9.
5:0 2.0 . 2.3 3.9 1.8 1.7 3.6

SOURCE. Alexander Astin, et at., The American troshman. Noboru', Noirra for Foil 1966, 1970, 2976 (3 publications).
4'
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technical fields" and' "Other nontechnical
; fields," where the total .ptoportion almost

quadrupled from 4.9 percent in 1966 to
18.2 percent in 1976. Thus, there has been a
marked increase in the proportion of freSh
men interested in nontraditional majors. The,
proportion of entering freshmen wh6 were
undecided about. their majors has grown
about 2 and one-half times (to 4.7 percent
in 1976), These ,general trends again obtain
in both-. public and private (sectaiian and
nonsectarian) institutions. These data seem,

. in part at least, to reileqt students' re-
.

sponses to worsening job opportunities for
those who major in the traditional humani
ties fields, especially, for those hoping to
teach.

Other data support this speculation, for
the proportion of entering freshmen nation ,
wide who intended to become teach,ersT
(elementary, secondary, or college) dropped
sharply from 23.5 percent in 1966 to 8.4
percent in 1976, though there was a slight
increase over the 1975 figure (see table 21).
The,proportion of those who ,planned to be-
come secondary teachers dropped by almost
75 percent. This trend once tnore ptevaili"
among public and private (sectarian and non
sectarianlinstitutjons in general': Marked in-
creases occurred among those, who in-
tended tabedqme farmers, nurses, other nail-
mediCal-clegree health worker_si as well as
those who are undecided.

In other words, these data show that stu-
dents are rejecting the traditional liberal, arts
curriculum in favor of more specifically job-
oriesited majors. The figures do not neces-
sarily indicate that students are significantly,
more materialistic. than they were in the
1960's _as much, perhaps, as that they are
acutely aware of the difficulty of finding .work
after college. After allt since 1971 the rate of
unemployment has exceeded 5 percent, ex-
cept for 1 year, and in 1975 it climnd to 8.5
percent, though by June 1976, it had declined
to 8.0 percent. It has already been noted that
there- is, considerable talk nowadays' about
the declining economic returns on a ciillege
education. Whether this talk is in fact ac
curate is- perhaps not so important as that

24

many people, students included, teem to
believe it is,

Of course, changes in degree aspirations
and chdices of majors coyld not occur Mthout
some fundamental changes in what students
consider to be essential, goals and values,
Data on student characteristics (see appendix
table 10) shoW that the objectives cited most
by freshmen in 1976,were to be authorities in
their fields (cited by 70.1 percenfN-f the
students), followed by helping others in diffi-
culty (63..1 percent), developing a philosophy
of life (60.8 percentnot on the1966 ques-
tionnaire), raising families (51.2 .percent
also not on the 1966 questionnaire), and be-
,ii g very well-off financially (53.1 percent).
Just a decade earlier, though, the priorities
were different: ,the most frequently Cited was
to help others in difficulty _(68.5 percent),
followed by being authorities in their fields '

(66.0 percent), ,keeping up with political
affairs (57.8 percent), being successful in
their own businesses (53.0 percent), and be-
ing .veof well-off financially (43.9 percent).
These figures suggest a resurgence, after the,
upheavals of the Viet Nam years, of middle-
class or traditional values.

There also appear to be major changes
of a conservative nature in what might
loosely be called. students' political and,
social attitudes. For example,,,, as noted
above, keeping up with political affairs drop-
ped sharply' in importance; in 1966, 57.8
percent of the students thought it was impor
tant, compared to only 37.4 percent in 1976,
the Year of the Bicentennial and a presi-
dential election. Influencing the political
structure declined Slightly in importance
too; in 1979, 183 percent considered it
'essential, bOt in 1976 only 15.2 percent did.
While developing a philosophy of ,life still
mattered very much to students in 1976
(60.8 percent), In 1,970 _it was even more
important (75.6 percent). In addition,'while
students Seemed to be not only less polit
'uny radical in 1976'tflan in 1966, they
seemed to be also Less socially oriented than
.they were before. In 1976'only 57.2 percent
thought it was essential to raise 'families,
While in 1970,. 67.5 .percent thought it was.
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Fewer students in 1976,than in 1970 con: -
sidered it essential to influence social
values,, and the proportion that thought it
important to become community leaders

,also declined markedly. In 1976, in fact,
that question was not even asked`

. This conservative tendency, a '.ng
undergraduates at least, is confi ed
by Martin Trow in a. report for the ar' egie
Council on Policy Studies in Higher duca
tion. Trok.hoies that th6 greatest changes
in political attitudes occurred among, those

TABLE 21.---Probable Career Octupation. Weighted Nation al Norms in Percentages for all First-time, Full-time
- Freshmen at Institutions of Higher Education, By Control and Affiliation, Fall 1966, Fall 1970, and Fall 1976

Probable Career Occupation
-9)

1966 1970

All institutions

4 °year colleges

All Publit 4.

1976 1966 1970 1976 1966 1970 1976

Artist (including performer) . 6.6
Businessman. .. . 11.6
Clergy or religious worker._ 1.0

4.8
1.8

14.1
7.6
8.9

Doctor (M.D. or D.D.S.)... .

Educator (college teacher),..
Educator (seconciary)
Educator (elementary)...
Engineer.
Farmer or forester.. ,

Health professional (non-
M.D.): ..... ....

' Lawyer
Nurse. . .

Research scientist.
Other occupation

4 Undecided. . .

.

1

-

Businessman .. ,-.. - ..." .

Clergy or religious-worker.
Doctor (M.D. or D.D.S.) .

Educator (college teachVr)
Educator (secondary)
Educator (elementary) . .

Engineer: . .: . . ...
Farmer or forester
Health professional (non-

M.D.)
Lawyer
Nurse .,

a Research scientist..
Other occupation.... . . ..
Undecided......... . .

\
.,

SOURCE. Aimee nder Aster), et al., The American Freshman. National Norms for Fa/11966,2970, 1976(3 publications).

-1.) .

6.2 6.8 6.2 5.7, 7.8
11.4 16.4 9.9 10.3 15.0
0.8 0.6 1.4 1.1
3:9 4.8 4.5 3.4 5.7 .
1.0 0.4 2.1 1.1 0.5

11.3 , 3.7 18.5 15.4 5.7
3.0 4.3 9.9 10.9 6.5
7.5 7.8 6.6 7.5 5.5
1.8 3.0,, 1.4 1.4 1.9

4.7 4.5 7.3 4.1 4.1 6.6
3.9 3.8 4.3 4.0 3.8 5.5
2.5, 4.0 4.6 1.6 2.4. 4.3
3.5, 2.6 2.4 3.7 2.8 2.7

22.8 21.5 23.3 22.0 18.2 19.5
43- 11.6 10.3 4.1 11.9 11.6

5.2
10.9
0.4
2.4

1:8
25.6
13.0
4.8
2.3

4.9
2.7
1.4
2.0

19.0
3.7

5.3-

11.5
0.3
1.0
2.2

19.4
14.1

1.4

4.2
2.7
2.3
2:4

16.11
11.3

7.5
114,5

0.2
3.8
0.5
6.3
7.6-
5.9
1.74_

6.9
4.5
4.2
2.4

22.0
11.3:

4-year colfege-s1

Private Nonsectarian Protestant

1p66 1970 1976 1966 1970 1976

:-Artist (rricluding performer),. 7.3 8.6 . 8.2 6.8
11.4, ' 7.3 4 15.0 8.8
0.6 1.3 ' 2.0 ,.2.7
8.6 5.7 8.1 5.4
3.4 1.7. 0.6 2.0

14.0 11.1 4.2 .. 17.0
4.8 6.5 . 3.7 10.5
3.6 4.6 6.9 3.8
1.2 " 1.7 3.0 0.9

/
3.2 . 4.9 5.8 3.9'
6.5 6'.3 -7.2 4.5
1.0 1.2 2.0 1.5
5.6 3.7 4.3 ' 3.8,

23.7 ,-- 19.9 15.7 23.8
5.1 ',15.5 1$.4 4.7'

6.6 8.5
9.3 13.9
3.2 3.3
4.9 7.3,
1.3 0.7

14.8 6.7
10.5 6.6
2.6 $.2
.1.5 - 1.8

-1- 6.3
4.5 5.6
2.8 4.9
2.6 2.2'

17.7 163
13.2 12.8

90.

9

Catholic

1966 1970 1976

7.5w 5.8 7.6
9.3 11.7 .17.7
2.5 3.1 1.1*
5.3 5.4 8.5
2.3 0.9 0.2

13.7 12.3 , 3.8
9.7 9.8 5-5
3.4' 1.8 4.1
0.2 0.7 C(.7

4.9 4.2 7.0
5.3 6.6.. 7.2
3.7 6.9 8.9
3.6 2.4 2.2

24.5 16.f 16.0
4.p 12.2 9.4

.
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students r cha acterizing' ,themselves - as
. "Left" and " eral" (they declined in num
ber) and those. characterizing themselves
as "Middie-of..thp-road" and "Conservative"
(they increased in number). He also finds
that students are more traditionally consery
ative on such issues as capital punishment,.
the use of force to achieve political ends,
busing to achieve-the racial integration of
public elementary _schools, and relaxing
standards in admissions and grading. On
the other hand, students' attitudes toward
the use of marijuana became increasingly,
tolerant between 1969 and 1975.1

The- much-rumored and often deplored
trend toward increasing concern with finan
cial matters is confirmed in Astin's data.
in 1976, 53.1 percent of the freshmen con-
sidered it essential to be v.ery well-off finer!.
cially. On the other hand, in 1966, 53.0
percent considered it essential to be, suc
cessful in their own businesses, but in 1976,
only 45.0 percent felt that way. These
changes do not mean that students do not
consider themselves altruistic, rather, that
that quality no longer ranks as the first con-
cern of the majority. These patterns obtain
generally throughout the public and private
(sectarian and nonsectarian) sectors.

That this refocuiing of values toward
job-related concerns is more than whimsy
and the temporary aberration of freshmen,
but lasts throughout the students' academic
careers, is shown in data which indicate the
areas in which students have_ been taking
degrees.Z Since 1970 there have been
marked decreases nationwide in the num-
bers of students earning bachelor's degrees
in traditional liberal arts subjects; such as
letters, foreign languages, mathematics, ed
ucation and the social sciences, and marked
incr es in the numbers of students earn
ing bachelors' degrees in more career
oriented fields, such as business man
agemenf, computer and information serv-
ices, communications, architecture and en
vironmental design, health professions, psy
chelogy, and public affairs and services.
On the other hand, significant increases also
occurred in the field of interdisciplinary
studies (again, a somewhat nontraditional

s
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major), including general liberal arts, but
the number' of students taking degrees in
that field is relatively small compared to
those taking degrees in letters. These trends

" also prevail throughout the obyate sector.
One is thus forced to conclude that the

traditional liberal arts degree,, which is the
stockintrade of the _schools under Con-
sideration hem, is becoming, less popular
with students. One might also surmise that
private liberal arts colleges, especially Lib-
eral Arts II colleges, are experiencing fluc-

. tuating enrollments and ere occasionally
closing at 'least in part because of the in-
compatibility of their curriculums and values
with what students desire. In other words,
what they offer does not appear to be so
much in demand as before.

This conclusion _would gain even more
credence if private liberal arts colleges were
found to be experimenting with their tradi-
tional curriculums, for the schools them-
selves in effdct would be admitting this in-
.compatibility between what they offer and
what students are attracted to. It nuns out, of
course, that a considerable amount Of tinker
ing bas been occurring. For example, Paul
L Dressel and Frances H. DeLisle,gin their
Undergraduate CurriFidum Trends, estimate
that between the mid50's and the mid-,60's
theie was an increase in the numbeeof insti-
qutions (in a sample including both private
and Public 4.year liberal arts colleges and
universities)mhich had course requirements
comprising Bnywhere fibm 20 to 50 percent.
of the total number of hours students needed
for the bachelor's degree, but at the same
time there was a decrease in requirements
in English compoSitiOn, literature, speech,
philosophy, religion, and physical education.
On the other hand, requireinents were
increased in foreign languages and mathe-
matics.' There was also a trend toward
restructuring degree programs to fit the
individual student's needs 1.30 such means
as advanced placement, honors programs,
seminars, study abroad programs, tutorials,
comprehensive examinations, senior thes4s,
ad so on, There were also significant in-

. creases in pais/fail and pass/no-credit
. options.' Dreisel and DeLisle posit a causal
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. relatiOnship betkeen these trends, and stu
dent desires, and observe that just as cur-
riculum changes have always been influ- .

ended bY student demands, among other
things, so they.cbntinue to be, though these
changes are often rationalized in terms
eulogizing "conceptual mastery, ... ,inde-"
pendent discovety, development of insight,
and broad approaches to problem solVing
and decisionmaking . ..." 5

Since the Dressel and DeLisle study,
there have been more extensive changes in
curriculumS. Ron Sniith, in "The Composi
tion Requirement Today. A Report on a
Nationwide Survey of FourYear Colleges and
Universities," cites the spread of "uniform
equivalendy testing, true three-year degree
programs, the general elimination or Stream-
lining of lower-division, requirements, sys-
tems approaches, performance or compe-

t. tency-based ,instruction, open admissions
policies, adjustrrients to booming and them
declining enrollments': and even 'accounta
bility.' " Smith's, study, based. on a random
sample of 491 private and. public 4year
colleges and oniversifies, indicates that
while in 1967 fresh en at 93.2 percent of
the schools had to to Qe one or more courses
in freshman composition, in 1974 freshmen
at only 76 percent had to. Smith also remarks
that by 1974, 31 percent of 'the private
s tiools in his survey had abolished this

quirement, though only 11 percent of the
ublic schools...had ,done so. On the dther

hand, private schools seem 'to be resisting
the trend toward open adrhissions. only 10

. .percent of the,private.schools had adopted
such policieS for in-state students, whereas
38 percent of the public schools had done so.
Citing both financial constraint and student
demand, Smith asserts that the reduction
of the freshman English requirement, andf
by implication, other requirements, will
probably spread.'

v Along with a general reduction of
req'tiirements in traditional.liberal arts sub-
jects has gone an expansion of courses and
program offerings. Bowen and Minter found
jn 1976 that there were 10 bates as many
addition's and expansions of program in
private liberal arts colleges as there were

, ..

deletions and contractions.,,Ttiey also dis-
covered that between 1969-70 and 1975-76
the average number of courses offered rose
significantly throughout thetprivate sector,
the number in Liberal Arts I colleges grow-,
ing by 33 percent and in Liberal Arts II
colleges by,,20 percent`' This development
reflects the willingness and the ability of
some private liberal arts colleges to 'change
in response to the increasing diversity of
students' interests and concerns, it partly
reflects advances'in some fields that to some
degree necessitate new course offerings,
and it to some degree reflects the necessity
of changing in order to survive.

. This expansion iii course offerings, at a
rate far greater than the rate of ,expansion
in enrollments, occurred in most academic
departments in the privatector in gen-
eral.' Very little expansion occurred in the
-discipline Bowen and Minter call,Language
and Literature, in which, as was noted above,
students seem increasingly uninterested
and.in which requirements are being abol-
ished. But significant increases in course
offerings occurred in such fields as business
and accounting, education, 'engiheering,
and physical education., Moderate but
marked increases also occurred in fife
natural sciences aid in some of the.sOcial
sciences. Curiously, especially notable-.

. increases occurred in the fine arts, namely,
music, speech and. drama, and dance. In
short, over 1/3 of the institutions in the
BowenMinter sample increased their total
course offerings by between. 11 and .30
courses, and another 1/3 increased theirs
by.31 to 60 courses,"

Bowen and .Minter also cdnfirm for pri.
vate liberal arts colleges another trend that
Dressel and DeLisle noted with respect to
higher education curriculum change in gen
eral, namely, a significant increase in the
individual student's program and curriculum
options as well as in teaching innovation.'"
lri addition, private liberal tarts 'colleges,
have dramatically increased their student
servicescareer counseling, career place-,
ment, programs for women, psychological
counseling, health services, and, to a, lesser,
degree, programs for minorities." These

V LI t
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developments, indicate that some private might increase, one must be cautious in
liberal arts colleges are:apparently changing ascribing ificrdases to any perticylar cause
to accommodate new student interests. unless one jcnows each school's motivation.

in sum,,then, one might reasonably on 'All that can safely be said is that the number
clude at schools ,are adopting numerous of course abd program offerings has gro4n
pr ices partly in order. to attract and keep greatly and that this growth , is a sign of

u.dents who ark being increasingly at, response to student attitudes. Of course,
tracted, to public institutions. (As Bowen conclusions about the_financial condition of
and Minter point. out, the attrition rat schools based on. these pjenomena are
high at Liberal Arts ll, colleges, amounting- unWerrantati. . -

to 20 percent "Z) They-are surprised that There is some recent evidence to suggest
private liberal arts colleges demonstrate so that this trend may be abating somewhat:A
high a degree of innovation and flexibility number Of institutions, gublic and private,
in program offetrings, feeling that such have recently rein'state5 some traditional '
experimentation is incompatible with finan liberal arts requirements. Malcolm G. Scully,
cial distress.0 But experimentation with cur' writing itrha Chronicle of Higher Education,
riculurns is precisely what might be expected suggests that the motives for returning tithe
in institutions that are attempting to fore- traditional zore curriculum are in 4orne
stall declining enrollmentsVen other words, cases ;philosophical, in others practical.
departments might increa their course For example, Steven Muller, president of
offerings in disciplines in which students the Johns ,;Hopkins University, has corn-
were hot interested. Moreover, in some blained that without a background in the
departments it is the practice to introduce more ,traditional liberal arts disciplines,
new courses, such as special topics courses, college graduates are "highly technical and
which can have vastly different contents highly skillgd," but at the same time they
from semester to semester and from teacher are "literally barbarians." Others argue that
to teacher, in order to respond quickly to though .required.. core courses .may not
student interests; thus the number of new certifiR student for his first job after college,
courses being offered might in fact be much
higher than 'the data ihdicate. On the other

they may make him a more attractive cand i-

hand, cowsgs ,usually are not offered very date for subsequent jobs. If this trend
long if their enrollments are low. con tinues, It may help p'rivate liberal arts

Since there are many reasons that the , colleges teretard the rate at which their
number of course and program offerings enrollments-have been leveling or declining.11

-., 1
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It has been. aptly stated that coil es'
,-primary resources lie in the qualifier ons
and abilities of their faculty. Largely, in on-
sequence, most academic personnel p li
ciesincluding_ tenure systems, sabbaticals,

,support for attendance at professional meet-
ings, Eind stricture that faculty hold doc
toral degrees and engage <VI continuing
scholarly endeavorsare designed to estab-

. lish and maintain high levels of faculty com-
petence."' A profile of faculty and staff thus

. . recitureg that such subjects. be, considered.
Qther subjet yrnportance.in considering
the facighj-, :rivate liberal arts colleges
are workloads, affirmative action achieve
ments, suppbrt services, and compensation.
In -general, the available data on these mat.
tere(of.which there are unfortunately far too
little) show that faculty in private liberal arts
colleges ake fairly typical of faculty in other
sectors of higher education. But there are
some important ways in which they differ
from their peers. For example, private liberal.
arts college faculty seem to devote more
time and attention to students than do their
colleagues elsewhere. (This trait is said to be
one of the major attractions of private liberal
arts colleges.) In addition, faculty at private
liberal arts colleges are generally more
qu4lified but less active in research than
their colleagues. On an 'economic basis,
.though, they fare, less well than administra-
tor'' and are in general compensateeless
than faculty in other sectors. The data atso
reveal, not surprisingly, th0 Libdral Aett I

4olleges provide better .benefits and have
more.highly qualified faculty than do Liberal
Arts'll colleges.

One of the most obvious characteristics
of the professoriate in general is that it is
aging: Alan E. Bayer reports that in 1972-
73, 60 percent were over 40 years old, while
Allan Cartter has ,estimated that b 1990
the average age will be 48:AAUP data for

CHAP .11/

Faculty and Staff

1975-76 confirm this trend.2 The aging of
the faculty reflects the dedline in the number
of new teaching positions and the conse-
quently infrequent infusion of new blood
as well as the relative lack of mobility in the
profession due to the glut of Ph. D.'s in nu-
merous fields, the slowdown in enrollment
growth rates in many institutions; and 'eco-
nomic constraints against expansion. Be-

'cause of the sharp decline in academic job
opportunities, the proportion of faculty in
the uppertwo ranks has increased froni 48.7
perdent in 1'969-70 to 57.0 percent in
1975-76.3

At the sanie time, the proportion of
faculty with tenure has also increased: ac-
cording to AAUP 60 percent of_all faculty,
were tenured in 1974-70; the Nationl Cep
ter for Education Statt§tict reports that in
1976-77 58.5 percent of the faculty were
tenured.4 But Bowen and Minter found that
at Liberal Arts I colleges 64 percent, of the
faculty were tenured in 1975-76, while only
49 percent were at Libera Arts It colleges.'
Since a lower percentage of tenured faculty
is generally taken to mean that an institu-
tion, has greater flexibility in responding to
changing needs, then theoretically Liberal
Arts II colleges enjoy in this respect a more
enviable position than do Liberal Arts I

colleges. <

Notwithstanding affirmative action goals,
the status of faculty, women has not ap-
preciably changed in several years. This,
according to Bayet, the proportion of faculty
members who are women did not substan-
trally increase between 1968-69 and 1972-
73; data from AAUP indicate that in private
liberal arts colleges the same 'trend con-
tinued through P974-75 and 1975776.6 On
the other hand, Allan M. dartter has noted
that women job candidates now do as well
as men, and Everett Carll Ladd, Jr., and
Seymour- Martin Upset observe that the
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percentage of faculty .under 30 who are
women is higher than the percentage of
graduate students who are women.' Pro-

. port:tonally, .almost 50 percent more men
than,women were tenured. AAUP data show
further that in religiously affiliated liberal
arts colleges awarding mainly the bachelor's
degree there was curiously a great reduc-
tion in the proportion of omen at the
instructor rank but not corresponding
increase in the proportion of women at
higher ranks.' On the other hand, Bayer also
,notes that between 1968-69 and 1972-73,
the proportion of faculty who are Black
increased from 2.2 to 2.9 percent; data fore-
subsequent years are.unavailable:9

In terms of academic training, faculty
at private liberal arts colleges appear to be
more qualified than their peeri elsewhere.
The proportion of all faculty holding the
doctorate in 1972-73 was onethird, but at
Liberal Arts I colleges it was 55.7 percent,
while at Liberal Arts II colleges it was 45 per-
cent. By far the largest proportion of college
faculty specialize in liberal arts fields; at
Liberal Arts I colleges the propornn was
66.5 percent, though at Liberal Arts II col-
leges it was only 59.0 percent. That 25.1
percent bf Liberal Arts II colleges faculty in
1972-73 taught in career-related fields,

. while at Liberal Arts I college only 14.0 per-
cent did, reveals much %bout the differences
between these types of schools.

With respect to research and scholar:
ship, eriyate jiberat_arts college faculty on

' the average are less activetli-an others. Only
12.6 percent of the faculty in Liberal Arts II

,, colleges, vis-a-vis roughly 33 percent nation-
wide, spent 9, or more hours a week in
research in 1972-730 and faculties at both.
Liberal Arts I and II colleges, had fewer recent
publications than the national average. On
the other hand, more Liberal Arts I 'faculty
than the national average of 25 percent had
taken a sabbatical." But the significance of
this last criterion should be assessed cau-
tiously, since taking a sabbatical is a matter
often more in the hands of the institution
than id/the faculty member. Martin Trow
reports that nationwide the disposition of

_ faculty..rnembers_toward researcb Ardskub-
\

,
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lication is increasingly favorable, perhaps
due to the less politically volatile atmos-
phere on campuses as well as the tight job
market in academe,. which is, leading to, antincreasingly competitive environment."

A major difference betweesi private lib- .
eral arts colleges and other institutions, and
one of their.most advertised characteristics,
is.that more of their faculty were what might
be called "student-oriented.", They spent
more tie .socializing with their students
than did their peers in other sectors and
they stronglyencouraged their students to
see, them outside of class. Perhaps this
trait in some sense counterbalances their
relatively lower level of ,research activity.
Three-fourths of these-teachers believed
that student evahations should play a i-Ole
in awarding faculty promotions; almost as
many felt that students should be repre-
sented on institutions' goVerning, boards.
A higher proportion than the national aver-
age felt that it was of major impolance for
them to 'develop the student's emotional
wellbeing,. selfunderstanding, moral char-
acter, and sense of civic responsibility. But
fewer faculty than the national average felt
that it as Vssential to prerate_their stu-
dents fo er employment and to prOVIde
the local community. with skilled workers
(the proportion Of Liberal Arts II college
faculty feeling that these matters were
important was almost 59 percent greater
than that of Liberal Arts I College faculty)."
(For a discussion of faculty attitudes nation-
wide, see Martin Trow.). -

The two main ways for colleges to con-
trol expense's are to increase productivity,
or workloads, and to decreaSe compensa-
tion, both of whidh methods have been em-
ployed recently in most schools. The avail-
able data suggest thaLexcept for faculty at
2-year colleges, faculty in private liberal arts
colleges have the,heaviest workloads in the
Nation. According to Elaine El-Khawas, the
proportion of instructors teaching three or
more courses in 1972-73 was the highest
at Liberal ArtS I colleges, where 79.8 per="
cent of them had such a load; 73.2 percent
of the faculty at Liberal Arts II colleges had
a,similar load. This workload was slightly
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reduced by teaching assistants, but fewer
faculty enjoyed this beneficencd at Liberal
Arts II colleges than at Liberal Arts ',colleges.
About half of the faculty nationwide, as well
"as, in private liberal arts colleges, spent 5
or more hours a week in academic advising.0
Bowen and Minter found that between 1969-
70 and 1975-76, the student/faculty 'retie
in the private sector grew by.1.9 percent.
But at Liberal Arts I colleges it rose by 4.3'
percent (or from 14.0 to, 14.6 students per
instructor) in just the year between 1974-75
and 1975-76; at Liberal Arts II colleges it .

rose even more- by 6.1 percent (or from ,
14.7 to 15.6 students per instructor). This
increase may have been effected by simply
closing those courses with very small en-
roilmentS, rather than increasing the en
rollments in each course. Nevertheless, the
end result is the same. 'a saving of money.
On the "other Ilan they also found that
during the same die iod there was little
change in the level f supporting services
for faculty (secretaria help, research assist-
ance, and travel allowances)."

Not only are workloads in private liberal
arts colleges among the heaviest, compen-
sation is almost thd least. Increases in com-
pensation for all faculty have not kept pace
with increases in the Consumer Price Index,
not to mention increase%in the'Higher Living
Standard, since 1972-73." Nor, between
1971-72 and 1973,74, did compensation
for faculty members even keep up with com-
pensation for other workers in the whole
society (not including agricultural workers).
Since.1973-74, it has increased comparably
with that for other workers but still has not
recovered the ground earlier. he plight
of faculty in private. liberal arts °lieges is
Worse. AAUP data indicate that o the aver-
age tliaey earn considerably less than faculty
in ublic and private universities genet.-
ally)-'; Recent NCES data indicate, howeyer,
tha , in 1976-77 faculty at private institu

,tions received proportionately greater in-_
creases in salary thandid faculty in public in-
stitutions. Increases in salaries again failed'
to match the increase in the cost of I iviing _On
the average,'Salaries increased more slowly
than at anytime since 1972-73.'7 Women

:..

faculty- members have earned and continue
to earn less than men in alt ranks and in all.
sectors. on the average, women's cgmpen,
sation. in 1574-75 was 17.5 percent less
than men's in the same institutions. NCES
data for 1575-76 show this trend continuing,

_though women received, on the average,
slightly greater increases in salary than did
men." The reasobs for this disparity are
that more women than men teach in low-,
paying institutions, women are concentrated
in the lower ranks, and women are usually
simply paid less than men at the same rank.
The differences in compensation between,
men and women are greatest in universities
and least in 2year colleges. ;Robert Dorfman
observes, "differentials tend to grow as
scholarly demands' increase." Bowen and
Minter assert that the. overall decline in
faculty compensation "is the most signifi-
cant 'saving' or 'retrenchment' " that the
private sector has made.20 .

Some faculties have responded to these
trends by seeking collective bargaining
rights.Bowen and Minter found that in 1976
only four institutions in their sample had
collective bargaining arrangements with
their faculty, though 20 percent had them
with trade, technical, and other nonacademic
employees.21 But according to the Education
Commissio of the States, in 1968 about
10,000 fac ty members, mostly.in junior,.
community, nd vocational institutions, had
collective gaining arrangements; by 1976
more than ,000 faculty and other staff
of 450 ins tions, some of which were
religiously affiliated, had them.n Noting
that in the private sector in the 39 years
that have elapsy since the passage of the
Wagner. Act, ove one-third of the labor force
has become unionized, while in all levels of
public' education . ,,..,almost but not quite

_that same fraction has taken a unionline
stance in one decade, . . -" the ComMission
predicted that the practiCe will spread far
beyond, the 21 States in which it existed in.
1974.a It should be noted that faculties do
not always opt for.collective bargaining for
financial motives: sometimes the issues
include working conditions or rriotters of
,institutional goveinance, for example.

a
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Information concerning administrative
staffs is even moreJncomplete than that
:concerning faculty, but available data sug
gest that in all sectors they have increased

size more rapidly than have, faculty."
Adniinistration expensesare also high, espe
OM), in private liberal arts colleges. Robert,.
Dorfman and Donald C. Celt cl4rn that liberal
arts colleges spend "about Wr third of their
current education .budgets an administra-

tion, as compared to just 10, percent by the
typical research university." Part of tiiiS
burden, theypoint out, is due to increases
In reporting to governmental and other
agencies." Increases in pay for adrninis- .

trators, clerical staff, and other nonacademic
staff were generally greater than foilfecUlty
between 1973-74 and 1975-76, The differ*
ences were even greater at Liberal Arts II
colleges,thari at' Liberal Arts colleges."

:::
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. This chapter focuses on financiak trends

in private liberal arts colleges as revealed by'
A study .of aggregate HEGIS data. The
analysis is divided into four main parts; I.
The Current Fund Acc rill. The Education
,and General Account; .*The Student Aid
Account; and IV. The xiliary Enterprises
'and Major Service PiOgrams Accounts. Since
many of the definitions of the HEGIS
financial- categories were changed in the
1974-75 HEGIS forms; the most recent
.complete and comparable data that are
available for analysis are for 1973-74'(a
'few data iterni.are comparable for 1974-75).
For private liberal arts colleges, the data are
available back to 'only 1971-72, though for
the public and private se'ctors 'in general,
data back to-1965-66 are presented.'

a 4 I

the Current Fund Account

The Current Fund .Account represents,
the total revenues and expenditure's of the
insititution. It includes, as subaccounts, the
Education and General Actount, the Student
Aid Account, the Major Service Programs
Accotint, and the Auxiliary Enterprises
'Account. .; '-

. Aggregate current fund data, presented
in detail in aPpendiX tables 11 through 14,
reveal that the public sector appears to enjoy
the most fivorabte financial position. Reve-
nues exceeded expenditures in public institu-
tions in all years shown-1965-66, 1970-71,
and 1973-74. How6er, the data.also supgest
that e0enditures are catching up to reve-

°nues or approaching equilibrium.
The situation of the private sector seen%

Jess fortunatein 1965-66 and41970-71,
expenditures actually exceeded, revenues,
,so it would appear that in those years the
private sector experienced, a. deficit. In
1973-74 and 1974-75, the situation in the
private sector .seems' to have improved
slightly, but revenues and expenditures were

4
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almost exactly balanced, with revenues
outpacing expenditups by the uncomfort-
ably smallm-rrgin of onlrYpercent.

For the period 1971-72 through 1974: '

75, current fund revenues exceeded ,ex-
penditUres at Liberal Arts I colleges, but at .
Liberal Arts II schodls, expenditures ex-
ceeded revenues in 1974-75..On the basis of
these aggregate data, then, it would appear
that Liberal Arts II colleges as a whole may
haVty experienced a deficifi))1974-75.

.

Table 22, following, sh ws the margin
by which revenues exceeded expenditures
for selected years. The negative figures
indicate the ,margin by which expenditures
exceeded revenues. The table reyeale that
these would appear to have been a'decline
in the situation of the public sector, though
revenues exceeded expenditures . in that
sector by twice as much as in'the -private
sector. In the private sector as a' whole, it
appears that revenues were beginning to
outpace' expenditures after 1970-71i-though
fiotby much. There would also appear to be,
some decline i th poSition of Liberql Arts I

fe' colleges, th o solid trends appear to

'However;

prese . In Liberal Arts (I colleges, ,

'However; thereappears to be a definite
trend toward 'a narrowing of-the margin
between revenues and expenditures; in
fact, it seems that a deficit occurred in 1974-
75. This table also indicates' that Liberal
Arts I colleges seem to be faring somewhat
better in the short run than Liberal Arts II
colleges; but compared to the entire private

. sect*, they seem to have a slighter
advantage.

I44 sbmewhat;c0y.to leap to the, con-
e clusion fronipese :iata that.any particular

sector experienced real defiCits, 'however.
Not only do HEGIS data not take into account
such sources, of funds as carryover into a
year of the previous year's unused balance,
.and depreciation''of facilities' and equip.
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TABLE 22.Percentaihich Fiifid Bevis-
nuee'Exceedturrent Fund 'Expenditures For All Inst1-..

tutions of Higher 'Education', By Control, and For
liberal Arts I, and II Colleges, By .Classification:.
United States, 1965-6B bk1974-75

Year

tikpercentl

Public Private
Liberal' Liberal

arts I , 'artsfli
Colleges college's

1966-66 4:0 .1.0
' 1970-71 3:5 .3

1973 -74 4.3 1.2
1974-75 2.2 1.0

0. 1
.8

1.4
.5

SOURCES: Analysis of the ED,STAT Systems REGIS tapes
for 1966, 1971, 1974, and 1975r Dflay/NCES Digest of Edu-
cation.Statistics for the samayears.

ment, but, as Bowen and Minter point out,
schools frequently declare deficits at the
same time that "'they have been drawing
down capital by pr viding inadequate re-
serves," 2 -in ad 'on, Jellema belieVes
that "in some instances an institution
ought to ran a current fund deficit," though
it ought to be "-planned."

'Thus, even when en institution actually
runs a current fund deficit, it May not neces
sarily be a bad sign. Also, since the dataAre
in aggregate form, the situation at individual
institutions might be far different from that
of the sector in total. ,However, Bowen and Minter, oh the
basis of data gathered from ;100 priVate
institutions, arrived Atte conclusion that
LiberatV institutions were in a more
difficult si ation than ether groups of in-
stitutions. According to them, much of the
'difficulty of Liberal Arts II colleges is attribu-
table to ,the.problem of inflation.4 Inflation
has, of course, affected the finances of alt
institutions, for ever rising costs haVe pre-
vented them from substantially increasing
expenditures in a number of imptirtant
areas,"particularly instr n and depart -"
mental research. But Liberal Arts.I I institu-
tions appear to have been more severely
affected by inflationary pressuresthan have
many other more affluent institutions,

Another. major factor contributing to
the difficulties of Private liberal arts colleges

isttheir heavy reliance upon tuition and fees
for operating capital (see below). This eli7
ante UPon,student charges means that en:
rollmellt deer s have' sa....evere impact

clupon, revenues noften -necessitate in-
cyeasesin tuitio d fee charges, which in
turn can lead to furt er erirollmentdeclines,
thus perpetuating a ycle,

B. The - Education and General Account

The Ethication and General (E and G):
a'ccotint is the largest subabcount in the
cu rrent fund .account. It consikts of revenues
from tuition and fees, endowment, govern
ment assistance, private gifts and grants,
and othesources; on tiiieexpend,iture side,
it consists of disburserrients. for research,
instruction, libraries, :plant operations and
maintenance, service programs' extension
and public services, organized activities re-
lated to educational departments, and Other
.sponsored progr .

The. E and count has hittorically
comprised the lar t part.larthe current

-fund accokrt yin all sectors of -the higher.
edu,catioll community: For example, as ap-
pendix tables 11-14 indicate, E and 4.reve-
nues comprised around-8Q percent of all
current fund . revenues in the public sector
between 1965-66 and 1973-74. E and G ex-
penditures ein the ,publio sector likewise
comprised around 80 percent of all current
fund expenditUreS diving the same periOd.

'In the private sector,. ,E and ,G.reven u es-
comprised a slightly *nigher proportion of
total current fund. revenues-72 percent
between. 1965 -66 and 1973-74. E and G
expenditures "in the private sector, consti-
tuted a similar portion ofIcurrent fund
expenditures. Thus the privatesector, not-
withstanding its heavy reliance on tuition
and fees, had an E and G account about 10
percent smaller; in proportion to current
funds, than did the publid secy.. Conse-
quently, it had tiely more than the public.-
sector on income from sources outside the
E and G account, particurarly auxiliary enter-
prises and ituderitVid grants.

34.

The ,situation .with respect to .private
.Jiberal arts colleges is identical to'that
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the private, sector as a Whole. the E and G
account represents about 72'percent of the
current fund account, on both, the revenue,
and expenditure aides, and appears to have
done sto consistently for the years fOr which
data are, available. ..

1. Edudation and General.'Revenues

Table 23, which shows the percentage.
by which E and G revenues exceeded expend-
itu.res for selected years, , indicates that
revenues outpaced expenditures'in all se
fors for the years shown. It appears that tft.,
margin between E and G, revenues and ex-
penditures has steadily increased in the
public ancrprivate sectors as a hole.-.It
also seems that there was a steady increase
in 'the margin at Liberal Arts I colleges,
though at Liberal Arts II colleges the increase
was erratic. The largest margin 'between
reVenues and expenditu'res is to be found at
Liberal Arts' I institutions, and the si;TIlest.
at Liberal Arts II institutions.

'The reasons for the sizable surpl uses in
the E and G account will become clear as
the discussion proceeds. Suffice-it to say at
this point that, in general, instilutiong of
higher education in both the public and.
private sectors have increased the propor
tion of E and. G revenues accounted for by
tuition and fees, while greatly reducing the
proportion of expe,nditures constituted by
research and extension and public service.

TABLE 23. Percentages By Which E And G Revenues
Exceed E and G Expenditures For all institutions of
'Higher Educations By Control, and For Liberal Arts
1 and 11 Colleges, By Classification: United States,
1965-66 to 1973.74 .,

(In percent]

Year Ppblic Private Liberal arts
1.colleges

Liberal arts
I( colleges

1965-66 4.3 1.9 (VA NA
1970-7i 5. 1 3. 1 NA NA
1971-72 5.5 4. 7 5. 6 4,7
1972-73 8.0 4.7 7.5 5. 5
1973-74 6.0 5:6 8.5 5. 1

SOUFICES.7 Analysis of the EOSTAT System's HEGIS Tapes
for 1966, 1971, 1972, 1973, and 1974; DHEW/HGES Digest
of Education Statistic? for the same years.

.

t.

Private liberal arts colleges have reduced
expenditures in a similar fashion as well as
reducing the proportion to °total E and G
revenues accounted for by tuition -and fees.
These practices have resulted in substantial
savings to the institutions. Surpluses have
been necessary in the .E and G account in
order to offset the sizable, deficits in the
student aid account in all sectors, as vyill be
seen below. It is interesting to note that

iLiberal Arts I institutions have the largest
surpluses in the E and G account and the
largest expenses for student aid. - -

Table 24 reveals the roles played by.
various categories of E anti G revenues in
proportion to total E and G revenues.

This table shows that, with a few sig-
nificant exceptiohs, there. was little Change
in the proportionate roles played by the
various sources of E and G income. in rele
tion to total E and G revenues. However, the
following trends appear to exist, The role of
tuition and fees diminished slightly in impor-
tance in private liberal arts, colleges, though
it increased in the public and private sec
tors generally. The diminiShed role of tuition
and fees at ,private liberal arts colleges
reflecti their efforts to remain competitive
with other sectors in attracting students.

The role of privatelifts and grants was,
only very ,gradually augmented in private
liberal arts colleges and in 'private institu
tions as a whole, despite vigorods fund-
raising efforts on their parts; it held steady
in the public sector.

Similarly, the role of endowment appears
to have increased in importance only min-
utely in private liberal arts colleges, while
its importance remained, more constant in
public and private institutions generally;

The role played by other E and G reven-
ues (income .from outside organizations for,
research', training programs, workshops, and
the like) grdW to some degrevin all sectors,
but most significantly in the private%

These increases Were n9.desSary to offset
the large decline in the proportion to total ,

E and G revenues aecounted for by income
from the Federal Government. In both the "'
public and-private sectors the proportionate
role of income from Federal sources dirnin-

Na.
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TABLE 24.- Sources of Education and General Revenues for AlitistitistiOns,of Higher Education, by Control, and for
. . "Liberal Arts Land li Conegisil Haig' Statii,-1965-66 to.19774-

,,.
..

[In percent] - 4

Tuition -Private gifts
and fees and -gtants

Libe its rand II:
1965=66
1970 -71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74

All private:
1964.-66

, 1970-71
1971-72
1972-73.,
1973-74

: 65.1 17 3
68,4 1,6.3
68.3 15.9
q7:1 16.r*
65.7 16.4,-

.42.5 11.3
49.4 13.2
49.5 13.4

'49.8 13.2
49.6 132

. All public:
1165-66
1970-71'.
197V-72,,..,.

.....

14.1 2.6
16.5 2.4
173 Z4
16.7
16,0 2.5

Endowment
c' Other

education
and general

Federbl
sources.,

State
. souses

. Locals
sources;

4

7.6
6:4
6.2
6.2
6.5

6.7
6.8
6.5
6.4
6.6

0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5

3.5 -
4.5 h y

3:9 =
4.6
4.8 ,

7.1 ".

11E0

,11.2
t.1

11.5
6

. 6.6 2,
--7.4

7.1
7.1

7,5

5.6
4.6
5.0
5:4
-5.6

30.2
-16.7

16.4
16.1
15.3

'22.6
14.7.
14.8
15.0
13.9

.

4 0.01
0.00
0.6'
0.6
0.9

. 2.0
1.9
2.3-
2.5
2.9

48.4
51.8
51.2
51.2'

52.6

:

0.00
0.00'
0.04
0.1
0.1

.0.2

0.7 .

0.9
0.9

5.1
6.9
6.9
7.1
7.0

k .
.. . .

,SOURCES. American Council on Education (ACE) estimates usiot REGIS data for 1966 and 1972; Analysis of the EDSTAT
System's HEGIS tapes for 1972, 1973, and 1974, DHEW/NCES Digest of Education Statistics for 1972,1973, and 2974.
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fished sharply, largely due to reductions dur the reduction in the proportion of Federal
itig the late 1960's and early 1-970's in the research' ncis.
amount of money the Federal Government At t t the analygis turns to a more
expended for research in the areas a of detailed co . ration of the various cate-
defense and space exploration. targely, gories of E and G revenues. This.discussion,
because thei r research capacity was so,senalr based (awry on the current fund tables
to start with, private 'liberal arts colleges found in 'the appendix (appendix fables 11
were not severely affected by thes aft- thrOugh 14), presents selected categories
backs; they 'Could 'even be said to have been of E and G revenue in the order of the size
helped by them, since they contributed to of the role they play in the total E and G
the factors forcing' other institutionetqraisa revenues of private liberal colIeges.
their charges to students. At Libel' l Arti

a. Intim and Fees ,
II colleges the proportionate role of illkorne.

.

from the Federal governdent : actually As table 24 indicates, tuition and fees

increaieil slightly: . '. . , .4. playedthe largest, Nat VaduallY decreasing,

The importance of the role of income role i'n Liberal Arts I and 11.bolleges; where

from State and local governments increaised in 1974-7's they were,,about two-thirds of

very slightly at private liber I arts wile
though it was' still minute of 19

es, total E and G income.. By the 'same year,
7 , tuition and fees had Increased to about one-

It ,also increased somewhat in the priv e ha f total E and G income in the private

sector. generally.- In the public sector, how- ,.. secto d to about .one -sixth in the public

ever, significant increases in AO lei0 of Sect*:
income ftoM State and local governments Tuition, and fee r.evenUes per student
enabled it to recoup some of its fosses Morn enrolled ,dramatize the unique financial.

. y



situation of private liberaV arts colleges. in just one-sixth of total E and G. reviews at
the public sector, and ,tee revenues priv,ate liberal arts colleges. In comparison,
per student were $450 in 1974-75, while in private gifts and grants.i,n the private sector
the private sector they were much higher, as a whole amounted to one-eighth of total
$1,901 in 1974-75. At.LiberalArtslcolleges, E and G revenues. In the public sector they
t hey -were- almost six.times.higher than in were a minute onefiftieth.
the publi: sector$2,5.1.0 in 197445 On the basis of private giffs and grants
While, at Liberal Arts II colleges they were income per student, the private sector by "far
slightly less than the average fpr the entire surpassed the public sector. For example,
private sectoi$1,701 in 1974-75. private gifts'and grants per student fnrolled

__Though .these -figures su,ggeit that tui- amounted to $4$3 at private liberal arts
tion and fees were less important in Liberal colleges in 1973-74, while hi, the private
Arts Ii colleges than in the private sector as .sector overall they were slightly higher
a whole, ittnust be remembered that tuition $470. In the public sector they were only
and fees played a larger proportional role I. $67.
in the total E and G revenues of Liberal Arts The financial situation of private liberal
II institutions than'they did in the public arts colleges is thus doubly difficult. Not
sector generally. only can these institutions not afford to

These figikes highlight the extreme de- alienate many studentS(clients), upon whom
pendenc# of private liberal carts colleges on they are severely,dependent for operating
tuition and fees for Operafing capital. Mese capital, they are also subjeci, for their
schodls are theref0re the most dependent second largest source of funds, to the whims
institutions upon enrollments. Conse- of donors, setbacks in, the economy,.which
quently, wheh' enrollments decline, as they could prevent potentiardonors from contrib-
very well may if present demographic trends uting, and changes in tax laWs which could
continue unabated and other sources of stu -reducethe incentives for charitable con-
dents are not tapped, or private institutions tributions.

-do not economize wisely, liberal arts colleges,. c; Endowment
will be among the most severely affecteclin-

Endowment earnings are especially im-stitutions. It is thus easy to understand why portant sources of revenue in the privatemany of these schools- have altered their
.sector, though the.ir .significance .varies con.traditional curriculums end practi6s govern-

ing 'student life, as well as incurring large . sideftbly from institution to institur.
deficits in student aid (see below). Income from endowment funds amob ed

to nearly $577 million in 1973-74; private
b. Private Gifts and Grarfts institutions in general accounted for ,87

.

The Second largest source of E and G
income for private liberal arts colleges, as
table 24 -shows, was private giftsand grants.
Recent preliminary data from NCES indicate
th oluntary sUpport for colleges and dni prised 6.5 percent-of totak. and G revenues
v rsities rose in 1975-76 by more than 11 in 1973-74, despite intense endowment
p rcent, the greatest'Tncreases in a decade. fund drives. This proportion is down- from
Private institutions, according to this infor 7.6 percent in 1965-66. Endowment- irif
mation, showed larger increases in contri Qcome in the private sector as a. whole was
,butions thdn did public institutions for the 6.6, percent(in 1W344 (essentially un-

As ot 1973-74, the latest year for which , ins lutions it was negligibleonly .5 per-
comparable

from 1965-66), while in public....

comparable data are available, private gifts cent, as it has been throughout the period.,
and grants had only slowly Incrieased,. de- Endowment earniegs per student -en-
spite vigorous fundraising 'campaigns, to . rolled are particularly striking. In the public

percent of that tota
arts colleges accou

Table 24 reveals that en
ings in private liberal arts

e private liberal
ed fo 20 percent.

owment earn -
colleges com-

first time ijne 1968-69.

I
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wtor, endowment earnings were only $12
Or student in 1973-74, while in the private
sector they were 20 times higher $235. In
Liberal Arts II colleges, 'they were only.
$82 in 1973-74, or about 7 times more than
in the publit sector. But. in Liberal Arts I
colleges, theyyere $416, or 35 times great-
er than in public' institutions.

This disparity possjbly reflects differ-
ences in business success at different kinds
of colleges, as well as the possibly greater
financial resources and sense of community,
of alumni from different colleges who con-

--tribute:to endowmentsfund drive
income has iteOWn advert-

tages and disadvantages. On the one hand, it
provides the institution,with funds that are
often unencumbered and can be expended .
in accordance' with institutional priorities.
On the other hand, the heavier the depend-
ence upon endowment the more perilous an
institution's finances during periods of eco-
nomic uncertainty, such as the last half
dozen 'years have seen. Thus; not only are
investments affected, but so goo are- con:
tributions to endowment funds.

d. OthENE and G
The fourth largest source of E and G

revenues for private liberal arts colleges, as
. table 24 indicates, is Other E and G income,

consisting of revenue from outside organi-
zations ,for research, training prograrris,
workshops,'and the like. For private liberal
,arts colleges, Other E and G in me grad-
ually increased in proportionytotal E and
G revenues between 1971-72 and 1973-74,
so.that in the latter year it accounted for ,
nearly 5 percent of E and G income.

Because of their generally greater re-
search capabilities and visibility, however,
public and private institutions as a 'whole
generally fared better than private liberal,
*arts' colleges in acquiring Other. E and G
income. In the private sector as a whole,
Other. E and G revenues comprised almost
12 percent of total E and G income, while in
the ,public sector they accounted for abaft
8 percent. '

Other E and G income, per student high-
lights the greater difficulties that private

38
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liberal arts colleges have in attracting in-
Come from these sources. I 1973-74, Other
E and G revenues inliberal Arts I colleges
had.r4sen to $171 per student, while,in Lib-
eral Arts II colleges they hail climbed to
$117. In the public sector they had risen to
$200 per student in 1973 -74. In the private
sector a$ a Whole, however, they had climbed

.to $410 per student. The extremely high fig-
ure in the private sectoris probably due to
the ability of a 'few prestigious, major
research universities to acquire funds
from these sources for research-oriented

e. Income from the Federal-,Government
The fifth largest source of E and G in-

come for private liberal arts 05fieges, as
table 24 reveals, is income from the Federal
Government in the form otsupport for spon-
sored programs and research. Table 24 indi-
cates that income from the Federal Govern:
ment for private liberal arts colleges hovered
around 5 percent between 1965-66 and
1973-74::

In the privatesectOr as a whole, however,
income from Federal sources declined from
30 percent of E and G revenues in 1965-66
to 15 percent...in 197g-74, a figure that is
still triple the proportion in private liberal
arts carps. in, the public sector, the de-
crease was less dramatic, but significant
nonetheless; between 1965-66 and 1973-
74, income from Federal sources declined
from 23 percent of E and G income to 1,4-Per-
cent, again still three times the level' id
private tiberaLaft:s colleges. As was noted
above, these decreases appear largely due
to reductions in Federal research support
in the areas of defense and space expiorl-
ton. Since private liberal arts colleges have
little research capabilities in.these areas,
they were not severely hurt by these
cutbacks.

As WOs the case with Other E and G in-
come, private institlions in general have
the largest income from Federal sources on
a per student basis. In 1973-74, revenues
from Federal sources _amounted to -$543
per student inthe private, sector, but only
$109 at Liberal Ads I college's and $175 at

t.
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,Liberal Arts II institutions. In tl4 public
Sector, they were $370 per student, still far
below-that in the private secto4Again, it
would appear that a few major. research
universities have ,teen receiving the major
part of the Federal funds going to higher
education research in the more specialized
and complex technical and scientific areas.

However, in 4he priv,ke sector overall,
the actual number of dollars frOm Federal
sources declined by almost 10 percent be-
tween 1965-66-and 1973-74. In the public
sector and in private liberal arts colleges in
particular, on the other hand, the actual
number of dollars increased. For every other
source of revenue, the number of dollars
increased in all sectors, even when, as a
proportion of total E and G income, they may
have declined. Only wip respect to income
from Federal sources in the private sector

411) has there been a decline in the actual dollar
figure.

f. Income from ,State and Local Governments
The smallest source of E and G revenue

for private liberal arts colleges, as table 24,
shows; is income front State and local gov-
ernments. Though there have been marked.
increases in the level of support for private.

1 liberal arts' colleges from these Sources,
these revenues accounted for about only 1
percent of E and G revenues in these in-
stitutions in 1973-74. -

At private institutions generally, income ,
from State and local sources had increased
slightly to 4 percent in 1973-74. in the ,

' public sector, hoWever, the role of income
from State and local governments was vastly
greater-60 percent of be E and G income,
of public institutions derived_ from these
sources.

State and local government income-per
student enrolled makes this point even more
dramatically: In Liberal Arti I colleges, State
and local income amblanted to $43 per
student in 1973-74, while at liberal Arts 11
colleges,..it was a mere $23. In the private
sector as a whole, it was $135 per student.
Forte public sector, however, it was $1,590
per student.

Herein lid the gteateit financial advan-
tage, the significance of which can hardly be
overstated, that-the public sector has-over
the private. With well over half of their' entrre
E and G ,revenues coming from State and
local goveinments, public institutions are
both assured of a relatively stable source of
most of their E and G income as well as
enabled to keep charges to students com-
paratively low. Private institutions are forced
to rely more an legs lucrative sources of
revenue which are at the same time 'often
more risky. In ad , private institutions,
especially private 1716eral arts Colleges, must
rely extremely heavily upon tuition and fees,
thereby making it quite difficult-for them to
compete with public institutions for students
on the basis of price.

In sum, after tuition .and fees, Liberal
Arts I colleges depended for E and G revenue
to a great and increasing extent on their
endowments. and then on private gifts and
grants; Liberal Arts II colleges depended on,
tuition. and fees first, then on private gifts
and grants, and then on endpWments. The

dependence on tuition and fees was decreas-
ing in private liberal arts colleges, while it
was increasing'on almost all other sources
of E and G income. The Federal Government
played a small part, though by far the largest
governniental role,. in the E and G revenues
of private liberal arts colleges, but income
from Federal sources appears to be decreas-
ing as a proportion of overall E and G rev-
enues at Liberal Arts I colleges.

2. E and G Expenditures
E 'and .G expenditures consist of dig-

bursements for research, instruction and
departmental research, libraries, plant op
erations and maintenance, service pro-
grams, extension and public service,' or-
ganized activities related to educationa-
tiepartments, and, other sponsored pill
grams. Table 25 (below) indicates the size
of the role of these categories of expendi-
tures in the total E and G expenditures of
public, private, and Ovate liberal . arts
colleges. .

This table shows that the role of each of
the seven categories 'presented has fluc-
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TABLE 25. -Pes of Education and General Expenditures for all Institutions of Higher Education, by Control,
and for Liberal Aristand II Colleges: United States, 1965-66 to 1973-74

_

instruction ' General Plant
and de- adminis operations

partmentgl tration and and.main-
research ,general -tenance

I expenses

Libraries

Sponsored
Sponsored research
-programs end other
other than separately
research budgeted

research

Extension and
service

an organized
ctivities

related to
education

departments

Mail arts I and IL:
1965-66 46.6' 29.0 12.3 5.3 0.7., 3.0 3.0

1970-71 45.0 30.9 13.0 5.2 2.5 1,2 2.0 0

197'1-72. 44.5 31:5 12.9 c 5.1 2.7 1.1 2.1

1972-73 44.2 31.8 13.2 5.1 11F ' 2.7 . 1.0 2.1

1973-174 43.9 31.9 5.0 62.9 1.0 .2.1

All private:
1965-66 33.4 16.4, ..- 8.5 v 3.5 30.9 63

' 1970-71 39.6 20.5 10.1 4.3 4.8 15.1

1971-72 39.2 20.9 10.2 4.2 4.9 14.7, 5.9

197a-73: 39.2 21.4 10:4 4.2 s6.1 132 5.5

1973- 74..,._, 39.6, 21.6 10.8 4.2 6.0 12.5 5.1

Alt public; .

1965-66
$

41.0 12.5 ,; 8.5 3.5' ° 1.8 19.8 12.9

1870-71 46.6 15.2 9.7 4.0 = 52 11.2 81
1971-72 46,3 151.7 , 10.0 4.3 5.8 10.4 7.5

. % 1972-73
'-' 1973-74

46.0
45.9

15.9ie
16.5

10.1
10.7 4.0

- 6.1
5.7

10.5
98

7.6
7.5

SOURCES; American Council on Education (ACE) estimates using HEGIS data for 1966 and 1971; Analysis of the EDSTAT
Systems HEGIS tapes for 1966,1972, 1973. and 1974. OHEWiNCES Digest of Education Statisties for 1972. 1973. and 1974,

tuated slightly in all sectors between 1965-
66 and 1973-74. In private liberal arts
colleges, the roles of pInstruction and De-
partmental Research and Sponsored Re-
search 'declined slightly but significantly,
while there were lesser declines in the roles
of Extension and Public Service arid orga-
nized Activities Related to Educational De-
partments, and Libraries. There were slight
but significant. increases in the roles of
General Executive and Administration, and
Plant Operations and Maintenance ex-

penses. A sizable . increase occurred in

expenses for Sponsored "Programs other
than Research.

Thus, it appears that there were de--
creases in private' liberal arts colleges. iii
expenditures for what might be called the
traditional concerns of suc schools, and
corresponding increase n areas more
peripheral to these concerns.

40 .

With respect to' the, public and private
sectors, table 25reveals that the relative
size of the various categories of expendi-
tures changed considerably. Thp proportion
accounted for by Extension and Public
Service and Related Organized Activities
ii the total E and G expenditures of 'public
institutions was altnost halved between
1965-66 and21973-74. In the private sector,

. there was only a slight decline in the role
played by these expenditures. The role
of Sponsored Research and Other Separately
Budgeted Research was drastically cut: in
the public sector it was reduced by slightly
more than, half, while in the private sector
it was cut by a half to two-thirds. These cuts
reflect nearly concomitant losses of revenue,
for research:

There were subitantial increases in the
publiC and private` sectors in the relative
size of the rola, of expenditures for Instruc-
tion and Departmental Rese haf:n con-
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trek to the trend in private liberal arts
olleges) -and of the role of expenses for
eTtErral A cirnints yation,Itierk was also a

substantial increase in both sectors in the
proportionate role of. Sponsored Yrograrns
Other than Research. More modest propor
tionate increases occurred in the roles of
Plant OperationS and Maintenance and in
Libraries. (In private liberal arts colleges,
the, role of expenditures for Libraries
diminished.) -, ,

In sums there appear to have been in-
creases in the .public and private sectors in.
the proportionate roles-of more or less tradi-
tional priorities, except for research. Thus,
the major trends .in private liberal arts
colleges appear to be running counter to

-those in the rest of the higher education
community. - '

-At this point the analysis turns to a more
.detailed consideratiofi of the various pate-

. gories of E and G expenditures. This discus-
sion, again largely based on the current fund
tables (appendix tables 11 through 14),
presents selected categOries of E and G
expenditures in the order of the proportion-

, ate role they play in the total E and G ex-
penditures of private liberal arts colleges.

a. Instruction and Departmental Research
Astable 25 indicates, the major E and G

.expenditure in all sectors of high &r educa
tion is InstrUction and 'Departmental Re-
seart This category of expenditures ac
coun ed for around two-fifths of E and G
expenses in private liberal'arts colleges in
1973-74. In the private sector as a whole,
they also AccouRted for two fifths of E and
G expenditures. In the public sector, they
accounted for 46 percent Of E and G
disbursements.

. As'noted above, Instruction and Depart
mental Research expenditures were com-
prising a decreasing proportion of E and' G
expenditures in private liberal arts colleges.
In the private and public sectors generally,
however,:that prOportion increased between
1965-66 and 1973-74. The proportional
decrease in expenditures for I nstruOon and
Departniental Research at private liberal
arts colleges may nave unfortunate conse-

-2.

quences for the-quality of education that
these schools offer. On the other hand, it
may reflect superior management and busi-
ness practices at these institutions.

The decrease in Instruction and Depart-
mental Research expenditures as a propor-
tion of E and G expenditures appeaf,s,. at
least in part, to have been the price paid to
permit priyate liberal arts colleges to in-
crease the proportion of the E and G budget
allotted to Plant 'Operations and Mainte-
nance. Since the lion's share of Instruction
and Departmenfal Research expenses are

'used for faculty salaries, it may be that pri-
vate liberal arts colleges believe that if some-
one must feel a pinch, it is more politic these
days to have the faculty feel it (giyen th.e
glut of Ph.D.'s in the academic job market)
than to have students feel it (given the clan-
culty of attracting them). Thus, while sala-
ries have grown relatively little at private
liberal arts colleges, tuition and fee charges
have been restrained, and more fesources
have been expended on the physical,facili-
ties of the institutions.

Howeyer, the situation is not nearly_ so
Om When Instruction and Departmental
Research expenses per student are con-
sidered, at least not at Liberal Arts I col-
leges. In 'those institutions, Instruction and

, Departmental Research expenses amounted
to $1-,515 per studeqt in 1973-74, the
highest of all sectors. In Liberal Arts II in-
stitutions,- however, Instruction and.Depart-
mental Research accounted for only $986
per student. This figure is the lowest of all
sectors. livomparison, Instruction and De-
partmental Research expenses per stedent
were $1,356 in the private sector and $1.,154
in the public.

On the ither hand, the increase in In-
struction and Departmental Research ex-
penditures between 1971-72 and 1973-74
was less than ,the increase in inflation at
Liberal Arts I colleges, while it was greater
than inflation at Liberal Arts II colleges (see
appendix table 15), In the public and private
sectors generally, the increases in Instruc-
tion and Departmental Research expendi
tures per studentwere far greater than the
increase in inflation for the 1965-66 through
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1973-74 period. Generally, increases, less
than inflation ,ithis category of expense
are.considered unfortunate, but the situa-
tion varies considerably, of course, from
campus to campus. .

b. General- Adpinistration and General Ex-

penes
-"The second largest category of expendi-

tures, table 26 indicates, is General Admin-
istration and General Expenses (in addition
to expenditures for the general executive
and administrative offices, this categOry, in-
cludes expenditures for servicesto students,
staff benefits, and miscellaneous expendi-
tures for education and general purposes
not included, in other categories). in private
liberal arts colleges, these expenditures
increased slightly between 1965-68 and
1973 -74 to a *high of almost one-third of
the total E and G budget.

In the private sector as a whOle, these
expenditures were else high; between 1965-
66 and 1973-74 they increased steadily,
consuming about one-fifth of total E and G
expenditures in 197344. This proportion
is considerably lowei than that at private
liberal, arts colleges.

In the public sector as a whole, the pro-
portion is even lower. Here these expenses
require only one-sixth of all E and G expend-

' itures, or about half the proportion in private
liberal arts colleges.

On a peo student pasts, the figures are
even more dramatic and indicate a poten-
tially serious problem for private liberal
arts colleges. In 1973-74, general executive
and administration expenses in Liberal Arts
l'colleges were roughly $1,003 per student,
while in Liberal Arts II colleges they were
$756. These costs are higher than in the
public and private sectors in general.

In public institutions, these expenses
were only $415 per student-in 1973-74, or
less- than half as.high as in Liberal Acts I
colleges. In private institutions overall,'
these-expenses were $729 per student.

These expenses are reflections-of in-
creases in salaries of administrative person-
nel and increases in the costs of comply-
ing with various forms of social legislation.
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According tiltbe American Council on Edu-
cation, the largest single cause for increases
in these expenses was increases in costs
for employeeS"' Social Security benefits.
in an enterprise that is extremely labor-
intensive, that, is, having a great number
of employees! relative to the "product"
turned , out, it would appear to be ex-
tremely difficult to bring these expendi-
tures under control.,

c. Plant Operations and Maintenance
As table 25 shows, the third highest

expenditure fob private liberal arts colleges,
and another oftheir major burdens, is Plant
Operations and Maintenance expenditures,
which required about one-eighth of their
total E and-GcAxpenditures in 1973-74. In
both the public and private sectors in Sen- ,

eral, this expenditure accounted 'for !Out
only one -tenth of total E and G expenditures.

In Liberal 'Arts I college% Plant Opera-
tions and Maintenance expenditures rose
12 percent between 1971-72 and-1973-74,
while,in Liberdal Arts II colleges, they rose
almost 60.peecent. This rate of increase is
clearly a major problem of Liberal Arts II

_colleges.
On a per '--tudent basis, private institu-

tions appear to be in a fir less fortunate
position than public institutions. Liberal
Arts I colleges had the highest per student
_costs for Plant Operations and Miinte-
nance$444.in 1973-74. At Liberal' Arts 11-

, colleges, it was $302, but rising yery fast.
in the private-sector overall, expenses were
$365 per student in 1V73-74,--while in the
public sector,othey were Only $269.

These per student figures and the ex-
tremely highi rate of increase, in expendi-
tures in Liberal Arts 11 colleges suggest that
private liberal artssolleges are spending a
great deal of rponey to maintain and upgrade
facilities in order to attract students. Part of
the reason. private liberal arts callegeS spend
so much more in this area than public insti-
tutions mightbe that public institutions may
make more- efficient. use of facilities since

more students use the same facilities in
public institutions than do in private libetal
arts colleges. Again, these expenditures rep-
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resent another area in which resources must
often be diverted from more "academic's
concerns.

#d. Libraries
ACcording to table 25,. Library expendi-

tures comprised only 4 to 5 percent of total
E and G expenditures in all sectors. They
were increasing in proportion to total 5 and
G expenditures in the public and private
sectors overall, but decreasing in private
liberal arts colleges.,

On a per student basis, Liberal Arts I
colleges ranked highest in expenditures,
spending about $173 per student on Librar-
ies in 1973-74. Liberal Arts II colleges
ranked near the lowest, spending about only
$111 per student. Overall: private institu-
tions spent $143 per student, while public
institutions as a whole spend about $100
per student. Only Liberal Arts II colleges did
not increase their expenditures for Libraries
more than inflation. . ,

While high expenditures per student for
Libraries may indicate a desire of an institu
tion to upgrade and maintain the quality of
its library facilities and collection, it also
reflects the financial difficulties of trying to
do so with small -enrollments: the fewer the
students, the greater the per student costs
for maintaining a sophisticated library. And
when public institutions, which are generally
larger 41-len private liberal arts colleges,
spend 4 to 5 percent of their E and G expend
itures on Libraries, they are usually spend-
ing considerably more money than are pri-
vate liberal arts institutions.
e. spohiored Programs Other than. Research

Astable 25 reveals, Sponsored Programs
Other than Research constituted the fifth
largest area of expenditures for private
liberal arts colleges. These programs include
training programs, workshops, work-study -
programs, and the like. In private liberal
arts colleges these expenditures had sig niff-
canty increased to nearly 3 percent of total
E and G expenditures in 1973-Z4. In the
public and private sectors overall, there were
also major increases in this area of expendi-
ture. by 1973-74, Sponsored Programs
comprised about 6 percent (or double the

proportion in private liberal arts colleges)
of total E and G expenditures.

On a per student basis, private liberal
arts colleges ranked the loWest for expendi-
tures fo1r Sponsored Programs, Liberal Arts
I collegeS spent only $64 per studnet in this
area during 1973-74, while Liberal Arts
colleges spent $81 per student. Private
institutions in general spent $204 per
student in 1973-74, while pliblicinstitutions
spent $144.

In only Liberal Arts I colleges were in-
creases less than increases in inflation; for
them, Sponsored Programs may have been
an area for economizing. Liberal Art's II
colleges appear to be somewhat more con-
cerned about providing services outside
traditional academic ones to the community.
These programs also help to attract public
attention and hence,students and revenue.

f. Sponsored .Research and Other Separately
Budgeted Research

1-
The sixth largest category of expendi-

'tures, table 25 reveals, is Sponsored Re-
search and Other Separately Budgeted Re-
search. Significant decreases in the amounts"
accounted for by Sponsored Research occur-
red in most sectors. In private liberal arts
collegei, the proportion shrank from 3
percent of E and G expenditures in 1965 -66
to only 1 percent in .1973-74. In private
institutions in general, it shrank from 31
percent to 12.5 percent, while in the public
sector it declined from 20 percent to 10
percent.

In only .Liberal Arts II colleges did
Sponsored Research expenditures per stu-
dent increase; but in 197344 these institu-
tions still ranked lowest in this area of
expenditures, spending only $15 per stu-
dent. Liberal Arts I institutions spent about
$50 per student in 1973-74, while private
institutions as a whole spent the most--
$422. Public institutions pent $247 per
student in 1973-74.

Because of their traditional emphasis on
teaching rather than research, as well as
their generally lower research capacity, pri-
vate liberal arts colleges have never allo-
cated much of their budgets to research. The
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4 sizable decrease in the already small alloca-
tion represents In part an attempt to econo-

. -min in a period of financial stringency. This
-,reduction dogi not goner, in the case of
-private ,liberal arts colleges, to reflect a
decrease in the proportion of income from
Federal sources (much pf which,is tgeted
toward research). .

However, in the cases of public and pri.
-.vete institutions in general, the drastic
cutback in expenditures for research does
parallel reductions- in the proportion of
revenues coming from Federal sources. It
will be recalled that in the private sector the
actual number of dollars from Federal
sources declined also. This reduction in the
proportional size of, the research allocation
appears to have enabled publie -and priyate
institutions in general to devote more of
their resources to instruction.

g.. Extension and Public Service and Orga-
- nized Activities Related to Educational

Departments__
As table 25 indicates, expenditures

under Extension and Public Service and
Organized Activities Related to Education
Departments did not change significantly
between 1965-66 and 1973-74, though
there may have be slight declines in these
areas. Together they accounted for slightly
more than 2 percent of E and G expendi-
tures in private liberal arts colleges in 1973-
/4. In the prim, sector in general, they
accounted for just over 5 percent of E and G

expenditures, while in the public sector they
comprised 7.5 percent in 1973-74.

Organized Activities Related to Educe.
tiorial Departments, which-include expendi
tures for cultural activities as well as for
instructional or laboratory training, of stu-
dents, accounted for less than 1.5 perceerritt .

of totaLE and G exPenditures in Liberal A
I colleges, and only 1.7 percent Liberal
Arts colleges. In the private sector as a
whole, they decreased from 5 percent t6 4.2
_percent of total E and G expenditures by
1973-74, while in the public sector they

fined by almost half to only3.3 percent ,
of hand G expenditures. In all sectorsex-
cept Liberal Arts II colleges, these expendi-
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tures also declined on a per student basis.-
Inimost institutions, then, this is an area
of economizing.

Extension` and Public. Service -expendi-
tures, which are educational activities de-
signed primarily to serve the general public,
constituted a virtually insignificant portion
(less than 1 'percent) of total E and G
penditures in priiiate liberal arts colleges.
In the private sector aS 'a whale, they ac-
counted for only 1 percent of total E and G
expenditures. ifl public institutions, how-
evert they, comprised about 4 percent of
total E and G expenditures, declining from
nearly 7 percent in 1965-66. The largef
proportion in the public sector is to be ex-
pected? since income from State and local
sources, plays so impbrtant a role in their
E and Gievenues. Curiously, hotvever, on a
pet, student basis, Extension and Public
Service expenditures increased inthe private
sector in general, as well as in Liberal Arts
I and `II colleges, but not in the public sector.
This phenomenon would seem to_s'uggest
that the private sector in general has dis-
covered a new sense of public service during
the recent past.

C. Charges to Students

In an attempt to remain competitive with
public institutions in attracting students,
private liberal arts colleges slightly de-_
creased their dependence upon tuition and
fees between 1871-72' and 1973-74, While
meeting increasing costs, as Was noted
above., But tuition and fee charges per'
student, as well as room and board charges,
still increased steadily during that time and
continued to do so through 1975-76 (see
table 26). Total charges to the student at
Liberal Arts ! colleges rose from an average
of $3,540 in 1972-73 to $4,19-2 in 1975-76;
at Liberal Arts II colleges,, they rose fro m

$2,475 to $,189. These increases were, not

so high,as the increase, in inflation: the Con-
sumer Price Index. (CPI) rose 'during this
time by 30 percent and the Higher Education
'Price Index. (HEM by 24 percent (se6 'ap-

pendix table 15);



TABLE 26."Ayerage Undergraduate Charges for Tut*
tion and Required Fees, Board,' and Dormitory Room
In Liberal Arts and H Colleges, by Classification:
United States, 1972-73 to 1076-77

Year and
classification

Tuition and
,required fees

Board Dormitory
rooms

.

1972-73:
-Liberal arts I $2,384". $628 $528
Liberal arts It 1,532 541. 402

-197a-74:
Liberal arts I 2,519 639 542 ;
Liberal arts II 1,618 t61 414

1974-75:
Liberal arts 1 2,663 682 579
Liberal arts II 1,707 600 431

1975-76:
Liberal arts I . 2,834 731 ,627
Liberal arts II , 1,867 654 472

1976-77:-
Liberal arts 1 3,140 785 667

''.-497°.tiberal arts II 2,015 677

SOURCE. EDSTAT System, HEGIS Tapes,,, 1973. 1974,
1975, -1976, 1977. -

The average charge for tuition and.fees,
alone rose by nearly 20 percent betWeen
1972-73 and 1975-76 at Liberal Arta. I
colleges and by 22 percent at Liberal Arts 11
institutions. Both of these increases.,were
less than the rise in the cpr and the HEPI.'
These charges have increased more rapidly
each year, howeiter, and are comparable
with the increases in The private sector in
general, but they are several times greater
than for 'in-State students in the public
sector. Dorfman and Cell report that as
many as two-thirds of the public Universities
did not increase tuition at all during 1975-
76.' These calculations show yet again both
the heavy dependence of private liberal arts
colleges on tuition and fees 'and' the diff-i-
culties they encounter in remaining com-
petitive with public schools in this respect.
In addition, they show that priOate liberal
arts'- colleges are trying to limit these
charges, since they seem to have held them
to less than increases in both inflation and
in current fUnd expenditures.

Average room and board charges in-
creased similarly between1.1972-73 and

.

1975-76: for Liberal Arts 1 colleges, room
charges rose, by 19 percent to an.average of
$627, and board charges rose by 16 percent
to an average of $731; for Liberal Arts 11
colleges, room charges rose 17 percent -to
aneverage of $472,'and board -charges rode
21 percent to an average of $654. These
increases areagain less than the rise in the
CPI and the HEPI, at well as the rate of
increase of total E and G,revenues. They are.
also Competitive with charges in the public
and private sectors generally. .--

_Jf private liberilarts Colleges had wished
to maintain the proportion of tuition and lee
revenues to total E and G revenues at their
1972-73,.level; they would' have.had to raide,
tuition al-id fee charges considerably more,
than they did. Thus, although tuition and fee
charges have been increasing recently, they
have been accounting for, decreasing pro-
portions of total E and G revenues. Itendow-
ment income and private gifts and grants, as
wel-I,as.government assistance, had not been
so high as they were, Liberal Arts I' and II
collegei might have had to raise their
charges to students e more than they did,
thus driving more udents- into the public

. 'sector. (It is intere to note that even
during alperiod notable for relatively small
increases in inflation, 1965-66 through
1968-69, costs to students rose faster than
inflation throughout the public and private

.

sectors.)" .

D. The Student Ai Account
.

Student aid is a major expenditure in-
curredby all.schOols. Current fund dati lead
to the conclusionthat mast schools Were, to

put in bluntly, taking a beating in student
aid. According to Jellema, the deficit in
stOent aid often nearly equaled the deficit
In current funds at schools running deficits.
But, he says, these deficits came about in
large part from the typical practice of in.
stitutions' arbitrarily assigning an insuffici:
ent amount of income to meet *Went aid.

:expenses. They were thus the/result of a-

"certain amount of accounting artifidiality."e
State student aid programs, according

to Bowen and Minter, embraced in 1975-76
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16 to g5 percent of the students in ,private
colleges? Dorfrnan and Cell claim that in
1975-76, .$280 million (or 56 percent of
total State student aid app.rotpriations) went
to Students in pyivate schools:8 One of the
conseduence%of increased student financial
aid is. that schools need to raise tuition and
fees in.order to defray studenteid costs,

`" thereby creating,a need for financial aid on
the part of middle-income students.

In the public sector, student aid reve-
nues were a much smaller portion of revenue

. than in the private sector, comprising about
2 percent of total current fund revenues

I.' between 19652-66 and 19-74. In the
private _sector, student aid ?venues fluc
tuated between 3 and 4 percent of total
current fund revenues between 1965-66
and 1973-74. In private liberal arts colleges,
they were more than twice as large a partfon
of tofal current fund revenues as In the pub-
lic Sector: about 5 perCent between 1971-72

, and 1973-7.4.
student aid expenditures were, of,

course, a much smaller burden in the public
sector than in the private, especially in
private liberal arts colleges. In the public
sector, hey comprised between 2 and 4
perce of total current fund expenditures
between 1965 -66 and 1973-74, while in
the "private sector, they ( comprised almost
double the burden in public institutions.
Per student_ expenditUres for student aid
were three times higtrer in the private sector
than in the public. In Liberal Arts I and II
colleges, they were stilt greater, demanding;
around id percent of total currentfund ex-
penditures in 197 -72 through ,197.3-74.
This burden is nearly, three times that lir the
public sector. Per student expenditures_for
student aid at Liberal Arts I colleges were
$439 in 1973-74, compared to $1lX) M the
public sector. At Liberal Arts II colleges, they
were $321. The disadvantage private liberal
arts colleges have in th'eir heavy depend-
ence upon tuition and fees -is compounded
by the need to spend substantial amounts
to enable student-to pay the tuition_and
fees in the 'first place.

By far_ the largest r9le in .student aid
revenue was played by the Federal govern

I

:L

(see appendix tables 16 and 17).
Federal student aid grants to all institutions ..
increased between 196566 and 1973-74
by more than 400 percent in the public sec-
tor, and by more than 300 percent in the
private. On the other hand, the ratio of
student aid revenue increases to enrollment
increases was higher in the private sector
than in the public. State governments played
a larger role in the public sector and have,:
been increasing their role in the private
sector. Both sectors also relied heavily upon
private gifts and grants for student aid funds.
In the private sector, endowment -income
,offically designated- for student aid in-
creased dramatically in both dollat amounts
and in relation to other sources of income.

The Federal Government played a much
larger proportional role in student aictl;
revenues in Liberal Arts 11 colleges than in
Liberal, Arts I colleges, which relied. upon
their endowments for much of their student
aid. it should be noted, though,- that on
per schoolbasis Liberal Arts! and 11 colleges
received roughly similar amounts of Federal
*student aid., Private gifts and grants were
also of major importance to both groups of
schools, comprising one-quarter of student
aid revenues at Liberal Arts. I colleges and
.one-fifth at Liberal Arts!! colleges.

E. The Auxiliary Enterprises and Major
Service Programs Accounts,

AuXiliary Enterprises, comprising such
ideally self-supporting concerns es hoUsing
and dinipg facilities,, college stores, afid
intercollegiate athletit,:t,, accounted for a
signifkantly smaller proportion of therZur,,.
rent fund budget in the publicseCtpr than in
the private. In both sectors, too, Auxilieiy,
Enterprises revenue exceededexpenditures,
suggesting that these institutiont are earn.
ihg surpluses. Thus, the Auxiliary -Enter- .

prises account-would' be a possible source;
like endowment, for interfund borrowing in
order to help balance budgets.

The Margin by which AuXitiaiy," Enter;
prises revenues exceedecrexpenditurei Was
smaller in the private Sector than in the pub-
lic, and smaller still in private liberal arts

`,
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colleges. In 197 74,,,in 'fact, expendityres
exceeded revenues at Liberal Arts I colleges
by 1 percent, though at Liberal.-Arts 1I colt
leges, revenue4 exceeded, expenditures by
roughly-7 percent. '

Auxiliary Enterprises revenues per stu-
dent in private .liberal arts colle'ges were
to to three times greater than in the public
sedtor, but increases in these revenues were
less than incr'ease's in inkation, thus show-
ing pie preSsure_these schools have felt to
attraci students. Inc iea se's in Auxiliary Enter-
prisei expen,ditures per stugentrwere also
less than inflation, but they were much'iarger
Than increases in per student Auxiliary

..Enterprises revenues.
_Major Service Programs, such as hose

pitals and. other bre dominantly community-
oriented activities comprised less. than
percent of revenues and elpenditpres at
private liberal arts c011hes between 1971-
72 and 1973-74. Such c
nificant proportions of c ands 0,not,
merit lengthy analysis he

'Activities. Related to Educational Depart-
`meats. These patterns may reflect what.
institutions consider to be important or they
may indicate an inability,to control expendi-
tures. #

lh more general terms, between' 1971-:'
, 72 and 1973 -74 E and G revenues exceeded .,

expenditures by increasing amounts in
Liberal Arts I colleges but by decreasing
amounts.in Liberal Arts II. The margin be-,
tween E and G revenues and expenditures
in Liberal Arts-II colleges was/slightly lower
than. in-the public sector and near that. in
the private sector overall. Liberal Arts I had
thesbjellest ma rgirlof all groups. Student aid

ts consistently ran much higher than

c?

e restricted to student aid in all sec-
s and constituted a much larger prop

tion of total expenditures, at private libefil
;arts colleges than elsewhere. These high

, costs reflect the highs charges tobstudents In
private liberal arts colleges and the conse-
quent lengths to which these colleges went to
attract students. Moreover, had the studerir
aid burden, not been so high, Qrivate liberal

F. Recepitylation Ifs colleges could have, if they wish'
competed rrior4effe'etively with other:sectors

. Since judgments offinencial health are by maintainingt improving quality. Auxil:often equated with -judgments of institu- iary Enterpasesi. also comprised a larger
tional health' in general, they thereby portion of current fund. budgets at private
divert attention from other important, ain liberal arts colleges than _elsewhere. The
belt intangible, aspects of the condition of Arend in 1..iberal. Ms { `colleges was for
colleges, such as intellectual 'vitality. and Auxiliary Enterprises expenditures to 'in-
quality, among other . Conclusions, crease until they 'surpassed revenues' in-then:must be tentative an is ,d to'
eSsentialvempiriCalobservations.

1'973-74; in Liberal Arts 11 colleges, on the
other hand, Auxiliary Enterprises revenues

If may be concluded that Liberal,Arts I were consistently? percent higher than
Colleges Were,eble or,willing.between 1971--.'Lexpenditures.,
72 and 1973-74 to -increase their per student In spite of the fluctu ationsin the balanceexpenditures in only two ,of the major ex-, between 'revenues and expenditures in aKure areasLibraries ana Other E and

number of these ,accoCtrits,,the current fund,therernaining,areas they held expend-. accounts suggest more shah term stabilityitures to below the increase in both the Cl O
and the FIEPI. Liberal Arts 11colleges, on the

for private liberal arts colleges in general
//Igo& for much !of the, restof the privateother hand, increased their per student

sector. Current fund revenues exceeded ex-expenditures more arninfration in most of
those areas in Liberal. Arts I econo-
rnifed: Indructi and Denertmenta I Re-

ch, E and g, Plant Operations and
intenante, Research, Sponsored Pro-

..grarps other. than Research, and"Organiz,ed

'penditures at both Liberal Arts I and II, col
leges; in the private sector generally
though, there were current funds deficits in
both 196.5-66 and 1970 -71.1 The gap be-
tween current fund revenues and /



ss;

turas, increased at, Liberal .Arts ,I colleges;
()tit it decreased at Liberal Arts

Financial data also reveelthe importance
, to private libeial arts collages-of fluctuations

in, enrollment: since so much of their reve.
nue is derived from tuition and feet, declines
in their enrollments affect theif financial
condition much more, drastically than de-
clines in enrollment affect the financial
condition of public schools, where revenues
derive mainly from State aid. In addition,
endowment funds are much more important
to private liberal arts college's, especially to
Liberal Ars 1 colleges, than to public in-
stitutions, while,,lo Liberal Arts II colleges,

4 0 %.
private contributions are more important
Alan endowthent.. Tax laws governing chari-
table contributions obviously.have much im
pact upon these aspects of incorrie. It is

j" usually taken foc granted that since private
schools depend so heavily on tuifipn and
fees, endowments, and private donations,
they are intrinsically in a more precarious
f4nancial situation than public schools. But
the precariousness of public schools' finan-
cial situation must not be underestimated,
for they arealso subject to the forces of the
economy, as well as to the whims of legisla-
hies, not to mention public opinion.

The data also reveal a large end growing
tuition gap-'between the private and public
sectors, especially in the case ,of Liberal
Arts II coireges. The numerous arguments
for public assistance to private higher edu
cation that ,propose to: reduce thi$ gap are
predicated upon the assumptipn that the
tuition alp is responsible for the imbalance
in-enrollmerit patterns between the two sec
tors. In p detailed survey price effects of
eritaWrits, Michael McPherson concludes
that tbl,"growthlh,the tuition gap which oc-
curred during the 1.960's accounted for
something less thaialf of the shift in enroll-
ment from privateM public institutions,..,
The rest presumably resulted from ., .

non-price factors:" (This `shift occurred
mainly among students firom families with
incomes of from $15,0 to $25,009;
Liberal Arts 11 .colleges were the tliost se-
verely affected by the gap.) .

r
4(

The nogprice factors McPherson refers
to include the quality of the ethication of- %,
fe,red and the quality of student life, as well
as thd\accessibility of 'public institutions.
(LiberallArts If callegesre loCated priclom-
inntly in rural areas and are not so easily
accessible as public schools.to the majority
of students, Who live in urban areas.) Other :..,
data already considered. have shown that
number of fundamental changes in the na
ture of many private liberal arts colleges
such as becoming coeducational and secu-
larocciirred during r)eriods not noted for
inflationary pressure or enrollment decline
and hence can be attributed more to changes'
in educational philOsophy, goals, and values,
or to response to student advocacy.

The rise in charges to students, though
. from some viewpoints spectacular, and
cer,tainly higher in the private sector than
in the public, did not, at least between 1971-
72 and 1973-74, increase so much as infla-
tion, nor were these increases so' high as
Increases in average personal income. ,Bo-
wen and Minter, in their 1977 report oh
financial and educational trends if private
education, state that between 1965 -66 and
.1915-76 ' 'the dollar., difference between
public and private student charges, relative
to the incomes from which these dirges,
must be paid, did riot change." 1°

Finally, ne of the most common gen.-
eralitiesco rning the financial status of
colleges is' at the smallest schools are the
least economically .secure because they
have, higher per student expenditures. (The
data show that the number of very small
schools is decreasing) p4t Jelleina'sstktdie§
do not suppqrtithat economic adige,,in spite.
of the fact that some expenses, per student
Posts of administration, for exam*, are*,,
higher at smaller institutionCan the other
hand, he discovered that 'while smallness
does not preclude' economit-security small-
ness and economic insecurity' do preclude
wide course apd prograni offerings." Astin
has demonstrated "a significant correlation
between attrition rates_and size of institu,'
tion in ,thos schools with fewer than, 500 2

. -.students.



In short, then, there is much dispute in
education circles about the significance of
most of the financial data that are available.
Perhaps we can be content with the ener-
atify" on the basis of aggregate data,

-Private liberal arts-collegeS could be in a far
more perilous situation than they appear to
be. On the,other hand, the most recent corn -'
parable data are 3 years old, ead inflation;
while abating somewhat, still constitutes a
major, financial problem. The 1977 Soiten-

,

Minter study, however, suggests that private,
liberal ads colleges are generally _holding
their own." All the same, some private lib-
eral- arts colleges have closed. What the
impact upon the public weal is of the dernisef,
of,..some institutions and the financial de-
terioration- of others is difficult to assess.
At some point, if.thete trends continue un-
atated, the national interest Will be ad-
versely affected"

.
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M of 1974-75 the averafirivate liberal
arts institution was a religiou ly affiliated
(usually Protestant), Oedu ional, rela-
tiv ly less selective -coil* ith an enroll!.
m nt of, about- 1,000.. Its 1975 freshman
class was still mostly white, though it had
more minority students than in years past.
Most of ,its frestitylen were 18 years old,
though there "re more than before Who
were older. Most students claimed a Prot-

. estant affiliation, had an average grade in
high school of B, ranked in the top 40 per
cent of their high school classes, and had a
combined SAT score of 1,030. Most planned
to take bachelors' .degrees, and a third
planned tago on for Masters' degreesThey
continued to flee the humanities and liberal
arts, 'majoring instead, in orderof prefer-
eke, 3n busihetS, education, biological sci
ences, preprofessional studies, a hd prepara-
tion for the nonM.9. health professions as
well as certain more "unconventional" ca-
reers. Other importantaims for them Were to
be authorities in their own fields, to help
others, to develop philosophies of life, and
to raise faMilies.

The faculty at private liberal arts colleges
teemed, to be more student centered than
average. More also had the doctorate, but
fewer at-Liberal Arts II colleges were re-
search and publication oriented. Their teach:
ing load was among the highest ,and, their
Student-faculty ratios; though lower than
average, were increasing at a faster than
average, fate. Compensation .had increased
less than that of -the average worker and
,inflation; it had also fallen; behind ,that of
faculty in other sectors of higher education,
as well as behind thafpf administration and
staff. In consequence,.collectiv,e bargaining
had begun to spread into even religiously
affiliated Schools.'

The average school ffered around 230
courses, led by courses' in music, and

.

r 1

CHAPTER VI
.6 Conclusion

towed by courses in engineering, education
business and accounting, EngliSh, art, his
toYy, and mathematics. It had increased its

. course offerings by anywhere from 11,to 60'
percent - within, the last half-dozen years. It
had also expended, its programs, student
services,, and individually designed cur-
riculums.

On average, schools charged students
, between $3,183 and $4,592 for total

costs. Tuition and fees comprised roughly
one-third of total -current fund revenues at
the average school in 1974-75, thereby
making the school especially vulnerable to
declines in enrollment .

.

Qn an aggregate ba=sis, it appeals that,
at least during the early 1970's, private
liberal arts colleges .as a whOle, especially

-Liberal Arts I collegeS, were operating in the
black, but were in, a vulnerible position. In
1974-175, Liberal Arts ll colleges appear to
have gone in there'd.

It. does not follow that private Jiberal
arts education was or is healthy, for health
surely also depends on numerous other cops
siderations which resist empirical analysis.
An evaluation .of the health of private liberal
arts colleges must recognize that the tra-
ditional liberal arts degree is under serious
challenge, that many schools have adopted
various alternatives to it,,arid that some have
relaxed .standards in both grading and ad-

z. miSSions policies. In addition, the increase
in the studenf-faculty ratio,and the failure of
faculty compensation fo keep pace with the
cost of living :doubtless have some impact
upon, morale-and the quality-of education.
The seduction' of research allocations, while'
redirecting a school's attention to inStruc-
tion, may also have a demoralizing effect,
especially when this rededication to stu-
dents is undermined by increases iri the
studentfaculty ratio.
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The most .ominous trend confronting
,private higher education, especiallyiprivate
liberal arts, colleges, and even more es.
pecially. Liberal Arts II colleges,' is the ra;
cent trend toward, leveling enrollments, a
trend which seems likely to evolve into
declining enrollments,-in all sectors as the
pool traditional collegeage _people
shrins. A number of the, trends that, have
been `identified in .this study are of least
simultaneous. and probably correlated with

f trends in enrollments. For example, the
available data ,show that enrollrnent has

_leveled as the econanic returns of a college
education have declined.At the same time,
students have become more pragmatic and
less iddlistic, and they have begun aben
cloning the disciplines in which liberal arts
colleges have.traditionally specializtd. The
end of the Vielnam war may be another
reason that private college enrolimentShave
been leveling, but the slowing of growth bas
not yet occurred in the public,sector, indeed,
enrollment has grown_ra'piCilY there. Enroll.
ment in private liberal arts 'colleges has
sloWed also as the rater-of unemployment
has risen. The conclusiOn thus .seerils in
evitable that rriany'itudents are becoming
less interested in,whatt jirivate liberal arts

'colleges have to offer.
These.colleges seerp-te have responded

A

:in a variety of Ways todeclines in enrollment
growth. For example, tou' rde offAngs have
increased, numerous reqUirements have

'been relaxed 'or abolished, and open admis-
sions polities have bein irieugurated.,, At
least in pdrt as a. consequence of relaxed
admissions standards, itwoutd seem,
dents' SAT scores have 'declined as have
,their high ;school 'class standings.: Grade
inflation is.-probably due at least in part to
the decline in,enroilment, grOwth as welljes
to .sornewistructors' desires;t6' enable, their
students to aydicl the draft and ethers' clino
Sittonto gaxies in principle. Private liberal
arts colleges have held the increase in their,
charges tb.s4clerits, to c,onsidera_bly. less
than the increase in inflation and, in order
_,to mitigate these losses, have cut expendi
tures for research and for increases in fecul-
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ty salaries, among other things. Liberal arts
colleges generally, but Liberal Arts II, col-
leges in particular, have greatly increased
their student aid expenditures in order to
attract studelitS. (As was, observed above,
there seem's to be little correlation betWeen
enrollment growth declines, and hence pos-
Sible financial distreSS, and dedeases in the

. number of religiously affiliated and ,single-
sex schools. That, is, the trends toward cd
educational student bodies and independ;
ence from ecclesiastical control_ appear to
be based' in nonfinancial considerations,
though financial constraints are not pre-'
cluded.).

The new freedom and authority given to
students in platters of curriculum and .go,v-

i ernance, as well as the need that many, if
riot most, institutions feel not to alienate
their 'clientele, haye 'mixed effects on .the'
morale and performance of different seg.
merits of the college community as well as
upon ideals such as academic freedom and
intellectual integrity, The treatment of
schools as businesses, by both external and
internal "poligyrnakers, has the effect of

(perhaps increasing some measures of-effi-
ciency but reducing sympathy with pure
research and objective inquiry. And the at-
tention given to the economic returns from a
college education tends to turn that educa
tjon into a Consumer product which is de-
signed. primarily to ,produce only specific
and concrete results, to the neglect of habits
of thinking and feeling.

As Alan Pifer has foredully pointed out,
although.a college degree now appears to
accrue relatively lower economic returns'
than it once did, it is dangerous to leap to-
the conclusion that a degree is worth less to
the nationali interest prthat it is a bad' in-..
vestment. Weed, a college education pro-
yides essential, serviqs to' the indlifidual
and society.' Pifer reminds us"that Alleges
foster' a "breadth, flei,bility and autonomy
of mind, and a questidning . spirit"

preserve "out. immensely rich 'and
ed cultural heritage." They 'permit 'ac-

cess to a "wide.variety of professionS and



, higher level jobs." And they ere essential to , the higher education, community and con.
,,the "discovery of newlinomiledge." 1 Private tribute substantially to the realization of
'' liberal-acts colleges are a vital segment of these ideals. 0 .,,, ,

t
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,APPENDIXTABLE 1.-Private Liberal Arts t Colleges, by Size of Enrollment. United States and Outlying Areas7Fa111955 to Fell 1976
.

.

- 1955 1960 '1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Num-
ber

-

Per-
cent

Num- Per-
ber, cent.

.-
Num -. Per-Num- Per:, Num.,- Per-
ber cent ber cent ber cent

Num- Per- 'Num. Per- Num- Per-
by cent, ber cent 13er cent

Num- Per-
ber cent

Num- PE
ber- ce

a
-1

11 8.1j 4 2.9 -3 2.1 0 ... 1 0.7 0 -../ 0 ... 0 ... - 1 0:7 1 0
37 272 23 16.8 12 8.5 ' 8 5.6 5 3.5 , 7 5.0 8 5.7 8 5.7 8 518 8 5
34' 25.0 - 28 204 28 19.9 26 18.1 22 15.6 F.18 12.9 21 15.0 - 19- 13.6 , 15 10.9 14 10. 19 14.0 ' 34 24,8 26 18.4 24 46.8 26 18.4 24 17.1 18 12.9 21 15.0 24 17.4 24 17
28, 20.6 35 25.5 47 33.3 39 27.3 39 27.7 43 30.7 42 30.0 39 27.9- 37 .26:8 37 26

5, 3.7 8 5.8 20 14.1 32 22.4 32 22.7 30 -'21.4 29 20.7 31 22.1 28 20.3 30 21
- 2 1.5 5 3.6 5 3.5 14 9.8 -16 11.3 18 12.9 22 15.7_ 22 15.7 25 18.1 24 17,,.-;

t

136 100.0 137 100.0 141 100.0 143 1030.0 141 100.0 149. 100.0 140%100.0 140 100.0 130 100.0 138 100

Enrollment size

Under 200
200 -499.
500-749
750-999
,000-1,499
1,500-1,999 .,
2,000+

Total' institutions

-
NOTE- Due to rounding, percentages May not add to 100 0% Thl practice of The Education Ditactory is to categorize institution's on the basis of their previous year's enromerit. Thus, for example. there werein 1955 11 institutions with 1954 enrollments of less than 200.

.. e

SOURCE' U S Department of Vlealth Education, 'and Welfare, National Center for Education Staiistics. Highe;Educatron. Education Directory.1955-56-1975-76.
. . ,

..

APPENDIX TABLE 2.-Private Liberal Arts II C9Ileges, by Size of Enrollment. United States and Outlying Areas, Fa111955 to Fa111976
_ .II

__ .. _. . .
. \

EnrolimeVize

,r
Under 200,
200:499
500 -749
750-999
1,000-1,499...
1,504 -1,999

1955 1960, 1965 1970 1971 1972 , 1973 1974 1975 1976

NUM- Per. Num- "Per- Num- .Per-
ber cent ter cent ber cent

Num-
ber

Per- Num- Per- Num- ,Per- Num-, Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-
cent ber cent ber' cent ber cent bar. cent ber cent

Num- Pe
ter . cer

. .
,,62 . 15.9 , 41 9.4 341- 7.1' 39 72 38 7.1 34 6.4 26 5.1 26 5.2 27 5.5 .25 5.
198 5'1.0 175 40.3 110 22.9 92 ;6.9 86 16.1 85 16.1 93 18.2 .,.89 17.7 77 15.6 ' 71 _14.
75 19.3 114 26.3 136 28.3 134 24.6 121 22:7 115 21.7 120 23.4 115 22.9 111 22.7 105 .21.
35 9.0 59 13.6 103 21.5 122 22.4 ' 120 22.5 118 '22.3 103 30.1 - 19.7' 93 18.8 10 .20., 11 2.8 ' 34 7,8 70 14.5, 113 119 22.3 121 22.9 1104.-P21.5 117117 23.3 119 24.0 106 21.

, 5 1...3 10 2.3 18 3.8 50
.20.7

'5.5 32 .6.0 34 6.4 41 8.0 34 - 6.8 43 8.7 55 11.2.0.5 .1. 02 '9 o.1.9 15 ', 2.8 18 3.4 22 4.2 19 3.7 22 4,4 23 4.7 27 '5.

388 100.0 .,.434 100.0 480 100.0 545 100.0 534 100.9 529 100.0 512 100.0 502 100.0 493 100.0_ 491 100.1

2,000 - '.

Total institutions

No-rF Due to rounding percentages may not a41 to 1X.7%. The practice of The Education Directory .a to categorize snstttuuons on the basis of their previous year's enroll
ment. Thqs, for eXtrepla; there were in 1955 62 Institutions with 1954 enrollments of less than 200.

soutng- t) S Department ofl-lealth, Educatron, iv-Al/Vatter°, Natibnal Canter for Education Statistics, Higher Education. Education Diractory.1955-56-1976-71.
a.
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APPENDIX TASK 3,-NuMber of Private Institutions of Higher Education, byins_titutional Affiliation: I United States
and Outlying Areas, 1954-55 to 1976-77 .

'Religiously affiliated --

Total institutions' Independent All denominations

Number Percent Number
Percent

Number Percent Catholic Protestant 000

_2_

1954-55- .. 1;20,4 100.0 483 40.1 721 59A9 247 469 5

1956-56.)., 1,203 100.0 480 -39.9 723 60.1 248 470 ; 5

1966-W..-- 1,225 100.0 481 ; , 39.3,r 744 60.7 265 474r 5

- 1957- 58.._, 1,268 100.0 505 39.8 763 . 60.2 277 481 5

1958-59, - . 1,280 100.0 .509 , . 39.8 771 60.2 , 280 486 5 -

1959-60,,.: 1,313 10(F.0 520 39.6. 793 60.4 294 4940- 5
1960- 61.... L.325 100.0 520 39.2 ' 805 60.8 303 496. , 6
1961- 62...: 1,319. 100.0 512 .38.8 . 807 61.2 308 475 24.

1962-63., . 1,357 100.Q 515 38.0 844 62.0 335 482 26
,. 19637-64._ : 1,377 100.0 507 - 36.8 870 63.2 361 483 26

1964-65.- . :1,384 100.0- 507. 36.6 877 63.4 366 *- 484 27
3965- 66.... 4,4f 7 100.0 524 , 37.0 893 63.0 381 484 28
1966-67._ . 1,416 100.0 536 37.1 910 62A9 391 489 30
1967-68._ . . 1,489 100.0 576 38.7 913 -61.3 . 391 .7436 36
1968-692" . .

1969-70._ . 4;472 100A0 637 43.3 ' 835 56.7 318 `31
1,9071._. 1,472 100.0 655 44.5 817 55.5 300 485. 32
1971-72. _ . , 1,474 100.0 671 45.5 803 54.5 - 280 489, 34
1972-73. - . _1,493 100J0 696- 46-6 797 53.4 . . 269 494 34
1973-74. _ . 1,528 .100.0 74-6 48.8 782 51.2 253 494 35
1974-75._ . 1;585 100.0 . 3795 50.2. 790 49.8

.

501 36
1975-76_ ,. )4601 100.0 .38)5 50.9 786 49.1' 501 38
1976-77._ . 1,608 100.0. '823 51.2 785 48.8' .242 504 39

I institutional affiliation as listed ,n the Education Directory .s reported by the.institupon. Occasionally an institution will very
in listing itself as Religiously Affiliated or-Other.

1 Data not-tabulated. -

includes profitmakiniinstitutions from 1974-75 on.

SOURCE. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, National Center for Educator) Statistics, Higher Education. ,
Education Ditactoryt 1954-55-1976-77.

a
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APPENDIX TABLE 4.-Private Liberal Arts I Colleges, by Inititaionar Affiralion7i United States and Outlying Areas,
1955-56 to 1976-77 -

.

Religiously affiliated

Academic Total - Independent All denominati s .
year" institutigns

Number Percent Number_ Perc nt _Catholic Protestant Other
.

..

1955-56 136 69 5O.7 67 49.3 26 , 41 - 0
1960-61 ,137 i , 75 54.7 62 46.3 25 -. 1 37 0
1965-65 141 55 53.2 66 46.8 29 37

,
0

1970-71 143 90 62.9 53 37.1 ,19 34 0
1971-72 141. 89 63.1 52 36.9 ' 17 35 0
1972-73 , 140. ' 91 65.Q 49 35.0 16 ', ' 33 0

.1973-74 140 915- .. 65.0 49 .) 35.0 1.6 33 0 ,.

1974-75... . -: . . 140 92 65.7 48 34.3 16 32 0
197545 138 92. ' 66.7 . 46 33.3 15 31 0
1976-77 138 91 65.9 47 34.1 15 32 0

t institutional affiliation as listed in the Education Directory is reported by the institution. ,

NOTE. Percentages in all cases are percentages of total. D'ue td roung, percentages ay not add to 100.0410.

SOURCE. U.S. Department of Health, Edui.ation. and Vielfare. National Center for Education Statistics, Higher Education.
Education Directory, 0 ,55-56-1976-77. . , -. ..

. , .

APPENDIX TABLE 5.-Prhate Liberal Art1 H Colleges, by Institutional Affiliation. United States and Outlying Areas,
. 1955-56 to 1976-77 .., . ..

Religiously affiliated
v

Academic total lidependent . All denominationt
- year in dutiops

Number Percent Number -Percent :Catholic Protettant Other,

1955-56.1 388 69 . . 17.8 . 319 82.2 103 214 2
1960-61 434 77 17.7 357 82.3 . 128 226 3 .,'
196 480 83 17.3. 397 .82.7 155 235 7
1970 -7 545 153 28.1, .39'4 71.9 150 237. ,. g

1971-72 534. 153 28.7 381 71.3. 138 239 4
1972-73 ..... 529 154 ' 29.1 375 70.9 133 238 4
1973-74 ..... , 512 153 '29.9 359. 70.1 121 '234 '4
1974-75 502 148 29.5 354 70.5 119 232
1975-76... 493' 145 29.4 348 70.6 118 - 228 2
1976- 77 491 144 29.3 347 70.7 115 228 4

- .

.

Institutional affiliation as listed in the Education Directorpisreported by the institution.
I

NOTE. Percentages in all cases are percentages of total. Due to rounding, percentages may not add t9 100.0%.

SOURCE. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and.,*elfare, National Center for Educatiiin Statistics, Higher Education.
N.Education Directory, 1955-56-1976-77. - i "",) ti ,
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APPENDIX TABLE. 6.- Degree- Credit Enrollment for Private Liberal Arts I Colleges, by Institutional Affiliation.' United States and Outlying Areas, Faff 195
to Fall 1975

Affiliation of institution
1954 1959 1964 . 19169 1970

. ;

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number (Percent 'Number Percent

Total

Independent..
All religious affiliations.

Roman bat11°11c
Protestant
Other ,

1.4

..,

100,446 100.0 124,302 100.0 149,519 .00.0 175,320 100.0 180,743 100.

54,339
46,102

,54:1
45.9

68,020
$6,282--

54.7
45.3

79,455
70,064

53.1
45.9

110,022
65,298

62.8
. 37.3

1'13,754 '
66,989

62.

37.

,
./

-15,175
30,932 ,

0

15.1
30,8

-- 0

20,305 .
85,977

0
ITS

16.3'
28.9 '

0

26;823
43,241

0

17.9
28.9

+0

18,160
47,138

0

10.4.
26.9

0

18,187
48,802

0

10.
27.
0

1971 1973 1974 19751972
1

Number Percent' Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

otai 182,455 100.0 187,25.1 100.0 188,231 100:0 191,819 100.0 194,582 .100:

ndependent..t 119,32'0 65.4t 14,751 66.1 127,052 , ". 67.5 -130,75, 68.3 130,496 67.

II religious dffiliations ,, 63t135 .34.6' 63,520 " 33.9 61,179 32.5 3L7 64,036 32.

Roman CatholiC. 18,456 10.1 00. '9 2 .. .17,491 , 9.3 18,335 9.6 19,215 9.

Protestant 44,679 24.5
.172
46,320, 24.7 . 43,688 23.2 42,47 22,1 . 44,821 ?3,

, Other : 0 0 0' 0 ."0 . . 0 0, . 0 . 0

institutional affiliation as listed In the Eduiation Directory is repot:104,W thoinsttuilon.

NOTE: Percentages in all cases are perceniabes of the total. Due *rounding, pert tags may not add to 100.0%.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Matte, Education, and Misdate, National Center for Education Statistics, Higher Education. Education Directdry, 1955-56--1975-76

ti
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APPENDIX TABLE 7.4-Degree-Credit Enrollment for Private liberal Arts Ii Collegest by Institktionalr-Affiliation: I United States and Outlying 'Areas-,:Fall 191:7. ,
...to Fall 1975 :.

,..

Affiliation of institution
- 1954 , 1959'

Number Percent Number Percent

Total '172;765 100,0 249,079 , 100:0

independent 36,842
All religious affiliations 1411923

Roman Catholic.
Protestant
Other

Total .

17.9 ". 40,773 - 16.4
82.1 208,306 83.6

,574 25.2 76,79B 28.4
12;,'02 56.5 136.094 54.6:

687 0.4 1,414 0.6

1964 1969 1970

Number
IF

Percent Number. Percent Number, -Percept

355,262 100,0 457,215 100.0 461,814 100.

58,692 16.5 135,295 29.6 142,651 36.
'296,57Q 83.5 321,920 70.4 r 319,757 69.

104,980,, 29.5 111,045 24.3 104,229 22.
188,165 53.0 207,344 45.3 212,502 46.

3,425 140 9,531 , 0.8 :3,926 0.

1931 1972
4

Number Percent Number Percent

.
. . 468,918 100.0 457,468 100.0

independent 147,400 0
Alf religious affiliations. .5 ' 321 518,
t- ~, . .

31.4 149,846 32.8
68.6 307,622 67.3

Roman Catholic. , 103,639 22.1 98,600 21.6
. ..

Protestant.. , : 214,843 45.8 :2061319% 45.1
,Other. 3,036 -- 0.7 21703 c, 0.6 '

1973 1974 1975

Number Percent. Nurtipr Percent Number Percent
.

454,002
:-.

' 100.0,

,
461,475

.
100.0 482,557 ' w. 100.1

155;433
298,569

34.2
65.8

157,951
30524

.

34 :2 171,493
65.8 311,064 -

35.1
64.1

9%596
00,299 -

-.1,674'

21.3
44.1

99,506
203,640.

378,

21.6 111,409
4411 195,870

0.1 3,785

23.:
40.1

0.1

Jristituthinal affillatlen as listed in the Education Directory is reported by the institution a.

NOTE: Percentages in.all cases .sre percentagestif the total. Duetb roundlpg, percentages may not add, to I00.0%. ,
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, National Center for Education StatIstits,Pliphar afucatfon: Education Directory, 1956-56-1975.776.4,,:,
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)14APENDIX.UB1,.E L".- Private Liberal Arts 1 Colleges, by Sex df Student Enrollment: United States and Outlying
,Areas, 1955-56 to 1976-77

<,:-

-4, -.

-

t....

".

AcplimIc Total
.". ilberit,arts I

institutions

Coed z- srMale

Ntimber Percent Number Percent

. 1955:56:. 136
:1961.-4"137
1965-66.. 141
1970-71.. :143

. 1971-73.; -141
197243.. '140
1973-74.. - .- 140
1974-75.. 140
1975-75,, \ 138
1976-77.; '13a

-,

,
4

.

ys

59
6.3
63
81

"87-
89
91
92'
96
96

.
-.. ,

43.3
46A
:44.7
,564
61.r'
63.6
65.0
65.7 e.
69.6
69.6

.

..

.

.22 -,,

21
221
13

10
4

10
8
6 ,.

4

6"

.

16.2
15.3 .

15.6
93
8.5
7.1
7.1'
7.1
5.8
4:3

_

Female COordinatet

,Number Percent Number Percukt

.51 '37;5 I 4 2.9
50 e 36.5 , 3 I -,...2 '

;., .53 - 37.6 $ 2.1
I 44 30.8 '5 - 3.5
1-, 36' ;. 25.5 6, '"4.3

, ' 36 . 25.7 5 31'
-3'(- 36 25.7, , 2.1

6''"4 36 25.7 . . 2 1.4
... 32' 23.2 ':, 2 1.4

-32' 23.2 4 2.9. t...
4. ,,. . ...{...

,

1 Institutions maintaining sAparatecottages for men andvomeri. .. 1 *
.

,
NOTE: Due to rounding, percentages may not add to ioo.k. .

,,.., sil ,.,
f SOURCE. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and welfare, NationarCenter for' duration Statistic.s,irgikEducatron. Edu

cation Directory, 195g-51;r-197E1n : - -
6

4 a

I

. . . , f i .,.1 --. - --
: ..;- ,.

v .
APPENDIX TABLE 9.-Private liberaj Arts II Colleges, by Sex of Student Enrcillmentt United S,

1955-56 1976-77-, - IAreas to
Outlying

1

AcaderAlc Total Coed . - iiiale emale Cootdinale i
Sfeares liberatarts It '. institutions Number . Percent NUmber Percent, Number merit Nurpber Percent:

.

...

385-66. ],--32$8
'196p-644, 4
1965 -66.:
1970=4.
19714W:.
19:72-73!: A. 9

*-197V74,,,..- .512
01974-75... .502

, 1975-75., 493
1976177%, 491

.

:
'

247
f7.5 .
307
414

. '425
429-4*0

**_. 422

419
419

63.7
*63.4
64.0

- 76.0
79.6
81.1

.f 83.4
84.1

.- .85.0
85.3

..4
-

1

34
41
48
38
31

' 27 -:
-21 ..,

, 21 '
.24
2Dfi-

. --, . *.
. .

8.8 105'* .- 27.1 .2 O.§ '
At- --

9,4 .116 -- 26.7 2 - 0.5.,

lab. - 120' - 25.025.0 5' *-. 1.0
. .

7:0 86' 15.8 10 7 1.3 2
5.8 13.7 , . 5 . 0.9 ..
5.1 ` 67 12.7 . 6 -1.1.44 ' 59 11.5 5- 1.6

. 42 53 i 10.6 6 1.2 ,

4.9 ' 44 8.9 6 1 1.2 .

. 4,1 ,47 9.6 1...-5 '1.0
4 4 .

.1 Institutions maintaining separate colleges for women. ".... ..

NOTE: Dueto rounding, percentages-may not add to 100.0%, , .
... A
- SOURCE.U.S: Department of Heann, Education, and Weifaro, Nationai Center for 'Education Statistics, Higher Education. Edu.
cation DIreth`ory1955-56-1976-?-7: ' .
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APPENDIX TABLE10.-Objectives Considered To Be Essential or Very Impoj-tant: Weighted NitionalNorms In Percentages for Alt First-Time, Full-Time Fres:

men at Institutions of HIgheqducation, by Control and Affiliation, Fd111966, Fa111970, and faI31976 .

, tr -
Objectives cqnsidered to be essentialor very important

Be active in a performing art.
Be an authority In my field
'Obtain recognition from colleagues
'Influence political structure t
Influence social values ,Raise a family . *

I.
HaVe administrative responsibi 1 y.r##

Beah expert in finance:
.Bevery well off finanCially -. .

Perform or compose music
Help otheri in difficulty
Have active social life ,
Have friends different froin me

.,.

PartiCipite In Peace Corps/VISTA .
Contribute to scientific thetUy

tw

Becomes community leader
0,
,.

Pariicipite in community action ....
Write original works.- .6
Creating,artistie-works '

3,
Be successful irtmy own business

,Not be obligated to people '
Se.invo(yed in environmental cleanup
Keeputiwith political' affairs '
Develop q philosophy ot life -'"
Mai;-ry within'next 5 years ,-7 -,; .

-.

Become of obtstanding athletdi I ''. I
-,.

Svc! footnotes' arena of tabtO:. .

:4" -

All institutions . 'All Public
1966 1970 1976 1966 1970 t' 1975 . 1966 . 1970 1976,

. e ...s .10.8 12.8 : ,11.6' . 11,6 13.5-* 13.3 10.2 . 12.6
14

12.
66.0 -° '66,8 ' 70,1' 66.8 . 66.9 70.6 , 65.6 66.0 . 70.
42.6 39:9.' '45.9 43.5 39.4 46.1 -44:8- . 38.5 46:0 -? 18.3 1,5.2 AI)

?
. 19.10. , 16.6 0 . 17.0 -. :15.

(a)' ' ,,. 34.0sir "29,7 (I) ... . 35.6 ' 32.6 (I) 33,7 30.o # . 67,6 57.2 0 68.0 ,° 58.'-9. 0 68.2 , .56.
28.6 . 21.7'", 31.9 A 2717 20:4 -," 30.5 27.7 19:8 31.
13.5 15.8 .(l) , 12.5

_
14.7 0 13:7 ' 154% ) 0

43.8 39.1 53.1 40.7 36.2 49.2 43.7 38.."6"- .52.
46 7.8' 0 .8.3 (1) ., 0 7.2 0 . (I)

68.5' - 64.9. 63.1 ,- 71.9 .- 67.6 67.2 '70.3 66,4 'q, ...-0) , . 56.5 0 ' . 0 56:4 (1) . e) gli. -.0)0 . 61.6 (1) 0 63.2 (I) 0 r 62.5 (1).
. 21.0 3.9.6 (I) 2&8 ., 21:2 (9 . ' ' 20. , 19.9 0

],3.3 10.2 ' 14.0 12.8 ' 10.0 . 13.7 . 10.5 8.7 ` 13.:
26.1 15.2 -.0 28.3 ' NA 0 27.5 14.1 2 (I)0 '` 29.4 . 28.8 0 ' 31.3 32.0 0 - 29.7 . 30.,
14.2 ' 14.0 12.6 15.2 14.8 14.3 12.2 ..13 :7 14.(
15:1 . 16.27 14.3 14.9 16.3° 14.5 13.4. 15,7; .. 14::k

, 43.9, 45.0 - 50.3 . 40.8 42.0 53.9 41.5 232.(
28.3' 22.7 0 27.4 '21:9' (a) 29.2 22 6 - + ii. 0).

(I) 0 ' 27.7 0..: 281 (!)-i- , . py '-, 2Fk,
57.8 52.8 .37.4 9. ' 55.5 40.9 57.4 53.4 # 38.10 75.6' .,, 60Z ' 78.5 65.0 (.) 76.7 62::

(0) 29.1 . 0 28.0 (r) ,. (a) ._ '28.9 0)
13:6 - -0 - 0 1 ..1 0 : * 0 4 141 -7 (1) . 0).

4-year collegei. ,

'

A
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APPENDIX TABLE 10.-Objectives Considered To Be Essential or Very Important. Weighted National Normi in Percentagesfor All First-Time, Fulf-Time Fresh

, men at Institutions of Higher Education, by,Control and Affiliation, rall 1966, Fa111970; and Fa11976-0onlinued

9.blectives cortside r'ed to be essential o rye ry. important Private nonsectarian

r
,.

1966 ". 1970- 1976 1966, 1970 1976 '

Protestant Catholic'.

1966 `970. 1976

Be active in a performing ar1 13/ 17.4 14.6 -13.2 15.0 14.1
. .

Be an authority in my field. 68:8 68.7 71.2 66.4 66.2' . 69.2

Obtain recognition from colleagues. 45.2 .39.3 46:7 40.7 ---.-----,--37-3- 41.5

Influence political structure . V* (9 2,At8 18Z ,. $19 , ' -'18.1------16.1
Influence sociatvalues, (9 .39,9 ` 35:6 -- (I) 37.6 -36.1

Ralsba- felinity , --- Q) 6I :6 57.9 (1)". ' p9.3 62.0,

Hive administrative responsibility , , 27.3 17:1 *- - 28.7 26Z 18.7 28.3.

Bear" expert in finente,--, - 12.9 11.9 ' -, (9 . 11;6 '. 14.3 (9

Be Very-voil off financially .. . 1,-43.8 .' 31.9

P,arfortn or comp-osezMutic - 8.6 Q) , (9 11.0 -(9, Q)..

Help others in difficulty 70.7 . 70.6 . 66.6 74.3 ..-- -me. 70.9.

Have active social life, -. > (ly ^ 50.6 (9 . (1) , 54./.". (1)*

Have friends different fromme.l.
--,-- - Q 65.1.- (1) - 19 1.'` - 3.5,

'Participate in Peerab Corps/VI$TA 25.3- ' 24.8 (1) ,,.- 26.3 .5 ($0.
Contribtite to scientific theory , .. 15.6*-'',. 10.9 15.4- 10.9 . .3 11.5

Become a community leader 29.6 17.7 -- (9 '28.2 17.7 (1)

Participate in CommunityactioDi .
r (1) - 3f.9 . : 33.2 (1), . 33.2 34.6

Write ,r, '. 20.4 20.4. 15.7 .15.8 '15.0 13:9.
I. .

Creating artistic works l6.8 21.2 i.; 16.2 .. 15.2 16.6 -1
!le successiuitn mylivin businesi. ; 48.3 38.2 Ili 44,3 48.1 41.5 ,41.9

Not be obligated to people
- i .. 28.8. 22.0 ; (1) J.:, 24.6 . 20.4 (1) ;

Be ialblved in ebtaronmental cleanup , (9 "4) , .304:4'-' 19 '-'s -- (9' 26.4

K6ep upAvith political affairs _, 62.2 593 '. ' ,45.6"- 60.1 -_,54.2 40.8

Melo p a philosophy of life.. .' , (1) , 81.5. -438.6 O. -----. 1f79.9 f., 67,7,
tvfaryPwithin next 5 years -. .3. (9 .?54 (9 (9 i.k.... 31.7 e)

..,

Become an outstanding athlete.
r

15.9 Oa' , .(9 13.1 (9 r;-.. .. (9.
.

11.7, - 13.9 12.1

67.0 67.9
39:9. 39.7 48.:

22.6 18.1
34.1

(9 67.4 604
28.0 20.3 32.-
10.5 144 (1)

-7-3447-7-732:3----49;(
. 7.2, (I) (1)

. 80.4,_ 73,6 '-

(1) 571:9
6pig 0,

34.6 27.8 C9"11.1 8.5
28.9 18.2 (9

'() 35.8
18.9 15.4-, 14.1

463
2611

.5

42:0 42.!
18.4 (9

(.11) 25.1

59.8' 45.:
813 . 681!

24.0 (1)

9.7

. .. ,, , .. ...
1etlegori not inducted In qurtIonnaire for indicated year. .

4
" '

r-
kURCE: Alexander

1

Astin, of awl., The Anoricfin Freshmr: Natkinal Norms for Fall 1955. 1960, 1zJd5 (3 publications).
,

,, * ,-
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APPENDIX TABLE11.Curren1Fupd Revenues of institutions of Higher Education, by Control. United States,196546.
to 1973-74

[Amounts ip thousands of dollars] ti

Type of revenue .

1965-66 1970-71 193-74,

Public Private Public, Private . Public - Private

Total current fund revenue 7,397,672 5,398,534 15,526,885 8,352,303 21,206,491 10,505,962 .

Total educational and general 6,047,297 4,292,867' 12,341,136 6,050,911 17,043,415 is584,428

,

Student tuition and fees ' 854,458 1,825,147 2,032,329 2,988,882 2,734,731 3,765,377
Federal Government 1,368,194 1,295,779 1,8t6,495 1,009,131 2,362,244 1,157,290
State government. 2,926,794 '-',. 85,209 6,386,800 116,013 8,961,907 '' 220,281
Local government 310,600 7;428 845,634 61,641 1,195;917 6Z,228
Endowment income , 29,949 4286,344 55,494 415,161. 76,938 499,977
Privategifts and grants , 156,358 486,340 295.356 796,299 430,706 ,1,000,276
Other educational and general ' 400,944 306,620 440,027 663,786 1,280,972 873,999

Auillirryenterprises_ 1,21d,202 , 932,438 1,890,128 1,235,110 2,324,376 1,409,853
Student aid grants=. , . 1403737-7173,230_ 391,179 317,921 493,920 388,665

-14a' an 441 14A;361---'--1,344,780 1,123,015

N/A,Not available.
in 1970-71 and 1973-74 the Category Other Educational asid.General includes revenues for recovery of ind,rect costs.as

.- follows: 1970-71, public $197.5; private S 4: 1973-74 public $270.1; private $248.4.
I Includes Federal, State, focal gov ent, and private grants specifically designated for student aid.
3 Included in Other Educational an eneral. ..

NOTE: Because of rounding, detailp may not add to totals.

. SOURCE. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and eifare, National Center foff Education Statistics, Digest ol Educalen
Statistics, 1969, 1973, 1976. .-

. ..
_

r
. .
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APPENDIX TABLE 12.-Current Fund ExpensIlitikes of Ilistitutiorts of Higher Education, by Control. United' States,
1963-66 to 1573 774.

[Amounts in thousands of 'dollars),

-Type of expenditures
1965-66 1970-71

Total current fund expenditure

'Educational.and general expendi-
ture -

Deneral adrhinistration and gen:
eral expense ...........

instruction anti departmental'.
research

Extension and public service., .. .

Libraries
Plant bperation and mainte-

- nance .
. Sponsored programs other than

research
Sponsored research and other-

separately budgeted research.
Related organized activities....

- All other educational and gen-,

era! expenditures

Auxiliary enterprises.... _
Student-aid grants .... . . .....
Major public service programs

Curren funds expended for capital
. outlay-which were not reported in

..,
' items above?.. ..... ., . .... ..

..
,

1973-74
.

Public.. Private Public Private Public :Private

7:114;702 . 5,455,240 14,996,042 8,379,155 20,336,26410,377,297

5,795,253 4,208,743 11,745,502 5,870,942 16,076,536 7,180,825

614,439 645,498 1,781,838 1,202,073 '2,648,526 1,552,429

2,376,491 1,404,2191 5,477,185 2,327,21E 7,374;113 2,845,005
396,461 46,256 542;543 45,848 662 289', .118,272

2'01,253 '146,392 463,481 252,731: 634;450 304,573

491,855' 355,960 1,18-7,256; 593,409 1,717,121 776,936

104,413 54,733 608,812 261,695 921,553 -.433,474

1,149,64 .1,303,339 1,320,759 888,578 1,581,043 899,406
-350,280 209,f1912___413,628 279,382 537,440 300,730

.

110,417 43,157 (1) ' (1) I (1) (1)

1,044,079 647.006 1,781,312, 1;207,036 2,207,882 1,405,374
156,440 272;786 -528, 43 569,955 . 705,691 690,797

(2) (2) .940,926 731,222 1,346,176 1,100,300
i

,

118,931. 126,704 (437,958)3 (T64,499)3 (571,913)3 (209,0703

I Data not collected separately. - - 'P'...__

.1 Included in Other Educational and General. . .. '
I in 1965-66 this figure was not distnouted throughout the individual categories and .s included in the total. In 1970-71

and 1913 -74 capital outlay is distri utedby category and is included in the-total.

4 NQTE: Because ofernunding tails may not add to totals. .1IP

SOURCE. u.S'. Department of Ith, Euucation, arid Welfare, Nabon
SOIsats,1909,1973,1976.

Mt,

Center for Education Statistics. Digest of Education

0



APPENDIX TABLE 13.-Curreni Fund Revenues of Private liberal Arts 1 and II Institutions, by Clasification. United
.. = States, 1971-72 to1973774

[Amounts in thousands of dollars]:

1971-72 '1972-73 1973-74 -,

',.

.

Liberal Liberal
Arts I Arts LI

Liberal
Arts I

Liberal
-Arts 11

Liberal
Akis I

Liberal
Arts IA

revenuesTotal current illf
. . .

Total educational and general . .... .......

, . ,

Tuition anti fees.....t . ! ........
Federal Government.--7.---.-1-N-.. .....
State government ,. . .....

l government.
Ellilowment income
figivate gifts and grants-
Other educational and general

Auxiliary enterprises ......
Student-aid grants..'

.,blajor service programs..,,., ".. .....

.. ,.

.., : .

....

,

......

803,216 1,359,126 848,953 1,425,308 920,164 1,514,608

.. 572,381 969,736
. .

614,368 1;024,860 676,7.92 1,098,525

. .

394,969
. 18,306

3,864'' 55
66,137
.66,744
23,306

' 658,900
4 59,346

. 5,297
488

30,872
172,568
36,265

419,369
19,661
41148

574
68,258
76,189
26,170

680,121
68,461

! 6,14'1 ,

- 401
33,752

187,461
48,524

452,686
20,641

7,268
736

78,251
85,217
32,093

712,803

",

79,323
9,485
.1,094

37,251
205,677

52,892

189,598
4,623,

614

317,465
71;756

169

191,984
42,010

590

.323,428
76,963,

57

198,676
44,086

551

331,988
83,841

253
4.

.

NOTE: Due to rounding, details may not.add to totals.

SOURCE: EDSTAT System: HEGIS Tapes, 1972, 1973, 1974.

4
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APPENDIX TABLE 14.-Current Fund Expenditures of Private Liberal Arts I and II Institutions, by Classification
United States, 1971-72 to 1973-74

[Amounts in thousands of doltarsj

4

Instruction and departmental reper 246,409 407,169
- Extension and ,public service 3,8 )0 5,639

Libraries , .27 927 46,882.
. Plant operation aid maintenance. 72,361 117,471.

Total currentiundexpenditures

Total educational angenerai 542,199 925,953

Liberal Liberal
Arts I Arts II

1971-7 .

. 802,575 .1,340,246

1972 -73 1973-74

Liberal Liberal Liberal- Liberal
Arts 1 Arts II Arts I Arts II

842,471 1,406,445 907,090 1,505,949

571,770 971,223 623,875 1,045,348

260,432 421,745 285,230 447,654
3,125 5,459 -9,673 'W3,..,41

29,760. 48,158 32,537 50,423
76,396 127,484 83,463 137,250

. , Sponsored research and other separately 1 1. t C
budg eted research .10,660 5,840 9,361 6,709 9,397. ' 6,805

Other sponsored programs , .. ..... 11,454 ,27,687- 11,673' 29,149 -12,084 36,786
'Organized activities related to educational .
; departments 6,888 15,581
Other services programs 163,201 299,684

Atixiliaiy enterprises V 185,908 292,906
Studenaittgrahts - 73,835 -121,059

,,, Major service programs - 633 328
..

#

NOTE: Due to rounding,' details may not add to totals.

SOURCE: EDSTAT SYSTEM: REGIS Taped 1972, 1973. '1974.
.. 7

r--

"70

9,417 13,981., 8,893 17;253
171,607 318,539 188,599 343,337

190,236 301,750. 200,126 314,722
79,91,5- 133,284 82,558 145,544

551 188 471 335 .
t

APPENDIX TABLE 15.- Higher Education Price Index
, and Consumer Price Index: United States, Fiscal
' Years 1966 to 1976

1966 95.0 97.1
1967 '100.0 100.
1918 106.0 103.
1969 113.2 '108.3*
1970 , 121.0 V 114.7

'1971. .. ....... 128.6 . 120.7
1972, ;135.8 125.1
1973......, A43.0 130.0

;1974.. t X53.1 141.6
1975....... .166.2 157.4
1976. 177.2 168.5

Higher educa ConsUmer
Fiscal' year tion price price index

index

SOURCES: D. Kent Halstead, Bureau of Labor RtiatisticsA..
Higher; Education Prices and Puke Indaies; Supple:7,bn(a, 197/6
and 1976. l :;

.#
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APPENDIX TABLE 16:-Student-Aid Revenue Sources and Expenditure; for Institutions of Higher EducatIon,,by Control: United States, 1965e-66 toilig5

- [Dollar amounts in thousands]

1965-66.1 1970-71 1971-72
Source - PUblic Private , Public . Private Public

Dollar Percent Dollar Percent Dollar Percent' "'Dollar Percent Dollar Percent
v.

Total studentaid grant income. 140,173 100.0 173,230 100.0 391,179 100.0 317,921 100.0 415,377
b.

100

Federal Governm6nt.. 53,499 . 138.2 35,652 20.6 236,154 60.4 137,220 43.2 238,554 57State government 26,955 19.2 3,957 2.3 . 65,482 16.7 26,484 ' 8.3 83,909 20Local government. 100 , 0.1 266 02 2,480 0.6 374 0.1 2,892 0Private gifts and 'grants............ ..... 30,791 : 22.0 55,814 32.2 63,157 16.2 71,798 22.6 69,936 16Endowment income.:.., 7,293 5.2 30,315 17.5 23,975 , , 3.6 . 58,275. 18.2 L1,170 2'Tuition and fees, room, and all
other cherries to-individual users of : t ..i.- ..services..., 28,680 13.3 34,504 x 19.9 * N/A N/A N/AOther student-aid grants .

.
.... . .... 2,856 2.0 12,722 7.3 9,932 2.5 23,771 7.5 8,916 2.

Total expenditures for student aid... 156;440 ....... 272,756 569,955 621,387

SHI footnotatit and of table._

;;;,.firfi.f,4;:
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APPENDIX TABLE 16.Student-Aid Revenue Sources and EApenditares for institution s pf Higher Education, 'by Control. United States, 1965-66 to
1973 -74 Continued

(Dollar amounts in thousands]

Source
.

4;;-;i41
Total student-aid grant income

Federal Goverdnent.
-State government

- Locat,government
Privatengifts and grants... .

I

Endowment income ....... '' ...........
4 Tuition and fees, room, bo rd, and all

other charges to individ al users of
services

Other studentaid-granti.

rota! expenditures for student aid ,

1971 -72 . 1972-73 '1973 -74

Pr ate Public Private Public , Rrivatp

b011ar Percent Dollar Percent+ , Dollar Percent Dollar Percent 'Dollar Percent

349 100.0 431,552 100.0 368,414 100,0 493,920 100.0 388,665 100.0

143 2 41.1 235,197 - 54.5 145,785 39.6 290,129 58.7 151,754 39.0
3 ,357 9.3 - 96,169 22.3 . 41,840 11.4 105403 21,4 49,475 t 127

694 0
78,076 22.4 74,838- 17.3 83,275 22.6 71,933 14.6 §0,789 20.8
68,972 19.8' 11,874 2.6 74,593 20.2 12,300 2.5' 78;373 -20.2

.
4

N/A N/A ^/if/A N/A ,. N/A,
25,602, 7.3 9,036 2.1 22,346 6.1 10,347 2.1 27,342 . 1,7.0

-

619,986 ...... .656,054 666,357 705,691 690,797

f 1965-66 &&for Aggregate U.S. (50 States, -D.C., U.S. Service Schools Separately grouped, and oufliiriarfaii's).

NUTE:11Due to rounding, details may not add to totals.

SOLIRCES. u.S.DepatImentot mealtn, Eaucatron,ana *altar°, National Centerfor Education Statistics, Financial Statistics of Higher education. Student Financial Aid, 1965-
66; Financial Statistics of,Higher Education. Current Fund flovenues and Expenditures, 1970-71, 1971-72, 1972-73,1973-74.

I
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;;)APPENDIX BLE-17.-Student-Aid Revenue Sources and Expenditures for Liberal Arts I and II institutions, by Classifkation; United States, 1971-72
1973-74

Source

Total stCsdent-ald grant indorne ...

Federal Government... . .

State government
Local government '
Privatogifts-and-granis
'Endowment income
Other student-aid grants

, Total expenditurescfortstudent aid

# (Dollar amounts iri thOusands)
0,0,

1971-72 1972-73 4, 1973-74 .
Liberal arts! Liberal arts-H Liberal arts 1-, Liberal arts 11 Liberal arts I Liberal arts H

Dollars Percent Dollars Percent Dollars Percent Dollars Percent Dollars Percent Dollars Percent.

40,623 100.0 71,756 .160.0 42,010 100,0. 76,963 100.0- 44,086 100.0 83,84i : 100.(

8,621 21.2 36,508 50.9 8,880 21.1 40,322 52.4 .' 9,622 21.8 39,835 47.1,5,426 10.9 11,582 16.1 4,422 10.5 . 12,880 16.7. 4,646 10.- 17,552 20.E153 , 0.4 90 --' 0.1 ; 0.2 - '14 0.0 308 0.7 71 0.:-----10,949---- 27.0 14,608 20.4,.
_92

10,442 24.9 15,720 20.4 10,600 24.0 16,835 ,20..:44,546' 35.8- 4,310. 6.0 15,899 37.8 4,525 5.9 16,862 38.2 5,803 6.c.-,'" 1,927 4.7 4,658 ' 6.5 2:275 5.4 3,502 4.6 2;048 4.6 3,745 '4.E

.. 73,835 ...-/.. .. 121,059 79,915 . 133,284 82,558 145,544
NOTE: Due to rounding, details may not addto totals.
SOURCE: EDIWAT System: HEGIS Tapes, 1972, 1973, 1974.
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